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Introduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Fred E. Shubeck 
Research Manager 
There were no hail storms at the Experiment Farm in 1982, 
but we did experience another unusual weather pattern. It was 
too wet to plant corn (9 .34 inches of rainfall in May), too wet 
to harvest (2.51 inches above average in early October), and too 
dry in between. June, July, August and September were all below 
average in precipitation . Another important weather factor was 
the cool temperature. The average monthly maximums were 
consistently below average - as much as 8 to 9 degrees in some 
months. 
These weather conditions will have an important effect on 
nearly every experiment . For example, the success of a surface 
applied pre-emergence weedicide spray is virtually controlled 
by the frequency and the amount of rain in May; cool temperatures 
and fewer heat units can minimize the potential of late maturing 
corn hybrids; response to phosphorus and potash fertilizers are 
influenced by moisture and temperature; date of planting and 
plant populations are sensitive to moisture distribution and 
temperature, etc. We can't escape from the effects of weather 
on our crops and experiments and this should be kept in mind 
when interpreting 1982 experimental results and in applying them 
to farm conditions. 
Both the north cattle feedlot and the remodeled hog house 
are in full scale operation. Approximately 400 head of hogs 
and 300 cattle are on feed trials yearly . 
A June Crop Tour and a Field Day in September were held in 
addition to three other special tours, including one that was 
prepared for the Regents of Education . 
There were 43 educational meetings held in the office and 
laboratory building . These included extension clubs, adult 
education meetings, judging schools, 4-H clubs, hail adjustors 
training meeting and local groups . 
Investigations with emergency and late planted crops were 
continued together with some new and unusual crops . Research 
results with these crops after hail storms at the Southeast 
Experiment Farm gave valuable experience and information for the 
farmers north of Sioux Falls after their severe hail storm last 
summer. 
1 • 
Table 1. T�m eraturea at Southeast Experiment farm 
HiB.2 
cr>
1 Departure From � ·. 'l �1ip:r.ai:�..,....... 30 Yea: Average 30 Year Average 
Month Maxi.mum Minimum Maximuin Minimum Maximum Minimum ---:d a----------------------..-- _____________ ........_ 
January 16.4 -6.7 25.2 3 .8 -8.8 -10.s 
February 29 .4 9.1 32.0 10.4 .. 2. 6 - 1.3 
March 40 .5 23.9 43 .4 22.1 -2.0 + 1. 8 
April 57. 8 32.7 61.4 35.5 -3 .6 - 2.8 
May 70.4 51.4 73.3 47.3 -2.9 + 4.1 
June 72.6 51.9 82 .5 57 .0 -9.9 - 5 .1 
July 84.8 62.2 87.6 62.1 -2.8 + 0.1 
August 82.0 58.0 85.0 59.S -3.S - 1.5 
September 72 .5 49.1 75.9 49.1 -3.4 o.o 
October 60.7 36.8 65.1 40.2 -4.4 - 3.4 
November 40.2 21.5 46.2 24.2 -6.0 - 2.1 
December 33 .5 14.5 31.2 11.3 +2.3 + 3.2 
1computed from daily observations 
Table 2. Precipitation at the Southeast Experiment Farm 
Precipitation 30 year Departure 
1982 Average from 30-year 
Month Cinches) Cinches) Ave. (inches) 
January .83 .49 + .34 
February .36 1 .06 - .70 
March .71 1.38 - . 67 
April 1 .16 2 .26 -1 .10 
May 9 .34 3 .37 +S.97 
June 1 .69 3 .89 -2.20 
July 3.01 3.27 - .26 
August 2.66 3.02 - .36 
September 1.21 2.55 -1.28 
October 4.18 1.67 +2.51 
November 2.11 1.04 +l.67 
December 1.85 • 714 +1.11 
Totals 29.77 24 .74 +S.03 
RATES OF NITROGEN AND 
DATES OF PLANTING CORN 
F. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen and D .  DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-1 
Objectives of Experiment 
1 .  Will planting dates influence response to fertilizer? 
2 .  What is the optimum rate of nitrogen fertilizer for a 
soil with a medium amount of organic matter when the 
same amount of nitrogen is applied each year for several 
years? 
3, Will optimum rates of nitrogen application be influenced 
by drought? 
4. Will high nitrogen rates influence disease or insect 
damage? 
5, Will soil temperatures serve as a dependable guide to 
determine an optimum date to plant corn? 
Methods and Procedures 
October 28, 1981 
April 22, 1982 
April 23 
April 26 
April 27 
May 10 
May 18 
June 7 
June 16 
June 18 
June 20 
July 16 
October 15 
- Plowed total plot area 
- Eradicane plus aatrex 41 was sprayed over 
all and tandem disked immediately to 
incorporate. 
- Field cultivated diagonally 
- Spread all fertilizer in low and high rates 
for first planting date, field cultivated 
- Planted first planting date; 
Variety - Keltgen KS112 
Insecticide - Dyfonate 20G 
- Spread fertilizer for second planting date, 
field cultivated and planted . 
- Fertilized, field cultivated and planted 
3rd planting date. 
- Fertilized, field cultivated and planted 
4th planting date. 
- Cultivated first and second planting dates . 
- Cultivated third planting date. 
- Cultivated all plots. 
- Cultivated 4th planting date. 
- Combined all plots . 
Table 3. Effect of Fertilizer and Planting Dates on Yield 
of Corn (High Nitrogen Rates) 
Brioadcast 
Fertilizer Treatment Planting Dates 
N + P + K April 27 Mav 10 Mav 18 June 7 Avera.e:e 
0 + 0 + 0 80 76 85 72 78.3 
0 +11 + 58 79 71 67 66 70.8 
80 +11 + 58 98 81 77 80 84.0 
160 +11 + 58 87 83 54 71 73.8 
240 +11 + 58 81 76 72 75 76.0 
Average 85. 0  77.4 71.0 72.8 
.aa p,:iw.dr :, r nl t1•og�n app:...in-d c_cJt :•car n._ppaa!"2d to b� 
.:suffic.t€:nt fr:rr mExinmM vi�d,; w�th m�- plantiilg; d;;itea in 14'.16?. 
Table 4. Effect of Fertilizer and Planting Dates on Yield of Corn 
(Low Nitrogen Rates) 
Broadcast 
Fertilizer Treatment 
N + P + K 
Planting Dates 
Anril 27 Ma� 10 Ma- 18 June 7 AveraP� 
0 + 0 + 0 72 65 61 60 64.S 
20 +11 + 58 77 68 70 75 72.5 
40 +11 + 58 87 83 70 80 80.0 
60 +11 + 58 99 96 76 77 87.0 
80 +11 + 58 106 98 90 79 93.3 
Average 88.2 82.0 73.4 74. 2 
!J ±.ncu. & :;..i.1:ut an.!3 r Ti� etati.::m of Ta.bl e. J..: 
The earliest planting date had the highes- average yield 
in 1982, a year when every month in the growini season had 
a maximum temperature well below average. 
PLANT POPULATIONS FOR CORN 
r. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen, and D .  DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-2 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. Will a drought tolerant hybrid help reduce the expected 
loss when the planting rate turns out to be too high for 
the rainfall? 
2. Wi.J.l a 1n•o..:._:.._=ii: nyi:,::-ict r-lan�� ,a:t ��,1, :!.:1.e popµ!ar.:.o-" t:ie 
J.!11� IO -:aJ.;e .ri.il.1 a_d·,_an-::ag_F. af i.mexpa� ti!d ilr.p!"cv&d gt awi nit 
conditions? 
3 .  "Shortie" wheats have done very well in limited rainfall 
areas . How about 11shortie 11 corn? 
4. Can the population problem be solved by using a single ear 
hybrid that has a strong ability to increase ear size if 
conditions are better than expected? 
5 .  Or is it best to use the biggest, tallest, latest corn 
that can be matured in most seasons? 
Methods and Procedures 
October 29, 1981 
April 12, 1982 
April 22, 1982 
May 4, 1982 
May 11, 1982 
June 16, 1982 
June 21, 1982 
June 28, 1982 
October 13, 1982 
November 8, 1982 
- Fall plowed 
- Broadcast 160+60+40 (oxide) per acre and 
disked in. 
- Sprayed Eradicane + aatrex 4L and disked . 
- Field cultivated 
- Planted all varieties and plant populations. 
Insecticide - Dyfonate 20G 
- Cu:t�v���- .....:.1 ���t's. 
- :in.is ia': ,, inn�TJE ... ':J ,.1�_!.. rut p,op\J i.ona. 
- Cultivated all plots . 
- Combined all plots. 
- Plowed plot area . No fertility added. 
Table S .  Hybrids Used With Important Features of Each 
Hvbrid 
Curry's SC-150 
Frundt 1 s 8500A 
Pioneer 3709 
Pioneer 3932A 
Yield Warranty 
Days to 
Special Characteristics Maturity 
Big tall full season 115 
Multi-ear tendency 110 
Heat and drought tolerant 105 
Ability to increase ear size 93 
11Shortie 11 about 5-1/2 to 6 ft. 95 
Discussion and Interpretation of Table 5 
T Jrln t!Xp!!.!�lr.im 1. is cl!nt�ri;d aNn.rnd h}•hrids wi tJ1 unlq� 
charact�r,i;5tics �hat hope-fully �iJ J-A?:l-p redue� 'the n��esgit� 
of 'trying l'O ou--g\l�&s ,:he 3Er.s.r11 • � hnr when sltlt!ct;ng 
:p,la.nt: 1:>0nu.l-a�ion� .-t u1.il.!tt-i:n 1.me. 
Table 6. Effect of Plant Populations and Hybrids on Corn Yield 
ffyl)r c3 !.07000 .12.000 114 1 oco 16.000 16 -..000 Av��:J e 
Pioneer 3709 85 85 91 95 101 91.� 
Pioneer 3932A 72 83 92 92 103 88.4 
YW 35A 68 75 86 81 88 79.6 
Curry SC-150 77 93 103 96 105 94.8 
Frundts 8500A 96 108 116 115 123 111.6 
Average 79.6 88.8 97.6 95.8 104.0 
Discu£sion anrl lntcrnr-ata ion CH Table 6 
This is the second successive year when 18,000 plants per 
acre may not have been sufficient for maximum yields. Yields 
were still advancing for each increase in populations up to the 
18,000 level, the highest population in the experiment. 
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Frundts 8500A gave the highest yield of all hybrids, but 
was not quite so successful in compensating for inadequate 
stands as it was in 1981. In 1981, with different climatic 
conditions, Frundts 8500A, in a wide range of populations (from 
14,000 to 18,000) all produced the same maximum yield. This 
would suggest a considerable ability of this double ear hybrid 
to compensate for variations in stand. 
7 
:1.:..ccussion O,i; FigurL l Continued 
L!l �982 the�awcr� not�- 1r stalks with double ears, 
which wu!d miniiiil.?' '7"1:: its abi..I..i.� · - ;-r -.1;1.;: T"""X.:.;r.::n t· }-s T:ith 
:{ naa 1::1q1U1'te �and�. The hyb,1.•id v,i�h . g I le>: l .111 ge J Ti ... a.r 
:.;h,, CF-:H!32A) was not' very suc:e�s:sful :.r ompens.-tir. ror 
ir�w'-�:.i�· � �· r ... .::.!l.c" J' -;ii -r•.- :.:...tll ����;J·- i.i. 
P-3709 was not very important when rainfall was sufficient for 
over 100 bushels per acre. 
Wh.e11 'W; he · .:. � ool --emp21,_· t1res and atove average rain-
f J l in t:h� plrmtiri& an� bal'-,.• r ing seaso s with below average 
roitiTall in bet��� as .in 1=92 it appare tly minimizes the 
ll.bili"i:Y of 11 these hybrids � ·h special characteristics to 
ca.int-:in :,•i,elrl.s wi1:h otands th .1-:-1:.. �,., •• ...,, t..:.Lc.11 t., 1..);;-c-ii:ruru 
for J-c:.: yea:- 1 G '"''2ntliticms. With •t1 mu1-;i-e-a.i• hywit:3, when 'We 
n.cd ,gc,od r.t3isu1i e ;:ondi-;:ions early in :ch se=.Su11 pt?1"haps th 
Si.iTuL , g.;.v021, for r:wo eat1s p,e:r �al;. W?l· n it t1JI'n5 dry .in 
mid-Gczc;:1-s,.m � tJu. aecori� c� :c.ay wi::tlit.!.� c::; l,n re _arc1m, i.n gr�wth 
11 -_h- h r--n 11."::..: _.,-!'�,.':! I "°"-> J.;' rn,: -_,:.-.,.,f :l.i.S 
apparenLly leaves the pla�t unable to cope with so many changing 
conditi-ns . 
a 
SILAGE REMOVAL 
ANO SOIL DEPLETION 
F .  Shubeck, B .  Lawrensen and D .  DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-3 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. By removing all crop residues from the field, but 
fertilizing adquately, how long can we continue 
raising corn without a yield decrease? 
2. Can we maintain yields where residues were removed by 
adding manure equal to that generated by the feed 
produced? 
Methods and Procedures 
October 9-10, 1981 
April 22, 1982 
April 27 
May 3 
June 16 
June 29 
October 14 
Commercial fertilizer and manure 
applied to specified plots and plowed 
down . 
Eradicane + aatrex sprayed over all 
and tandem disked once. 
Field cultivated all plots 
Planted all plots 
Variety - Pioneer 7223 
Insecticide - Dyfonate 20G 
Herbicide - Eradicane + Aatrex 4L 
Cultivated all plots 
Cultivated all plots 
Combined all plots 
Table 7. Effect of Commercial Fertilizer and Manure Applications 
on Corn Yield with Intensive Soil Depletion 
Management 
Removed 
From Plot 
Corn g ain only 
Corn g,•ain only 
Corn grain only 
Corn grain only 
Grain and Stover 
Grain and Stover 
Grain and Stover 
Grain and Stover 
Fertilizer Treatment 
N + P + K 
0 + 0 + 0 
10 tons manure/acre 
0 + 0 + 0 
100 + 17.6 + 33.2 
0 + 0 + 0 
10 tons manure/acre 
0 + 0 + 0 
100 + 17.6 + 33.2 
Discussion and rrrtarinrf!Tat�on ol Table 7 
Tons of Bu of corn 
Sila�e/acre rer acre 
11 
19 
11 
17 
74 
104 
70 
94 
71 
103 
76 
96 
Application of both commercial fertilizer and manure 
increased corn yields above their respective check plots. 
In plots where both grain and stover were removed since 
1975, corn grain yields were not much different from those plots 
where corn only was removed. Not much fertility was removed in 
1978, and 1980 because of hail storms. 
Yi�lds of silage responded positively to both commercial 
fertilily and barnyard manure. 
10 
DEPTH OF PLOWING 
FOR SOYBEANS 
F. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-4 
Objectives of Ex�eriment 
1. With the current price of diesel fuel, will it pay 
to plow deeper than 5 inches? 
2. Will the greater breakdown of organic matter and 
nitrogen release expected from deeper plowing be of 
much value for a nitrogen fixing crop like soybeans? 
Methods and Procedures 
June 24, 1982 
July 23 
October 29 
- Plowed all plots at specificed depths 
Sprayed treflan over all. 
Tandem disked and field cultivated. 
Planted Hardin soybeans. 
- Cultivated all plots. 
- Combined all plots. 
Table 8. Effect of Depth of Plowing on Soybean Yield 
Depth of 
Plowing (inches) 
s 
8 
12 
Bu per 
acre 
39 
41 
39 
From a yield standpoint, there was no object in plowing 
as deep as 12 inches. 
There was no significant difference in yield at the 5% 
confidence level between the 5 inch depth and 8 inch plowing 
depth. 
In other experiments at the Southeast Farm, tillage shallower 
than 5 inches was quite successful (see chisel plow experiments 
and the tillage study initiated by Dr. Chisholm). 
11 
DATE OF PLANT ING EARLY, MEDIUM 
AND LATE MATUR ING CORN HYBRIDS 
F .  Shubeck, B .  Lawrensen and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-5 
Objectives of Experiment 
1 .  How late can an early, medium or late maturing hybrid 
be planted without decreased yield? 
2 .  L: 1 1 il..11�.!.og is t"":.... ·� b•.1 �\:c. �}.;:n , wh'l sr ,uld iii ir,� 
f!il" -· :-s�ason hybrid bi: subs-c.J.-u-,ed .:or � · Ull. i:;e:as.on 
number? 
.: • r12 t 1ere a yii!ld a.tlv:tm: � :.or plan:t.i.n.., a.TI ca::: ly r.1.at: H'.ing 
h¥br.id enrlv: or la.� 2 
Methods and Procedures 
April 12, 1982 
April 27 
April 28 
May 11 
June 3 
June 10 
June 16 
June 21 
June 28 
July 16  
October 25 
- Br�adcast 80 + 30 + 20 on soybean stubble 
an- disked in. 
- Sprayed Eradicane and disked in. - � .:='3L _dr · • i- _ ,H. .. -. ; ..-.1. � Jl" '-= v.:arl. e -i es : 
?-;3 e .  ?-39�2A� and P-37�9 .  
- Si=;�nrl a-in ta!.�. 
- Tt�ir-: :_n _.:. ::� = �-" -
- Fourth planting date. 
- t:1.1.l ri a t. ..J l T � �:-c:i o--t.. -d i:ilanting .d.a c �s . 
:.pra1 .� an-.·e (lt- p·n-;: /acre) or1 ll  plt.ts. .  
- -ul-;, · •a-_:1 all plo� 
- cui-1,..,a-�f. 4 t!l plam::ng da't:�. 
C.cmb: nE=-d 1-, .. l�rt.s 
Table 9 .  Effect of Planting Dates and Hybrids on Yield 
of Corn 
Planting < '  '(�, 
Dates Pioneer 3932A 
April 28 101 
May 11 101 
June 3 96 
June 10 94 
Average 98. 0 
Hvbrid:."i 
l"ion(!.e_ 3709 
115 
116 
97 
107 
108.8 
1 2  
;. � , ,. 
Pioneer 
124 
118 
97 
92 
3388 
107. 9 
Average 
113. 3 
111, 6 
96. 6 
97. 7 
Pionc� 3 9".?'2..4. L ....:..11 l!arl}• hyln'·!  ( � �  d�y) Tn"±th -= rep01'"tad 
lill"'g- po.:-�1:ial fl�X-.:':Ulgc. in e:.ll." Si'.'!:f! . ?:!..Ol"l� 37 09 .:.-s i311 
ea.:-_;• in!Yi-ti!;�sun :,.um.:r.,:!,.., I__. u d.at•) ui�h -a'!!l:c d�r.e.e fJf d!'"-oLI.sl'l't 
to� �e. Pi�nr�� 3388  iu a .ful! season hybri.<l ( l  5-l!' d�y) � 
?li;.;-rti-n_g tir--5 tlt!.la t!d :-- n  Som:�s Sw-ui-. �� .Chila '{EJ:i:r 
dUt;! i:r 2cXcess:ii. '""9:i..::::a __ in Y-n1 ,- 2 .  ;;ill i. e.: �) & I� :lcm"-. ...,.1 t:i'UiL i 
pla.nt:.L'1g ·.::!.s _ ua..: � 1!! .ri! 'than month . The question soon 
i_,ey .. - o_r-:!G , '1v.lh� s :-..ciu.1� I � -t .1r. my full season seed and get 
some earlier numbers? " or uHow long can I afford to wait to 
;r:......r. -:orr b� .;i..1.Me .sw.t"tl:J'tin� f.., .,,.oybeans? t' This experiment was 
�ti:!�gr.ied �speci.al_y to c.TI5W�'" ··ese questions and we were 
f 'lf'I umrte �!, h:1.1.-0 two goo� �'�am of data on hand. These are 
sam� Va.try im..poT11:a.i:L!: mar.age.mun� - ecisions as results from 1982 
indioate. 
In 1 �  , ..  t.!h! full se-�n.tm t1y.'.)rid .ohowed .a - st�dy d�.1.ine:-
tn yield Wi tt. ,a.vc�Y cLJay ir.. p.lfil'tt"lng .. l't' ;...1'5� ·r:±cl:ded JT101v• 
h,;,h .... h� e..arli..:w m,::t1-Tira£ J,ybr.id.s :.mer. -a, J o.f hcr:i w:a-re pUl.nte.d 
early C Apr-i� 26J . 
Wh.ecL 1,il�st-:..ng w.:.:.i. �ela�� -o �y L ,  th::: mi"t!-s-ec..t...'"lr 
bytlri� (P--:.7C9} .,·i:sl:ied Eb.cit:-. t l� Si;ffl� ad:. .. n� ::u 1 "eas-:..r: i:..m­
ber (P-3388), both of them yielded more than the early hybrid. 
By planting June 3 and June 10, the early hybrid was able 
to produce about as much corn (figured at 15-1/2% moisture) as 
later maturing numbers. Even though the differences in yield 
between the three hybrids were not very great at these two 
later planting date, the differences in ear moisture at harvest 
4nd �ht. t:r-:ib:a.bL..iry cf tn:.T"..riTI.H :r�uld b·· 1:onsictl!r1� whF.ttl 
a�1e:(!t;in_g va"!." .:e. ti;?e if r 11'Jl'l1;in._g dati'.:.6 abf! c!°t!.l !-/1:!d n th.ls cxte.r�. 
For a grain farmer with no livestock, the exact planting 
date to replace corn with soybeans is not quite so clear. There 
a1 t: r.@.� iiVcll.lc:!..hlE hytr.:""i-=:; wi-rn :JtA.-i.!....!"ld;L!; �Arl-PoT 't:ia:n. 93 
ttays �t..hL O-r'lc we Clsed J .  Th_�!:! �-i� hy!:11:'i?i-':i wocld ffl..;.J1:U!,,. wf.th 
planting dates later than June 10, but it's safe to assume that 
yicJde wou.:..a d:,e.e-=-e�u;.e. �?."'-' l''l" i y'Tlutc-1 · - liott -::h.1:1.-::- the yl_l.i .Jf 
f.G!"til..fl S!>VZlei3ns ola.0,;-e..o J� .1.. � n �ei;,th of P.luwi.r.ut- ::=.--.t :lr'imJ!rrc 
was about.40 bushels per acre thj e v.:-� . �d!n ls. e. �.I"-0·.JpL 
soybean, but 3 days earlier than the mid-season Corsoy. 
With the yields, conditions and prices of 1982, it looks 
like soybeans would be a higher paying, more dependable cash 
crop when planting dates were delayed somewhere past the first 
10-12 days in June. 
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Table 10 . Effect of Planting Dates and Hybrids on Kernel 
Moisture at Harvest 
Planting 3.:bnids 
Dates Pioneer 3932A Pioneer � 709 Pioneer 3388 Averag_e 
April 28 16 . 8  17. 4 24.9 19.7 
May 11 16.9 21.2 23.5 20.s 
June 3 25 .3 26.9 29.2 27.1 
June 10 25.5 30.3 33.6 29.8 
From the standpoint of yield, percent moisture at harvest 
and potential drying costs, it appears t,s.t an early hybrid 
(approximately 93 day) is the most dependable one to plant if 
planting dates are delayed until June. 
The early and mid-season hybrids were able to reach 
physiological maturity at harvest (October 25) when planted 
as late as June 10. 
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CHISEL PLOW FOR CORN 
AND SOYBEANS 
F. Shubeck � L. Lawrensen and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-6 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. How much tillage is necessary for optimum yields? 
2 .  Will fall tillage increase soil moisture storage? 
3. Can yields with chisel plowing be �intained equal 
to that from moldboard plowing? 
4. Which is the best type of chisel point to use -
sweeps or twists? 
Methods and Procedures 
September 25, 1981 - Performed all fall tillage treatments 
in specified plots on soybean ground. 
October 20 , 1981 - Performed all fall tillage treatments 
in specified plots on corn ground. 
April 29, 1982 - Spring tillage treatments Numbers 1, 2, 
3 completed. 
June 8 - All remaining spring tillage completed. 
- Planted corn plots 
June 9 
June 10 
June 28 
July 7 
July 14 
July 23 
October 18 
October 2 8  
Variety F-3732 
Herbicid� - Lasso II banded + Bladex 4L 
sp.:-�y � :r.r�r i!cl.Jc. 
Fer-.; l�ar - lOJ lbs/ A 01 a- 3'2-'li a.n. 
a sideband starter. 
- Planted all soybeans. 
Variety - Amcor 
He5 bicide - Lasso II banded 
Broadcast Sencor S OWP at 0.5 lbs/acre 
over all bean plots 
- Cultivated all corn plots. 
- Cultivatru.i all bean plots. 
Top dres� d all specified plots with 
100 lbs N per acre. 
- Cultivated all bean plots. 
- Combined all corn plots. 
- Combined all bean plots. 
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Table 11. Effect of Tillage Treatments on Yield of Corn 
(Corn after soybeans) 
Tillage Treatments 
-· 5.=-L-rt!. 
Bu corn/ 
acre 
1. 
2. 
3 • 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 • 
8 • 
9. 
10. 
-�- ----------------------------------� _____________ _.............. __ 
Plow (moldboard) 
Chisel plow with twists 
Chisel plow with twists 
Chisel plow with twists 
Chisel plow with sweeps --------�--------------
Chisel plow with twists* 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Plow-disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
105 
110 
102 
103 
107 
107 
106 
104 
106 
101 
* Treatment 10 was unfertilized. All other plots received 100 
lbs per acre of 8-32-16 (oxide) as a sideband starter. In 
r.r.ta.i"":.i:.1n . lC :i .Lbs _f n.:.t::' ..... Lr. _ecr -�e ·..;a� ..it! '"'-i�i-. .. .11, ct Lop­
dr.U5:i.ng Wliiltl.. COr>:n ·as ,c;;b;,u:t· wa�t: lli&il · 
Di.sm.IBsioTI �nd Int:miP-...,C:UT.i.c,n o.: Table 11 
Moldboard plowing either in the fall or in the spring , did 
not increase yields over reduced tillage methods. 
Tillage with disk or chisel plow performed only in the 
spring on soybean ground was quite successful in maintaining corn 
yields. 
Table 12. Effect of Tillage Treatments on Yield of Soybeans 
(Soybeans after Corn) 
In Fall 
T:i.11.a: '1,. T tt::. t.men "t5 
In Spring 
Bu. of 
Soybeans/acre 
l �  - ----------�-
2. ------- -
3. ------------------
4. Disk-moldboard plow 
S. Disk-twists 
6. Chop-twists 
7 .  Chop-twists 
8. Chop-sweeps 
9. Disk 
10. Chop-twists* 
Disk-disk-drag 
Chop-sweeps-disk-drag 
Disk-moldboard plow-disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
� Treatment 10 was unfertilized. All other plots received 
100 lbs of 8-32-16 (oxide) as a sideband starter. 
16 
37 
,..0 
41 
37 
38  
38  
39 
37 
37 
3q 
Discussion and Interpretation of Table 12 
Yield differences due to different tillage methods or 
time of performance were very small. 
There was a small but consistent increase in soybean 
yield due to the fertilizer treatment. 
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Experimental Plan 
TILLAGE TREATMENTS WITH 
DRVLAND CORN-SOYBEAN ROTATION 
F. Shubeck, T .  Chisholm, B. Lawrensen 
D. DuBois and-G. Williamson 
SOUTHEAST- FARM 82-7 
Shallow Tillage Treatments 
Plow - Spring moldboard plow,  disk twice and drag 
Chisel - Spring chisel plow, spring disk twice and drag 
Disk - Spring disk twice and drag 
Roto - Shallow spring roto-till 
Deep tillage treatment 
S treatment - spring subsoil 
N treatment - not subsoiled 
Soil: Well drained loam 
Cropping Sequence : Corn-Soybeans 
Methods and Procedures 
1 .  All specified plots subsoiled before any other tillage 
operations ,  June 10, 1982. 
2. Fertilizer applied broadcast for both corn and beans -
110 lbs per acre of 8-32-16 (oxide) - June 10 . 
3 .  Nitrogen was broadcast at 100 lbs of N/acre for corn. 
4 .  Four pounds of Eradicane and 1-1/2 pounds of Bladex 4L 
was sprayed over all for corn. 
5. Treflan was applied for soybeans and disked or roto-tilled 
immediately - June 10. 
6. Planted corn and soybeans June 10. 
Varieties - Corn Pioneer 3732 
Soybeans NK 2596 
7. Corn combined , October 28 . 
8 .  Beans combined, November 1 .  
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Table 13. Effect of Different Tillage Treatments on 
Yield of Corn 
Plow Chisel Disk Roto 
s N s N s N s N 
Rep I 106 90 97 98 """ ' 100 96 94 122 � 
Rep II 104 14 107 9 5  98 03 105 112 
Rep III 99 91 87 103 107 103 102 109 
Re:12 IV 9 5  98 103 105 103 117 112 104 
Average 101 98 99 100 102 1 0 5  103 112 
Tillage Ave 97 100 103 107 
S = Subsoiled - 101 Bushels of Corn Average 
N = Not subsoiled - 104 Bushesl of Corn Average 
Di5�ussi�n il..nd !nTerpre�arion ot Table 13 
Shallow tillage treatments in soybean ground preparing for 
corn (disking and roto-tilling ) appeared to yield a little more 
than the deeper tillage with moldboard plow and chisel plow. 
These results are similar to those of 1981. 
No increase in yield was obtained from the deep subsoiling 
treatment . 
Table 14. Effect of Different Tillage Treatments on Yield 
of Soybeans . 
Plow Chisel Disk Roto 
s N s N s N s N 
Rep I 50 52 3 6  4 7  52 48 48 54 
Rep II 41 41 43 41 44 52 47  4 5  
Rep III  47  41 47 3 9  4 5  36 46 48 
Rep IV 52 4 3 43 48 41 51 4 3  45 
Average 48 lJ4 42  4 4  4 6  47 4 6  48 
Til.lage Ave 46  4 3  4 6  4 7 
s- Subsoiled - 46 bushels of soybeans average 
M- Not subsoiled - 46 bushels of soybeans average 
The apparent differences in soybean yields due to tillage 
methods were not significant at the 5% confidence level. 
Subsoiling did not increase yield of soybeans. This was a 
medium textured well-drained upland soil with no heavy claypan. 
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Discussion of Table 14 Continued 
,i.d..L..ow r.illa..s"""l::1i w.!. � nJ.sk a.r.d ?101;�-�; 11 ie-.1.1 g:t.tve: a...pou,:; i:h!!. 
same J.i-eli.L& as deepi;!:• ti.1 a6a- wit"J niold.1Joc1.ri:1 p_lc,i..; lUH1 !'.:hllje! 
plow . 
Table 15. Effect of Tillage Methods on Growth Rate of Corn 
and Soybeans 
Till.age M�-thod 
Moldboard plow 
Roto-tilled 
Disk 
Chisel plow 
nr.:ig.ht -- c.orn in cm. 
3 rd w:-e�. in Ju.iv 
5 8  
6 4  
6 8  
52 
Height of soybeans in cm. 
3rd week in July 
18 
15 
17 
15 
Discussion and Interpretation of Table 15 
With corn, roto-tilling and disking appearing to get corn 
off to a little faster start similar to results in 1981. 
Height differences in soybeans due to tillage methods were 
very small at this stage. This experiment was planted late 
(June 10) because of unusually wet conditions. 
Table 16 . Effect of Tillage Methods on Soil Composition 
Moldboard Plow 
Roto-till 
Disk 
Chisel Plow 
Bulk Density Under Corn 
0-20 cm . 20-40 cm. 
0.98 
1 . 3 6 
1 .  3 9  
1. 31 
1 . 32 
1.54 
1.39 
1.38 
Bulk Density Under Beans 
0-20 cm . 20-40 cm .  
1.20 
1.18 
1.1+0 
1 .  3 4  
1 . 13 
1.46 
1 . 2 5  
1.44 
Soil bulk density is determined by comparing the weight of 
a given volume of dry soil to the weight of an equal vol•J..2f1e of 
water. A density of 1 . 2  means that the dry soil weights 1.2 
times more than an equal volume of water . Soil densities greater 
than 1 . 4  will slow down root growth and rate of water infiltration. 
SoiL �ompac�ion :s n�r a V8r'Y DE�ioIJ.S problem �� �his_ loca-
-tion. w:i rll iillY G.f th� Lil...a._g,.e :na-: -itrd s .  • here -,..'ere ;ii_ :-erences 
between some of the treatments, however . At the 0-20 cm 
depth under corn moldboard plowing had the lowest soil bulk 
density of any tillage method. 
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Discussion of Table 16 Continued 
At the 0-20 cm depth under beans, moldboard plowing and 
roto-tilled soil had lower bulk densities than the other two 
methods. 
Soil compaction at 20 to 40 cm (approximately 7.9  to 
15. 7  inches) is probably not influenced to the same extent 
as the shallower depths. 
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Table 17. Effect of Tillage Methods on \ of Soil Water by Volume Under Corn 
Tillage Soil On Corn Ground Aftbr So�l:GT15 
Method Depth 7/1 11&. 7/15 7/2� 11:z§ 87& 8/l? 8 l'J l:f / 26 9/2 9/8 
Chisel 15-30 2 9  3 0  31 31 3 0  27 2 5  24 25 28 27 
plow 30-45 31 3 1  31 3 1  31 30 28 26 25 27 25 
Moldboard 15-30 31 3 1  32 31 27 24 22 23 25 28 26 
plow 30-45 32 33 33 33 32 28 25 25 26 29 2 8  
Disk 15-3"0 31 31 32 31 28 25 23 22 25 27 25 
n 30-4.S 33 33 33 34 32 29 25 24 27 29 2 6  ' 
Roto-Till 15-30 3 1  30 3 1  31 26 23 22 22 26 3 0  26 
n 30-45 30 30 32 3'2 3 0  23 22 22 2 6  29 26 1') 
"-> -
On Soybean Ground After Corn 
Chisel 15-30 30 3 0  30 2 9  26 21 20 19 20 22 21 
plow 30-'+5 2 8  28 28 27 2 5  21 20 19 1 9  20 19 
Moldboard 15-30 30 29 3 0  29 26 22 20 18 19 20 19 
plow 30-45 29 27 28 27 26 23 1 9  18 17 16 16 
Disk 15-30 31 30 30 30 28 25 23 22 2tJ 25 23 
u 30-45 3 0  30 30 30 29 27 23 21 21 22 2 0  
Roto-Till 15-30 31 31 32 32 30 25 22 21 23 26 23 
1t 30-45 3 0  30 30 30 29 25 22 21 21 23 21 
Soil moisture determinations were made on several different 
dates, and depths with a neutron probe. Moisture at the 0-15 
cm depth was not measured with the probe because it is not 
accurate at this shallow depth . Eight different depths were 
measured, but only the 15-30 and 30-45 cm depths were reported 
because this is where the greatest differences in soil mositure 
acc .J.D1ulations due to tillage would be expected. (lS-30 cm 
depth = 6-12 inches). 
Soil moisture that accumulated at the 15-30 cm depth between 
June 10 (date of tillage operations) and July 22 (before rapid 
losses from evapotranspiration began) would indicate the relative 
effectiveness of different tillage methods for increasing soil 
tirtJisture storage . However, June and July were not months of 
heavy precipitation . June was 2 .20 inches below normal . Under 
these conditions, there were no major differences in soil 
• 
.i-•• � ·  .. """ -..m.o.i..,, Ut"� !%.te')t" �Jts UJ.ll! TC r. ag_� 1:rE;i-:J:l;�i,;;'. i;:�.J;� l•,,f1.ln �y tt.o 
great differences in yields would =-!.! �pc.c-teJ dt.t.e to Vo.i.I'liatiom2 
in soil moisture. 
July 22 marked the beginning of rapid soil moisture 
declines due to heavy evapotranspiration losses. After 
August 19, there were some increases in soil -moisture storage . 
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CONTINUOUS SOYBEANS 
B. Lawrensen, F. Shubeck and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-8 
Objectives of Experiment 
l . Wr.m.'1.'. !L� �h= p���-:.....i..:---1........�i-s or �4�ir.� continuous 
6,ofbc<1.rrs fey, i..r1c::"!>ii�i::.g 'S"i- ;itttog�m and at the same 
�.ime !2.t��u.; iir -��"-"--e�t =�s� i::r�p. Approximately one 
p .�n;;l. o: n.l-:::1-q::ef • .:.!. :;:-_ ::-.Lt1e..!. to th, soil for each 
bushel of soybeans raised. 
2. Will disease and insects gradually build up in the 
soil and reduce yields? 
3 .  Is it possible to build up nitrogen reserves from 
symbiotic soybean nitrogen? 
Methods and Procedures 
April 28 , 
April 30 
May 3 
May 7 
June 8 
June 10 
June 1 7  
June 28 
June 30 
November l 
1982 - Broadcast fertilizer by hand on specified 
plots. 
Tandem disked immediately. 
- Sprayed all soybean plots with treflan and 
disked. 
- Planted all corn plots 
Variety - Pioneer 7223 
Insecticide - Dyfonate 20G 
- -prayed Lasso 4EC pre-emergence on corn 
olots. 
- Field cultivated bean plots and planted. 
- Broadcast sprayed all bean plots with 
Sencor 50 W.P. 
- Cultivated all corn plots. 
- Cultivated all corn plots; 
cultivated all bean plots. 
- Sprayed all corn plots with 1/4 pint 
Banvel plus 1/2 pint 2, 4D Ester. 
- Combined all plots. 
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Table 18. Effect of Cropping Sequence on Yields of Soybeans 
and Corn 
Croooin� Sequence 
Contin1ous beans 
Continuous beans 
Bushels of Bushels of 
Fertilizer corn per acre beans per acre 
Check 
Fertilized* 
3 5  
3 8  
Rotation corn and beans Check 
Rotation corn and beans Fertilized* 
97 
108 
3 9  
42 
* Both continuous and rotation soybeans were fertilized with 
75 lbs of 8-32-16 (oxide per acre broadcast. Corn was 
fertilized with 80 + 30 + 20 (oxide) broadcast. 
There was a small but consistent increase in yield of 
soybeans when rotated with corn compared to continuous beans. 
A consistent increase in soybean yield was obtained from 
use of commercial fertilizer. i. 
4�.L'��· 
0 �--
</, - ? z._ - I � . {I {/I "'J,;, "V 
t _ , �1"4,.. 
�-/!l � 
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MOST PROFI TABLE ROTATION 
B. Lawrensen , F. Shubeck and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-9 
Objectives of Experiment 
1 n� mut'!h wi_l i;.:acmr Li._ : ---: ..... iz. inc:r=�;; ni:t' praf�t"s'? 
2. Is it more profitable to add nitrogen from a commercial 
fertilizer source or grow a legume in a rotation? 
3. Which cropping sequence will bring the greatest net return? 
4. Will previous crops have much effect on available moisture 
at spring planting time? 
Methods and Procedures 
October 23 ., 1981 
October 27, 1981 
April 15-16, 1982 
April 19 
April 20 
April 30 
June 7 
June 7 
June 7 
June 7 
June 10 
June 28 
July 1 
July 7 
July 15 
- Rotary chopped all corn and grain sorghum 
plots. 
- Plowed all designated plots. 
- Tandem disked and spike tooth harrowed 
all plots. 
- Drilled all oats plots. 
Variety - Ogle 
- Alfalfa and sweet clover seeded with 
John Deere press drill and cultipacked to 
firm· seed bed • 
- Sprayed soybean plots with Treflan + 
Sencor and disked. 
Sprayed all oats plots with Bronate at 
1 pin�/acre except those plots underseeded 
with �lfalfa and sweet clover. 
- Planted all corn plots. 
Variety - Pioneer 3732 
Insecticide - Dyfonate 20G 
- Sprayed all bean plots with Treflan at 
1.5 pints per acre, and field cultivated. 
Planted all bean plots. 
Variety - NK 2596 
- Sprayed Sencor 50 WP at O.SU lbs active 
ingredient per acre. 
- Planted all grain sorghum plots. 
Variety - DeKalb 38 
Herbicide - Ramrod 20G 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG 
- Cultivated all corn plots (1st). 
- Cultivated grain sorghum (1st). 
- Cultivated soybean plots ( 1st). 
- Topdressed 70 lbs nitrogen per acre and 
SS lbs N/acre in all specified corn and 
grain sorghum plots. 
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Methods and Procedures Continued 
July 16 - Cultivated all corn plots. 
July 23 - Cultivated all bean and grain sorghum 
plots. 
July 28 - Combined Oats. 
October 14 - Combined Corn . 
October 29 - Combined Beans. 
November 1 - Combined Grain Sorghum. 
2 7  
Table 19. Effect of Cropping Sequence and Fertilizer on Crop Yield , 1982 
N 1st 2nd 
Crop Fertilizer Side Year Year Soy- Sor-
Receiving lbs/A Dress Oats Corn Corn beans ghum Hay 
Cropping Sequenc� f�rtilizer N + p + K lbs/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Tons/A 
1 Continuous corn 0 + 0 + 0 68 . 0  
Continuous corn Corn 6 +11 +10 70 104.0 
2 Corn-oats 0 + 0 + 0 5 7 . 0  7 1 . 0  
Corn-oats Corn 6 +11 +10 70 9 5 . 0  
Oats 30 + 7 + 0 8 4 . 0  
3 Corn-corn-oats+alf-alf hay 0 + 0 + 0 92 . 0  8 7 . 0  87.0  1.2 3 Corn-corn-oats+alf-alf hay Corn 6 +11 +10  97.0 
Corn 6 +11 +10 70 103.0 
Oats 15 +26 + 0 121.0 
I',) Alf resid. 0 + 0 + 0 1.5 
0) 
4 Oa.ts + sweet clover-corn 0 + 0 + 0 54 . 0  82.0 
4 Oats + sweet clover-corn Oats 30 + 7 + 0 81. 0 
Corn 6 +11 +10 98.0  
5 Corn-soybeans-oats 0 + 0 + 0 68.0 89.0 36.0 
5 Corn-soybeans-oats Corn 6 +11 +10 70 102.0 
Soybeans 6 +11 +10 41.0 
Oats 30 + 7 + 0 85 . 0  
6 Corn-oats-soybeans 0 + 0 + 0 49 . 0  92.0 34.0 6 Corn-oats-soybeans Corn 6 +11 +10 55 104.0 
Oats 20 + 7 + 0 8 9 . 0  
Soybeans 6 +11 +10 39.0 
7 Continuous grain sorghum --�- 0 + 0 + 0 32.0 
7 Continuous grain sorghum Sorghum 6 + 11+10 63 . 0  
There was a large increase in corn yield due to commercial 
fertilizer in the continuous corn sequence. 
Where corn and oats were grown with no fertilizer added, 
the yield of corn was 71 bushels per acre. By planting sweet 
clover with the oats and no fertilizer added, the following 
corn yield was increased by 11 bushels per acre. When alfalfa 
was planted with the oats (no fertilizer added) and left for 
one year of hay, the following corn yield was increased by 
16 bushels per acre. When corn followed soybeans with no 
fertilizer added, corn yields were increased by 21 bushels 
per acre over corn yields in the corn-oats sequence. Perhaps 
we have been underestimating soybeans as a soil improving crop. 
These soil fertility :improving practices were very effec­
tive for increasing oats yields, also, except for the oats 
plus sweet clover-corn sequence; but, here corn followed the 
legume rather than oats. 
Soybean yields were increased by fertilizer a little more 
this year than the long time average increase for this 
experiment. 
Grain sorghum yields were less than corn, but there was 
a substantial increase in sorghum yields due to fertilizer. 
Sorghum stands were less than optimum due to excessive moisture 
conditions in some of the plots. 
Unfertilized second year corn after alfalfa yielded more 
than unfertilized continuous corn, suggesting a residual 
nitrogen carryover in the second year after alfalfa. 
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SOYBEAN VARI ETY AND 
ROW SPAC ING STUDY 
r .  Shubeck, B .  Lawrensen and D .  DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-10 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. Will is pay to narrow rows from 30 inches down to 
7 inches? 
2. What can we expect from intermediate row spacings 
between 30" and 7", like 20" or skip row allowing 
room for tractor wheels and a cultivator? 
3. Is planting soybeans with a small grain press drill 
a good practice?. 
4. Will soybeans with a different type of growth habit 
respond differently - like branching type (Corsey); 
a thin line ( Wells) ;  or a semi-dwarf (Gnome)? 
Methods and Procedures 
October 26, 1981 
June 4, 1982 
June 4 
July 7 
July 23 
October 29 
- Area fall plowed. 
- Total area sprayed with Treflan at 1 .5 
pints per acre and tandem disked 
immediately. 
- Planted all soybeans . 
Varieties - Gnome, Corsoy 79 and Wells II 
Row Spacing - 30", 20", 7" and skip row 
Herbicides - Treflan PP! and Sencor 50 WP 
pre-emergence. 
- Cultivated all row 3-pacings except 7 " .  
- Cultivated 30° row spacing . 
- Combined all plots . 
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Table 20. Comparison of Row Spacings and Varieties on Yield 
of Soybeans 
Row Spacing Plants Bu. of 
Varietv in inches Per Acre Soibeans/acre 
' I 
Wells 45 1.. 1  II 7 149,000 J 
Wells II  20 186,000 54 ).., 
Wells II 30 96,000 �, Wells II  15tl Skip Row 96,000 
Corsoy 79 7 199,000 
�u Corsoy 79 20 248,000 Corsey 79 30 137,000 48 Corsoy 79 1sn  Skip Row 197,000 55 
Gnome 7 139,000 46 
Gnome 20 199,000 54 
Gnome 30 91,000 43 
Gnome 1s 0 Skip Row 143, 000 49 
!l!i:ia\:SSitin and Int.e:rE!£:e:t:.i.-i:2..::m o:::- Table 20 
Stand counts were down in a few plots. We were aiming for 
a minimum of 150 ,000 plants per acre. This would be the 
equ.i.va1.fil1T of apppexJ,Jn.:;....t.:-ly _... p�s a-r :°Ji:H in O in-::.1, 'reiWli . 
All plat;;: ,�oee� p!an.twtl �i th .. hi.! 5alll; t.;.;o:!, 'bl!.!' plant-Or. Adju:s t­
irrerrtEi ��,. .:i 1·runin:e::C1. to. �c,m_pensa-=� for di:.fi :e:.ceni; .aei;.d o.J.-�fl. 
Yields were very good in some plots - 54 and 59 bushels 
pt!:1" ac..:ri an.cl s�e:tr51 a.v��:J _n_ -h1:=. '--P � tiO ' -s ,  l1t1d� tne 
high yield environment in 1982, pill"na 5: Grn,:Gb 'tl©�:lcr ha.V� ..,i� 
better with more plants per acre. Corsoy 79 did very well, 
also, with all row spacings. 
In a previous study that was carried on for several years, 
Corsoy yields were very similar over a rather wide range in 
plants per acre. However, the yield potential was never as high 
as 59 bushels per acre during the study. 
It looks as though this experiment should be carried on 
(or- se.1.· nr.aJ. �s w.i: h a 'lifrler rang,; �- eJimr1tic c.@m:! ;i.tJ.QflL 
be..fa�c t.hc raw fi.pa;;ing .u'l.d :.r_:1:.1::d.f! _r-y r-=f� � bt! dwt�. 
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BROADCAST VS DRILL 
SEEDING FOR OATS 
B. Lawrensen, F. Shubeck and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-11 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. Will seeding oats with a press drill be better than 
broadcasting seed at a little higher rate than the 
drill method? 
2 I W'tl..: .. .,=ra .i:rc ;nu.cit j Z-��nc1;c JJi 51:antl..B -Tl r...:.l:.£r-i.ns 
be-�n tn� rwo methods i� s��-� a��5 ar� �lml..;..ari 
Methods and Procedures 
April 14 , 1982 - Tandem disked corn stalks . 
April 20 - Broadcast 40+15+0 fertilizer . 
April 2 0  - Tandem disked and spike tooth dragged. 
Planted all plots 
Variety - Ogle 
June 7 - Sprayed all plots with Bronate at 1 pint 
per acre. 
July 7 - Combined all plots . 
Table 2 1 .  Effect of Seeding Methods and Rates on Oats Yield 
Seeding Seeding Rate Bushels yield 
Method Bu/Acre t:ien a i=r-c: 
Drill 2 89 
Drill 3 92 
Drill 4 8 9  
Broadcast 2 8 5  
Broadcast 3 80 
BI.'loadcast 4 85 
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The drilling method yielded more than broadcasting this 
year. Part of this difference could be attributed to the poor 
seedbed and poorer stands with the broadcast method. 
In other years when moisture conditions were more favor­
able and we were able to work up excellent seedbed, differences 
in yield between the two seeding methods were smaller. 
In 1982, different seeding rates had a rather small 
influence on yield except for 3 bu. broadcast treatment which 
was influenced by a poor seedbed. June temperatures were cool, 
moisture in May totaled 9. 34 inches and stooling was very 
prevalent. Consequently lower rates of seeding would do relatively 
better than in a year with little or no stooling. 
3 3  
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F2 GENERATION 
SEED CORN DEMONSTRATION 
B. Lawrensen, F .  Shubeck and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-12 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. How much �oss in corn yield will occur when seed from 
first gen�ration hybrids is saved and planted? 
2.  Will there be any yield differences if the seed saved 
:frmr. the fivst g(!nerr-ati.011 h:,br i<.. i tr � a. singlk ;:J:'Oe.s1 
3. With -1:h:.!! pr-e&-e:nt low pr:i.�; far c. �?'n �fl �nd this:. high 
pl"'iCe :-c,r !lj'brid set'!'Q 1 will. -he i;xp�-r ... d v.:.e.:  .rl dac:-;;a:Se? 
dui: ,.p pla-nti:ag. �oncl generc. t"ion :seed L:" ., ) 1L 1!1'H:rt!IJh 
t:P jun�..:fy p;;.ying tM !!tl""'t";;:�t Qi;�.d -1:)rttl pr.icas? 
Methods and Procedures 
April 12, 1982 
April 27 
June 1 
June 1 
June 1 
June 28 
July 8 
August 20 
October 27 
- Broadcast 80+30+20 (oxide) and tandem 
disked . 
Sprayed Eradicane over plot area then 
tandem dinked . and field cultivated. 
Field cultivated plot area. 
Planted or�ginal r1 hybrid seed 
1. Pionee� 3732 (single cross) 
2. Pioneer 3709 (modified single) 
3. Pioneer 3716 (3-way cross) 
4 .  Pioneer 3498 (double cross) 
- Flan��� r2 ael.f-poll..:nate.c! &ae<! , r ThLa u seetl 'tair.,an .:r,ccn.. Buf-poill.Tid.'ted. 
tI!"igina.l ? 1. p1a:'l.\':i . _ Tl:ii,5 ',7{)u1J e�!1·�s­PQ.n� i::o �11l.lig seed 1rom a l.A.r;i;-'iJ =;i.�l.d 
all pl :!IT'tOO t"O tJ-d? SttmL l'.ybr.i� \Ji-h J'lO 
chance of other pollen blowing in . 
• Planted F2seed from original F1 plants that were not self-pollinated. Thi� would 
correspond to saving seed from a field 
with alternating strips of different 
hybrids. 
- Cultivated all plots ( 1st). 
- Cultivated all plots (2nd). 
- Sprayed 2 , 4D ester at 1.5 pints per acre 
on all plots. 
- Combined all plots. 
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Tacle 22. Effect on Corn Yield from Planting Seed Saved From 
First Generation Hybrids 
Original 
seed (F1) 
Single Cross 
P-3732 
104 day 
Modified 
Single Cross 
P-3709 
105 day 
3-way cross 
P-3716 
105 day 
4-way cross 
P-3498 
110 day 
Source of Seed 
that was ,;planted 
First generation hybrid seed 
2nd generation self-pollinated 
2nd generation cross-pollinated 
First generation hybrid seed 
2nd generation self-pollinated 
2nd generation cross-pollinated 
First generation hybrid seed 
2nd generation self-pollinated 
2nd generation cross-pollinated 
First generation hybrid seed 
2nd generation self-pollinated 
2nd generation cross-pollinated 
Plants Bu. 
per acre per acre 
15 ,640 122 
12,903 76 
14, 076 72 
17,000 118 
15,640 73 
12,903 80 
19,160 112 
14,467 68 
12,903 80 
17,791 112 
17,400 64 
1 s , a 3 s  a o  
First generation hybrid seed (F1) was purchased from a seed 
cJ:>:rn Jic:lile:r � ... 'lL 2nc. iJ n.e:r..:rr:iun :: "l J �Li:--u,-1 -::',a,;"'d s�ett <1S ! 
�;l�.t'Ed fru� -ulf-�olliJ:ii;.ted ��-;;rnts r t#t-cl-1 r�ep��t::ivc �yp� 
(single cross, modified single, 3-way and 4-way) .  This would 
be comparable to selecting seed in a large field that had all 
been planted with first generation hybrid seed of the SdJlle 
type. The second generation cross-pollinated seed was saved 
from F1 plants that had other hybrids growing in close proximity. 
There was a large decrease in yield when second genration 
seed was planted. Part of this decrease can be attributed to 
reduced stands from using ungraded seed in a plate type tool bar 
planter. This will be changed next year. 
The yield from first generation single cross seed (P-3732) 
was more than from first generation 3-way and 4-way plots even 
though the number of plants per acre were less. The first gener­
ation modified single cross yield was just a little less than 
that from the true single cross seed. 
Comparisons between second generation selfed and second 
generation cross-pollinated seed was an attempt to see if an 
infusion of dissimilar genetic material from pollen of 
di f:f�r-;nl JJ1�'ls £.!"u"1;n� c::..lOS!r h,;: t?'.e F plar."'t:: "H,ou:.ct len3e:n 
th� ��p�'t.'�C. _ i1.i..l.d � e ::I Dr L'l &Ub?ilcQU:.rrt-&ceri�tion.s. l d.±d htllh 
but not enough. 
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A COMPARISON OF SEVERAL 
SOIL TESTING LABORATORY FERT IL IZER RECOMMENDATI ONS 
R. Gelderman, P. Fixen, J. Gerwing and B. Lawrensen 
PLANT SC IENCE 82-13 
Many soil test laboratory services are available to South 
{i""'-;.,,Cl'ti:l f.1!'1:ta-7 .  A:.t!I.G-1£1't i!.i.!_.1.[\;T.:C fig!....: � ':i__ re .:.ll""a;...:_1d . - .  !r 
i..s- e..:1t-.imaTea ... 0-:u p-�·�ei:-= of he .a-oi1 �les -:::aki_r: in S ,uth 
Dakota are tested by commercial laboratories. Most of the 
remainder of the samples are tested by the state ' s  land grant 
college laboratory located at South Dakota State University at 
Brookings. Some samples are tested by bordering state universi­
ties. 
The purpose of a soil testing laboratory is to evaluate the 
nutrient status of a soil and provide a fertilizer recommendation 
to meet the nutrient needs of the crop. This recommendation 
must also be economical. It must be profitable to fertilize the 
crop. 
Variations in fertilizer recomzrendations between labora­
tories have been known for some time. These variations are a 
concern to many. These differences may be due to at least two 
factors : ( 1 )  a difference in analysis results ) or ( 2 )  a differ­
ence in philosophy of recommendation. 
11h� h.;. , .. et.::ves of "�s e.x ..:..r ;...:r:gnt \if�-re ..-o T.Ja...--:, �-uparisons. 
of �oil ���t �ec.amm.�n.J..:!.tl-ns :�7-� several laboratories. The 
effect of the recommendations on yield and fertilizer costs per 
acre are also to be evaluated. 
Methods and Procedures 
The experiment was conducted at the Southeast Experiment 
Farm just to the east of the office building. The soil at this 
sit£: WdS d..n Epn s.il.:ry o a.y .1.oam . "Egan - :_t_s. .:..!:' ·:!.!..a..J. !!/ ill ned 
Jilty .:Lay lonmr: ch::. .. !"o .. mroj' b . .;i.._t_. .i .. il. uveir- -2_"1..: ial. tiL � 
This was the second year for the continuous corn experiment. 
Each �l�r is l .  �xa�ly �� S-dmt- -��� aa �� pr��!ous y2B:I:'. 
yie.l.d gol!.J. of 120 ��shi;larac::re eorn was set for the experiment. 
Soil samples were taken from the experiment site in the 
fall of 1981. A composite soil sample was taken from each lab 
treatment area, mixed, dried and sent to the appropriate 
laboratory. None of the labs , including the SDSU lab, were 
aware that these samples were to be used as the basis for a 
comparative study. The samples were sub-divided into 0-6 11 , 6-24", 
and 24-36 11 samples to evaluate nitrate-nitrogen. All fertilizer 
recommended by each lab was assumed to be needed and applied. 
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The fertilizer was broadcast and worked into the soil before 
planting. Laboratories were simply labeled A, B, C, etc. 
Fertilizer and lime costs were estimated averages paid by far­
mers in the spring of 1981. They were set on a per pound basis 
as follows: 
RTons of effective 
Nitrogen = $0.24 per lb N 
Ph.sphorus = $0.27 per lb P205 
Po-assium = $0 .12 per lb K20 
Sulfur = $0 .33 per lb S 
Zinc = $0 .97 per lb Zn 
Lime = $ 2 9/ton* (not including transportation 
calcium carbonate equivalent (ECCE ) 
These values were used to calculate fertilizer/lime costs 
per acre ; although, these values did not include application 
costs per acre. 
The treatments were arranged in a randomized complete block 
design with four replications. The plots were harvested by hand 
with ten whole ears taken for moisture . The variety used was 
Pioneer 7223. It was planted May 18. Tillage consisted of fall 
plowing and a spring disking and field cultivation. Weed control 
consisted of Eradicane-Atrazine pre-plant incorporated .  
Results 
In general, the analysis results from the labs were similar 
between labs (table 23). Lab C and D both measured considerably 
morF niu·n:-r:=-nl., _.g-�n .. Iv --11� '"'Th;;:.!' l..al)& � �-·e.=inim nr...::.-::lor� 
varie1;l c-onsir.t�r..-.JJly on a.mm:n:r:s S i:,.hosp::-ior sr � mii::ronutrien!-5 i;,TI.i:l 
lime recommended (Table 24). Nitrogen rates were similar across 
labs except for lab c ,  which recommended only 20 lb N/A. This 
was one of the labs who measured higher amounts of available 
nitrogen. 
Fertilizer/lime costs varied from a low of $12.90/acre to 
a high of $86.80/acre . Most of the differences are due to the 
lime cost per acre. 
Yields did not meet the 120 bu/A yield goal . In general, 
yields were variable throughout the plot (C .V. = 15 .1%, Table 25) 
because of variable plant population. Poor planting conditions 
reduced stands and a poor seedbed reduced germination . I n  
addition, a strong wind in late July broke over many stalks 
throughout the plot area. As a result, harvest stands were down 
to 15,500. If stand was not limiting, 1982 weather conditions 
were ideal for a much higher yield . 
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Yield differences between individual treatments can be seen 
in Ta1:·l :!-5. r· s- cr.lJ _ :it:.:s�i�,;;al dL7�c� .b"'"::weu t2 ie..:i L'fll!::!n 
yi�'3s :.s ti.,Tw�en 1 ... e -.,c1=lc , :n 'bu B.tlt:: Lab C" 1 118: b� • •  �gain . 
this large difference is due to the variability that occurred in 
the plot area. 
The th!:!ek plot '!il 
_h.roufn�tn: �h� 5�a.:eon. 
def"ic1 _11 �rJ .  No vLrun.1 
treatments . 
nu w.r.:f'; yu:l.Gil in c.O�O.l' wi1:.ti !p'-'O� \l.i'ta.iicy 
� .appeareti -o be �la.!l.s.ic fi.l t;r�k!,!! n 
1: M f::erl!.r.cas .:ere rio.t�d a�n� i::h o.C-her. 
There appears to be no reason why yields for treatment C 
are above the others. Fertility treatments on these plots 
the past two years have not been unusually different from the 
other treatments. Although Lab C recommended little nitrogen 
in 1982 (20 lb/A) it did measure considerable available 
nitrogen in the top 3 '  of soil (Table 23) . 
The plots will be continued for several years in continuous 
corn. With additional years' data, it is hoped a clearer evalua­
tion of laboratory fertility programs can be made. 
Table 23. Soil Tests from 1982 S. E ,  farm Lab Comparison Study 
Measurement SDSU 
Nitrate-N lb/A-3 1 58 
O.M. \ 2.7 
Phosphorus lb/A 3 4  
Potassium lb/A 780 
pH 6.6 
Salts mmho/cm 0 .3 
Zinc ppm 1 . so 
Iron ppm 26. 2 
Manganese ppm 38.3 
Copper ppm 2.2  
Sulfur (S04) ppm 167* 
Boron ppm 
Magnesium ppm 960 
Calcium ppm 2778 
Sodium ppm 
CEC meq/lOOg 
* Included subsoil ** Mechlich Test 
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A B 
'+2  120 
3.0 2 .7 
34 38  
480 770 
6 .3 6 .5 
1 .  4 2.0 
68.0 9 2  
34 .8 57 
l .  7 2 . 2  
6 5 
0 .8 l.  5 
669 741 
1906 1950 
15 
19 .7 18.3 
c 
130 
3.6 
38** 
68 2 
6.4 
0.10 
2.86 
69 . 7  
49.6 
2.10 
3 .3 
0 .70 
590 
1977 
D 
3.1 
40 
752 
6 .5 
1.4 
7 
, 
Table 24. Suggested Fertilizer Recommendations for 
120 bu/A Corn 
Fertilizer 
Nitrogen lb/A 
Phosphorus lb/A P2 0 5 
Potassium lb/A K20 
Sulfur lb/A 
Zinc lb/A 
Lime* lb/A 
SDSU 
9 5  
2 0  
0 
0 
0 
0 
A 
90 
60 
30 
10 
0 
3000 
LAB .,-
110 
70 
20 
15 
1 .  5 
1800 
20 
30 
0 
0 
0 
0 
110 
4 5  
0 
0 
0 
2100 
Fert . Cost/A $33.20 $86.70 $85.22 $12.90 $67.95 
*Effective calcium carbonate equivalent. 
Table 25. Influence of Laboratory Fertility programs on 
Yields, 1982 
SDSU A 
97 · -h 
.a c 
*Yields followed with the same letter are not significantly 
different at the 0 .06 level. 
Sig. of F = 0 .08 
c . v .  = 1 5 . lt 
+ Only 3 replications harvested because of poor stands. 
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1982 PERFORMANCE TR IALS Of SMALL GRAINS1 
GRAIN SORGHUM� SOYBEANS AND CORN 
AT THE SOUTHEAST EXPERIMENT FARM 
J. J .  Bonnemann 
PLANT SCIENCE 82-14 
Performance Trials with corn, grain sorghum, soybeans and 
small grains (oats, barley, spring wheat and durum) were seeded 
at the Southeast Experiment Farm for 1982 harvest . 
The small grains were seeded on April 14, 1982. Yields 
Wiiri! ahouL r:!-Vera� frn' all i:.raps exce._p-: bar-1.L'/ll w;,icn had a rcaa11 
yiel!l of a 7 Bl A ..  Durum am:I spri..T\g wh@J. ::lso 'v%"0dueed Qui-re 
acceptable yields, th� mean yield of each trial being 35. 6 and 
3 5 . 4  BIA , respectively . The most commonly grown small grain of 
t:b� ill'.!f.!.t!!. oars 'I was dDlf.fi i...n yi.elc.1 avcrag.i.ns o-r.i1.j' Gl • .3 BIA for 1:hS:-
28 i?n'tt",i.�s gro".Jr:... T«!!tt wei.gh:u;_ ...:t:..r J.dt'lad de;nmdil'JB u_p n the 
stage of growth during the extended period without precipitation 
in mid-summer. Data included in this report are bushels per 
acre, test weight, height and lodging, if applicable. 
Eighty-seven proprietary corn hybrids were grown in the 
1982 Corn Performance Trials . The corn was seeded in 2-row 
plots, 17.5 feet long, 36 inches apart, on May 7, 1982. Two 
seeding rates were intended ; with final counts being 15,984 
and 19, 696 plants per acre in mid-August. 
The absence of a killing frost delayed the start of harvest 
as later maturity entries were too wet to combine at the usual 
time. The first killing frost was recorded on October 16 and 
then only seriously damaged the upper leaves. Rain and/or snow 
was commonplace from then on, and the condition of the plots 
soon deteriorated .  The heavy snowfall on October 20-21 caused 
severe J...Qd..i.ng -::ir :.S t:a-J.K b�eakage. Corrc-5.ntt�d �r.s ::md n.:lgh velict-
e::i t y winds aff!J...5-e:d. fur-ch@!' dam.a.a_c and <!iil' :.Cs:.:;. '.!'M V�H1.ia.billty 
in Lhe pl.Gt� �a� 1Jite �ppa:ran.t and the WC!'t f.£eld c¢nditions 
prevented machine harvest . To salvage any information it was 
decided to hand harvest ·the plots on November 24. It was 
apparent for many entries that the better the weight, the greater 
the lodging that had occurred. As the season had progressed the 
potential for average to excellent yields became apparent, but, 
the very wet fall conditions induced much variability and the 
results must be viewed . with that in mind. The trials results 
are presented in Table 27. 
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Additional information will be found in the upcoming 
circular, 1982 Corn Performance Trials. 
Standard public varieties and proprietary entries of soy­
beans are grown at three locations in the area; Elk Point, 
Centerville and Crooks. The proprietary entries, varieties 
or blends, are the choice of the participating companies and 
a nominal fee is charged to partially offset trial costs. The 
sites at Elk Point and Centerville also included entries from 
USDA and State breeding programs in Regional Trials. These 
trials determine the potential for new public releases. Groups 
grown were Group II and III maturity range. 
The wet conditions throughout May prevented soybean seeding 
until early June. The beans were seeded on the following dates: 
Crooks, June ' l ;  Centerville, June 3; and Elk Point, June 7. 
All plots were seeded in paired rows, 16 feet long. All plots 
were harvested with an ALMACO small-plot combine during the 
last week of October. Harvest dates were : Crooks, October 27 ; 
Centerville, October 28 ; and Elk Point , October 29 and November 1. 
Lodging was a serious problem at Crooks and Elk Point, both 
from late July severe rainstorms and the heavy wet snow of 
October 20-21. Some lodging occurred in the later maturing entries 
at Centerville. The earlier maturity entries at Centerville 
may have suffered somewhat from the extended moisture-free 
period during mid-summer. 
The mean yield for the Crooks soybean trial as 45.8 B/A. 
Mean trial yields were 43.9 and 44.2 BIA at Centerville and 
Elk Point, respectively. 
Many soybean entries did very well, both proprietary and 
public lines. Later Group I and earlier Group II soybeans 
are generally most adapted to the Sioux Falls area. Group II 
soybeans are most adapted to the Centerville area while Group II 
and possibly Group III are adapted in the southeast corner of the 
state near Elk Point. Caution must be exercised in looking at 
the data and assuming the Group III lines are most desireable. 
The Group III lines have done well the last few years but one 
must also temper that with the realization that hard, killing 
frosts have been later, thus permitting the later Group III 
varieties to mature and produce good yields of decent quality. 
An earlier frost for a year or so could cause serious losses for 
those using later group beans. Semi-dwarf lines have done well 
even though not being grown in the narrower row spacings. 
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The yields and other agronomic data from the trials are 
shown in Table 28 , 29  and 30 for Crooks , Centerville and 
Elk Point, re5pectively. Results of all soybean trials are 
available in flant Science Pamphlet #68, 1982 Soybean 
Performance Trials. 
7.he. So\.:-::..tt.c st: Farm grain '!;�'!'£lu.m n ial ineludad 35  en 
ThL t ia.l.. Wf-R J�"ded on June , � "d ha.:rvc.ated on 0Etober 7. 
Th6 ;vow �cing was 36  i.nt:mrc. R2ec...mmi;:;ldi!� Jrerbicidi:s ?'Id 
� · ,-...._ t 'des �re usctl :t: -a�di� 't :n� ::·01 w� a.nd irH,.e�1: 
control. 
Y.: ds w�!'e very �� :1 �ons±chiring -h., f;lQolsr erapa?"'-:i'tur--ns 
'tM't 86.)'jrJ-rall_: pt'le-2.•ail:ed. Y:iclrls ria11god _ om juut: ever &:100 
dt:imi t..:s 4ij2'1 p und� pe'; a�r:! in 1.962. 0;111.:ing n.m:l flo'tf�,?lins 
WOl'':= de"' yeu at l!.!aet 10  days . Th Lt ... �;,.o Cli.!1ri� thN.it!gb 
-: •. , ., �·- ... ,er· a_ � ..Jr-e ·..7u� 1 _tc �n l. n � i=st. 
However, most entries had achieved physiological maturity and 
the quality of the dried crop was excellent� the mean test 
weight being 58 lb/bu. 
The results appear in Table 31 of this publication and 
all trial results will appear in the upcoming circular, 1982 
G.r�iri �rgt..m. Performance Trials. 
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Table 26. 1982 Standard Variety Small Grain Trials, 
Southeast Farm, Centerville 
Test Height Percent 
Entry 1979 1981 1982 3-yr wt .  inches Lodging ---------------------�-�------------·-----------�-�---�---------------
OATS 
Porter -- 93.2 3 5  42 50 
Otana 94.0 89.l 79.7 87.6 3 4  4 5  29 
Benson 95.8 78. 0 78.7 84.2 30 4 5  5 3  
Dal 87. 2  70.6 77.7 78.S 28 44 29 
Marathon 90.9 76.9 77.2 81. 7 32 44 31 
Moore 104 . 3  86.2 71. 3 87.3 3 5  48 25 
Wright 93.4 72.2 70.9 78.8 37 42 36 
Preston 65.0 68.3 30 50 25 
Bates 103.6 86.3 65.8 85.2 37 47 17 
Noble 101. 8 76.0 65.2 81. 0 37 45 30 
Arrowhead 335M Blend 57.0 35 41 12 
Ogle 111.1 90.9 56.9 86.3 33 41 8 
Lancer 105.6 77.8 56. 2 79. 9 3 5  39 15 
Larry 102. 5 72.7 56.0 77.1 3 5  34 36 
Burnett 87.S 73. 4 55.1 72.0 36 44 20 
Lang 94.6 80. 5  54.3 79.5 31 36 28 
Arrowhead 135E Blend 52.8 34 42 35 
Nodaway 70 107.0 54.4 51. 3 74.2 36 41 40  
Chief 104.3 73.1 51.0 76.1 34 42 7 
Lyon 98.3 85.7 47.7 77.2 35 46 25 
Otee 95.8 75.9 39.9 70. 5 3 3  36 10 
Means 61.3 34 42 27 -------------------------�-----�-----�------------- --..---------------
LSD ( .  0 5 )  6. 9 c . v .  - % : 8.0 
BARLEY 
M-36 � 73.4 51 39 
Glenn 41.7 52.2 73. 3 55.7 48 36 
Clark 45.3 70.1 51 38 
Bumper 62.7 68.7 ----- 49 39 
Azure 68.S 50 38 
Firlbecks III 44.3 34.5 67.5 4 8 . 8  51  39 
Primus II 35.5 48.9 67.2 50.5 50 40 
Klages 26.8 63.9 48 3 9  
Larker 47.4 54.7 63.0 55.0 51 39 
Morex 41.8 64.4 61.8 56.0 49 40 
Means 67.7 50 39 -----------�--�-��-��--�--------------���------�---�-�----------------
LSD (. 05) 8. 3 c . v .  - % = 7.3 
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Table 26 Continued ; 1982 Standard Variety S:nall Grain Trials, 
Southeast Farm , Centerville 
Y!;fds
l.. 
B�A 
5 
Test Height Percent Entry ::!E1s - � - _:, ij .... yr wt .  inches Lodging ---------------------------------------------------------------------
SPRING WHEATS 
Marshall 30.0 45.7 43.4 39.7 59 35 s Centa 47.8 39.8 .......... - 60 3 8  2 Coteau 30.2 45.S 39.6 38.4 57 45 10 
Alex 48.7 39.5 ... -..... 56 44 0 
Butte 39.3 47.9 38.7 42.0 60 37 10 
Pioneer Brand PR2360 38.1 58 34 5 
Aim 36.9 49.5 3 7 . l  41.  2 57 3 4  5 
Len 35.l 4 5 .  7 36.8 39.2 56 3 6  0 
906R  36.l 56 3 2  0 
Pioneer Brand PR2369 35. 4  5 9  34 0 
James 35.l 47.2 35.3 39.2 57 38 5 
Oslo 46.6 34.8 57 31 0 
Olaf 32.3 44.2 34.6 37.0 57 3 6  0 
Chris 31.1 44.4 34.5 36.7 5 8  44  20 
Eureka 34.0 40.6 34 .1 36.2 5 5  42 8 
Era 30.2 45.9 33.4 36.5 56 34 
Wal era 44.4 31.9 52 34 10 
Solar 32.2 44.3 31.7 36.l 54  3 4  8 
Pro brand 715 40.5 31.6 Sl 3 9  15 
Angus 33.5 51.l  29.1 37 . 9  58 35 0 
Lew 37.1 2 8 . 7  57 45 10 
Pro brand 711 43.3 28 .0  57 34 3 
Pondera 43.8 26. 3  56 36 9 
Means 35.4 57 37 6 �--------------�--------�--------- ----------------�-------- -----------
LSD ( .  0 5 )  4.9 c . v .  - % = 9.8 
DURUM 
Crosby 40.3 42.6 57 4 5  
Ward 38.2 37.2 56 44  
Rugby 36.4 36.9 56 44 
Cando 42.1 36.6 53 34 
D 771 32.1 51 33 
Vic 43.9 31 . 9  55 41.J. 
Edmore 42. 4 31.8 54 44 
Means 35.6 55 41 ------ -- -----=--- ------------ ----- -
LSD ( .  0 5 )  4.2 c . v .  - % = e . 2  
44 
Table 27. 1982 Corn Performance Trial , Area E. Southeast Farm , Beresford, SD 
Maf ,. l'fct P�formance 
and Yield Stalk Percent Score 
Brand and Hybrid Cross BIA Lodged Moistt:re Rating ------------ - -- -------------------------------�--- --------- - ---"""I"'-- --
O's Gold SSOOA L 2X 157.8 86 .. 7 25.3 3 9  
Cargill 921 M 2X 155.7 83.9 2 1 .  9 25 
Disco DSS433 M 2X 147.0 26 . 9  20 . 9  1 
Migro HP 555 L 2X 146.8 69 . 9  25 .. 8 3 5  
DeKalb XL- SSA M 2X 146.5 8 0 . 5  22 .0  47 
Lynks LX4225 M 2X 145. 3 74 , 4  20 .. 7 34 
Western KW-70 L 2X 144.6 S S , 3  25 . 1  15 
Cenex L 2X 143.3 68 , 5  24.9 41 
Pride 6692 L 2X 141. 9 57.8 21.8 18 
Trojan TllOO L 2X 140.8 22 � 8  22.4 2 
Curtis 601 M 2X 140.4 72 .. 5 25. 1 54 
+ 
(,l"I 
Paymaster 8201 L 2X 138.2 68 .. 7 2 1.J .  1J 49 
Kaltenburg KX77 L 2X 138 .6  53.5 23.6 23  
Migro HP-401 M 2X 136 .. 8 55 . 3  19.8 20 
Tall Corn SX113 L 2X 136.5 22 .0 21. 7 3 
Lynks LX4315A L 2X 135.5 I+ 7 .  7 2 1 . 4  11 
DeKalb EX6261 L 2X 134.8 53.5 24 . 2  31 
Keltgen KS115 L 2X 133,.0  60 . 2  25.7 52 
Fontanelle 435 M 2X 132 .9 44 . 9  21. 7 16 
Paymaster 4790 M 2X 132.8 31 . 3  22.6 5 
Wilson 1600A M 2X 132 . 3  51 ,7 22 . 4  2 9  
Keltgen KS114 L 2X 131 . 8  52 , 3  21.7  30 
Fontanelle 580 L 2X 131.1  36 .6  24 .. 9 14 
Northrup King PX9527 L 2X 130 .7 36.8 22  .. 5 8 
AgriGold AG-6688 M 2X 130 . 7  5 1+  • 8 22 . 3  42 
P-A-G SX333 L 2X 130 . 3  58 . 4  23. 8  5 0  
Western KX-66 L 2X 130.1 33 , 0  22 � 3  7 
Crows 444 M 2X 130.0  44 , 7 24 .2  26 
Table 27  Continued ; 1982 Corn Performance , Southeast Farm , Beresford , SD 
Mat. Pct Performance 
and Yield Stalk Percent Score 
Brand and Hybrid Cross BIA Lodged Moisture Rating - ----------- -- --___________ ,__ ---- --------- ----- --------- - - ---___.. .. 
Funks G-4522 LM 2X 129 . 7  52 . 3 2 5 . 5  4 8  
Curry SC-1424 M 2X 128.9 26 . 4 19 . 5  4 
Curry SC-1452 M 2X 128 , 3  50 . 6 22 . 0  3 8  
SDAES Check 1 L 2X 128 . 3  46 . 4 23 . 4  3 3  
Wilson 1600 M 2X 128 . 0  30 . 4 21 . 3  6 
Curry SC-1490  M 2X 127 . 7  64 .0 23.9  63 
Curtis 602 H 2X 125 . 8  54 .. 1 25 . 0  5 5  
Cenex 2114 L 2X 125 , 5  3 4 . 0 21 . 3  12 
Asgrow RX610 M 2X 125 , 3  5 4 , 2 19 , 3 4 6  
Tall Corn SX108 M 2X 124 . 3  53 . 1 22 . 3  51 
+ DeKalb XL-72AA L 2X 124 , 2  67 . 1 23 , 4  7 0  
(1) DeKalb EX4345 M 2X 124 . 2  I.J3  2 23 , 1  37  
Kaltenburg KX73 L 2X 124 . 2  32 5 22 . 0  17 
Mccurdy 647 5  M 2X 123 , 6  3 8 � 3  2 1. .  6 24 
O ' Gold 6882 L 2X 123 . 5  3 4 , 4 22 , 3  22 
Keltgen KX116 L 2X 123 . 2  4 6 . 9 27 . 9  57 
Kaltenburg KX67 M 2X 122 . 8  3 5 . 6 19 . 4  19  
Kaltenburg KX61 M 2X 122 , 6  4 3  0 19 , 1  2 8  
Tall Corn SXllO M 2X 121 . 6 7 3 .. 2 20 , 4  74 
Lynks LX4232 M 2X 120 . 6  30 � 4 1 9 . 1  10 
P-A-G SX397 M 2X 120 , 4  9 1 . 4  1 9 . 0  8 3  
Trojan TlOOO M 2X 120.1 '+ 2 .  0 18 . S  3 2  
Curtis 530 M 2X 120 . 0  52 . 9  21 , 6  5 8  
Funks G-4438  L 2X 119 , 3  59 . S 20 , 6  66 
Northrup King PX74 L 2X 119 , 1  8 7 . 6 2 5 . 1 8 6  
Funks G-443 5  LM 2X 119 . 0  22 .. 6 23 . 0  13  
Migro HP-470  M 2X 118 � 8  2 1 � 1  22. 4  9 
AgriGold AG-66 5 9  M 2X 118 , 0  52 " 9  23 , 9  67 
SDAES Check 9 M 2X 11 6 . 8  57 .. 7 18 . 8  6 5  
Table 27 Continued ; 1982 Corn Performance, Southeast Farm, Beresford, SD 
Mat. Pct Performance 
and Yield Stalk Percent Score 
Brand and Hybrid Cross Lodged Moisture Rating ---------- - --- ---------"""'I"'---- ---- -...---- ---------- -
Pioneer 3707 M 2X 116 . 3  9 1 .  Si 18 . 5  8 5  
Lynks LX4210 M 2X 115 . 11  5 0 .  ll 20 .2 59 
Cargill 862 L 2X 115 . 3  5 5 . 8- 17 .6 62 
Mccurdy 6262 L 2X 114 * f  32. '1 23.2 44 
Curry SC-1455 M 2X 113 . 7  33.7 21.9 45 
Paymaster 2990 M 2X 113 . b  46 .4 19.1 56 
Cargill 872 M 2X 112 . J 61. 1. 20.8 7 6  
SDAES Check 2 L 2X 111 . 9 6 2 .  ft 18.8 75 
Migro HP-360 M 2X 111 .� 41. q 19.2 53 
Funks G-4342 M 2X 111 , 11 57.J 17.9 69  
Pioneer 3732 M 2X 111 , 11 2 3 . fJ  17.9 21 
.t: 
'-2 
Western KX-59 M 2X 111.1 31.l 18.8 3 6  
Cargill 924 M 2X 110 9 54 . l 19 .6  71  
Wilson llOOb E 2X 110 .4  24 . LI 20.1 2 7  
Northrup King PX9415 M 2X 1 0 9 . 8  28 i 20 . 0  40 
McCut ·ly 81-4 2 L 2X 109 . 8  56 . 0  22.4 77 
Wilson 1500 M 2X 1 0 9 . 1  85 . I I  19.2 87 
Mccurdy 6555 L 2X 108 4 3  26 b 21 . 6  4 3  
Pride 5523 M 2X 107 . 3  42 �� 18.8 61  
Disco DS5519 E 2X 104 . l  '+ l .  18.0 64 
AgriGold AG-6656 M 2X 101 ., 7 62 - 5  21.1 84 
AgriGold AG-6699 L 2X 101.2 4 5 . 7  27.0 80  
Keltgen KS112 L 2X 100 , 2  26 . b  22.0 60  
Northrup King PX945'+ M 2X 97 . 9  31,11 20 . 0  6 8  
Asgrow RX777 L 2X 97 . 3  46 . J.  24 . 0  81 
+ 
CD 
Table 27 Continued; 1982 Corn Performance � Southeast Farm, Beresford, SD 
Mat. Pct Performance 
and Yield Stalk Percent Score 
Brand and Hybrid Cross BIA Lodged Moisture Rating - -------- -------------------- �  . ----- -- ------ --- ------------ -----
Interstate 932 M 2X 96.0 4 7 .  4 17.5 78 
Pioneer 3 3 7 7  L 2X 95.3 45.5 22. 6 82 
Tall Corn SX109 M 2X 94. 2 3 5. 8  19.7 7 3  
Pride 6 611 L 2X 92.6 30. 4 19.4 72 
Interstate 784  E 4X 88.0 42.4 1 6 . 5  7 9  
Means 122. 3 49.1 21. 5 
LSD ( .  0 5 )  2 5 . 7  c.v. - % = 10. 6 
Table 28. 1982 Soybean Performance 
Identification of 
Entriesl 
Trial, Tom Wintersteen, Cooperator, Sioux falls, SD 
Field Data 
Height 100 
Maturity & seed Yield in Bu/Acre 
Date Lodging wgt. 1981 1982 1981-82 ------------------------ -- ---- ----- --"'l"lt- ------ ------------ ------------ --- -- ------
(mo.-day) (grams) 
Maturity 
Public Varieties G oup2a ;:__�����-=...::...==!::._� ����� � ��---
Evans 
Swift 
Hodgson 7 8  
Weber 
Lakota 
Hardin 
Nebsoy 
Vickery 
Wells II 
Harcor 
Corsey 79 
BSR 201 
Beeson B O  
Century 
Gnome (S-D) 
Amcor 
Platte 
Will 
Proprietary 
Brand 
Lincoln 
Arrowhead 
Cenex 
Cenex 
Hy-Vigor 
Pfizer Genetics 
Entr;y: 
LS71110 
2211 
8212 
8 0 17 
Rowtunda 
CX155 
0 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I  
II  
II 
I I  
I I  
I I  
I I  
I I  
II 
I I  
I I  
III 
2b -y-
II 
I 
II 
II 
II 
9-23 
9-25 
9-30 
10-2 
10-3 
10-3 
10-6 
10-6 
10-6 
10-7 
10-7 
10-7 
10-10 
10-11 
10-12 
10-12 
10-12 
10-14 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-4 
10-6 
10-6 
3 15 . 8  
15 .4  
16 , 8  
13 . 7  
16 , 2  
14 . 9  
17. 5  
15 5 
16 . 1  
15 , l  
15 , 3  
17 .1 
18 , 4 
17 , 5  
1 5 ,4 
15 . 5 
16 .0  
16.5 
17 . 9  
16. 3 
16 �3 
15 . 4  
18 .1  
15 .6 
44 . 8  
49 �6  
5 3 * 4  
58.0 
5 7 , 8  
61 .7 
56.S 
5 6  9 
52 .. 9 
56.6 
57.1 
52.5 
46 0 
58 . 2  
52 .9 
55. 3 
4 7 I "}  
5 9  .. 6 
56. 5 
55 . 8  
40 , 4  
43 , 2  
45 . 4  
45 . 3  
43 . 5  
48 . 9  
44. 4  
46 � 3  
45.3 
44.6 
49 , 2 
47� 0  
44 . 3  
49.6 
42 .. 6 
38� 3  
44 . 0  
43. 3 
50 . 0  
47. 9 
47 4 
54 � 1  
44. 3 
44 . 3  
42 .6 
46.4 
49.4 
5 1 .  6 
50 ,6  
55 .3 
5 0 , 2  
5 1 .  6 
49 , l  
50.6 
53 . 1 
49 �7 
45 . 1 
53. 9 
47� 7 
46.8 
45. 
5 6 . 8  
50 . 4  
50 , 0  
0, 
0 
Table 28 Continued; 1982 Soybeans, Sioux Falls, SD 
Field Data 
Identification of 
Entriesl 
- - - - -
Maturity 
Date 
He.ght 100 
Lodging 
seed 
wgt. 
Yield in Bu/Acre 
1981 -1982 -1981-82 -- ----- ----------------------·---- ----·- _____ ...,. _____ _ __ ________ _ ---- -------------- -----
(mo. -day) (grams) 
Maturity 
Public Varieties Grou�2a --������--
Proprietary 
Brand Entry 
Cenex 
Arrowhead 
Hy-Vigor 
Mustang 
Dairyland 
Stine 
Lincoln 
Dairyland 
Mustang 
Dairyland 
Dairyland 
Dairyland 
7461 (B) 
2244 
901 ( B) 
Exp II 
DSR 207 
2210 
LS7225 
DSR 212 
M-1220 
DSR 232 
DSR 227 
DSR 3 03 
2b 
II 
II 
I I  
II 
II 
I I  
II 
I I  
II 
II 
II 
III 
10-7 
10-7 
10-7 
10-8 
10-8 
10-9 
10-9 
10-10 
10-11 
10-12 
10-13 
10-14 
15 , 7  
17 . 1  
15.5 
15.6  
17 5 
16 6 
15.7 
18.8 
14 8 
16.4 
15 3 
16.4 
55.2 49.0 
48.9 
45. 7  
47.0 
55.4 44.3 
50.3  
46.2 
l.i 7. 2 
58.8 46.6 
57. 4 43 . 8  
46.0 
37.7 
52, l 
49.8 
52.7 
51.1 
Means 16 35 45.8 
, - r .::..:-+-..:1 �- -...-�-- - �  1 �,. � m:iturii:y 
"'�- �, tu1 l .. y g1 JJ· f;i ..... n, Jb1)n cl  ssifi.,; 11:ion� n & I :::  early ; 
lI  = rp..Ul-s:a50ni l J l  = la�e a s:�u� Pall 
?.b- Ir1to1 �'l !ion SUf'IP" i ed by t'.he. ,campa_n:,, 
3 - Th "n.::ire atiea Wat:: .fl ttena.d b�l a hellvy <lQ1,m1x:JUr anrl .high 
:tat: Jut y ;  6-9 inche.n of sn·�W ill 1:d g-Ootobez" f-J.ntt:�nd the 
1  ta ta$� Ii .  
B :::  Blend S-D = Semi-Dwarf 
LSD ( • 0 5 )  4 . 5 
c . v . -i 1 . 0  
•1 !�j t,,, w!na g l.n 
tJ•:f ;al aga lfl - no 
Table 2 9 .  1982  Soybean Performance Trial, Southeast Experiment Farm, Centerville, SD 
1982  Field Data 
- - - - 100 - -
Identification of Maturity Plant seed Average Yield in Bushels/Acre 
Entriesl Date Height wgt. Lodging3 1977-1979  1981  198 2 1979-82  1981-82  -------------------..-.-------- ------- - - ----- ----------- ----------------------____..._ ---------------
Maturity (mo .-day) (inches ) (grams) ( 1- 5 )  
Public-Varieties Group2a 
Hodgson 7 8  I 9-2 3 3 1 1 5 . 8  1 . 00 49 .. 3 38 . 7  3 3 . 8  4 0 . 3 3 5 . 7  
Lakota I 9-24 34  15 . 1  1 . 50 42 . 1 
Weber I 9-26  29 13 . 1  1 . 00 53 . 9  4 L 3  42 . 0  4 5 . 7  41 . 6  
Hardin I 9-27 3 3  14.5  1 . 00 4 0 . 7 4 3 . 4  42 . 0  
Vickery II 9-28 3 5  15.9 l .  00 46 . 0  3 9 . 7  4 0 . 5  42 .. l 4 0  .1  
Corsoy 79  II 9-29  34  15.0 1.25 53 . 1  3 8 , 9  44 . 1  4 5 . 3 4 1 . 5 
Hare or II 9-3 0 3 4 15.1 1 .  25  57.7  5 2 . 6 41 . 1 4 1 . 6  4 5 � 1 41.3 
Wells II I I  9-3 0 3 2  16 . S  1 .  00  54 , 3 3 8 . 2 41 . 4  44 . 6 3 9. 8  
<.n Nebsoy II 10-1 3 1  17 . 9  1 .  00  5 6 . 2  3 8 . 6  4 3 . 9  46 . 2 4 1 . 2  
._.. Beeson 8 O I I  10-2  3 0 2 1 . 0  1 .  00  5 9 . 1  34 , 7  44 . 8  46 , 2 39.7  
BSR 2 01 I I  10-2 2 9  16 . 5 1 . 00 35 . 3  4 1  8 3 8 . 5  
Century I I  10  ... 3 3 0  1 9  5 1 . 00 56 . 1  '-l 2 . 2  4 8 . 8  49 . 0  4 5 � 5  
Amcor II  10-3 37  17 . 5 1 .  0 0  6 2  2 4 1 .  3 4 4 . 6  49 . 4  4 2 . 9  
Gnome ( S-D) II 10-4 2 2  18. 1 L OO 3 9 . 9  4 3 . 11 4 1 .6 
Platte II 1 0-1.J 3 2 1 5 . 9 L OO 3 9 , 8  
Hobbit (S-D) III 10-8 24 16 . 6 1 .  00  3 8 , 7  50 . 4 4 4 � 5 
Will III 10-8 3 2  19 . lf 1 .  00  54  .. 7 36 , 0 49 . 5  4 6 .  'I 4 2 � 7  
Mead I I I  1 0-8 28  17 .. 2 1 . 00 4 3 , 4  47  .. 6 4 5 � 5  
Sprite ( S-D) III 1 0-9 24 17 . 5  1.00  4 2 , 7  48 . 8  4 6 . 7  
Pella I II 10-9 33 21 . 9 1 . 00 44 . 7 48.7 46 . 7  
Proprietary 
B1IBntl Entr! 
2b 
S.ctj -, L4So I 9-2 2  2 5  18 . 4  1 . 0 0  37 , S  
SoyGro L4404 I 9-2 3 31 17 . 7  1 00  3 6 . 3 4 1 . 3  3 8 . 6  
Northrup King Sl 3 46 I 9-23  2 6  1 9 . 3 1 . 0 0  3 9 , 8  
Table 29 Continued ; 1982 Soybeans ,  Centervill e ,  SD 
1982 Field Data - - - - - - - -100 
Identification of Maturity Plant seed 
t,:u1gi.u� � 
1.\,.,•l!rl,c 1 ield :hL :au�h(!ls/ ft.J:!r-f! Entriesl Date Height wgt. 11111 1� 'r.�!'l-1'§'"e2 1,;19:-132 r9Tf1 .. a 2  ------ -----�----�-----�---- ---------��------ - -�- ------ - ------ -��----------·---�----�--�--------------
Maturi ti (mo.-day) ( inches ) ( grams ) 
Public Varieties Grou2_2 
Proprietary 
Brand u, t "l'"l_ 2b 
J.\1 rowhead 2211 II  9-23 32 1 7  3 1 .  00  3 9 . 7 
SoyGro L4504 I 9-23 27 17 . 7 1 .  00 3 9.0 
Cenex 8212 I 9-24 31  16 .6 1 .  00 3 9.9 
Northrup King 81884 II 9-25 32 17  6 1.00 3 9 . 0 
Kaltenburg KB212 II 9-25 30 15 . 7 1.00 38.7 
Stine 2100A II 9-26 33 18.4 1 . 00 42.6 
Pride 8203 II 9-27 31 16 . 0 1. 00 46.0 
0, 
Agripro AP200 II 9-27 3 5  16 . 5 1.00 52.7 3 9 . 5  1n . 1 4 4 . 4  40.3 
Cenex 8017 II 9-27 32 16 . 1 1.00 36.0 3 9.8 3 7 . 9  
NAPB EX3016 II 9-28 3 5  18 s 1. 00� 40 , 6 
Arrowhead 2244 II  9-29 31 16 . 4 1. 00 I.J.6. 2 
SRF 20 5 II 9-29 34 16 . 7 1. 00 44 . 4 
Fontanelle 42X II 9-29 3 4  16 ,. 9 1. so 41 . 6 
Schettler Dl80B ( B )  II 9-30 32 18 .0 1. 00 3 9 .6 
Pride B216 II 9-30 32 16 . 5 1. 00 54.9 5 7 . 3  47.2 45 . 6 50.0 46 . 4  
Agrigold AG-2510 II 9-30 33 16 6 1. 2 5  44.2 
Hy-Vigor 905 ( B )  II 9-30 33 17 2 1. 00 53.0 42.9 I.J.2. 1 46.0 42.5 
Cenex 7461 ( B )  II  9-30 32 16.7 1. 25  I.J. 1 . 0  4 1 .  3 41 . 1  
Fontanelle 4444 II 9-30 32 18 . 2 1. 00 38 2 
SOI 226 II  10-1 32 16 7 1 .  00 5 4 �0 
Northrup King Sll.J.92 II  10-1 31  18 . 9 1 .  00 50. 5 
Mc Curdy 2048 ( B )  I I  10-1  31  17 . 5  1 .00 46 ,3 
Schettler Dl95B ( B )  I I  10-1 31  16 . 0  1. 00 44  .  6 
SoyGro L4303 II 10-1  28 18.6 1. 00 42 . 9  43 . 9 43.4 
Mccurdy 101+ ( B )  I I  10-1 3 4  15 . 9 1 .  00  37.7 42 . 5 40 . 1  
Table 29 Continued : 1982 Soybeans, Centerville, SD 
1982 field Data 
Identification of 
Entriesl 
Public Varieties 
Brand 
Mc Curdy 
Pine Grove 
SRF 
Mustang 
AgriGold 
Kaltenburg 
Agripro 
Dairyland 
:::; Northrup King 
AgriGold 
Pine Grove 
Hofler 
Dairyland 
Curry 
Crommert 
Curry 
Pine Grove 
Hy-Vigor 
SOI 
Entry 
102+ (B) 
P2191 
250 
M-1220 
AG- 2 5 0 5  ( B )  
KB231 
AP240 
DSR 212 
82596 
Ag-Royal 
P2240 
Gem 
DSR 227 
CBS-300B (B) 
Regina 
CBS-290B (B) 
P2400 
909 (B) 
201-1 
B242 Pride 
Pfizer 
SOI 
Genetics CX290 
Pine Grove 
Dairyland 
Agripro 
205-1 
?2260 
DSR 232 
AP230 
- - - - - - - - 100 
Maturity 
Date 
Plant 
Height 
seed Average Yield in Bushels/Acr� 
wgt. Lodging3 1977-1979 1981-1982 1979�82 19 1-82 
Maturity (mo. -day) (inches) (grams) 
Group2a 
2b 
II 
I I  
I I  
I I  
II 
II 
II 
II 
I I  
I I  
II 
II 
II 
II 
I I  
I I  
I I  
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
10-1 
10-1 
10-2 
10-2 
10-2 
10-2 
10-2 
10-2 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-4 
10-4 
10-4 
10-4 
10-4 
10-4 
10 ... 4 
35 
30 
3 0  
33 
2 9  
33 
30 
30 
27 
3 3  
31 
33 
36 
32 
30 
32 
31 
31 
31 
34 
35 
34 
31 
34 
29 
16 .0  1 . 00 
20 .1 1.00 
16 . 5  
18 . 8  
19 . 8  
17 . 0  
18 . 1  
19 . 9  
18 . 2  
19 . 2  
16 . 3  
17 . 0  
16 . 9  
20. 5 
18 . 7  
17, 4 
17. 8 
21 . 6 
19 . 0  
17. 9 
19. 7  
15. 8 
16 . 5  
21 . 4  
21 . 4  
1. 00 
1 .  00 
1. 00 
1. 00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1. 00 
1 .00 
1.00 
1. 00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1 .00 
1 .  00 
1. 00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1 . 00 
1.00 
40.1 42 �0  
40 . 9  
43 .7 
36. 8 
4 7 .0 
46 0 
4 5 . 8  
45 . S  
43 �7 
41. 8 
47 .0 
45.5 
44 .3 
4 4 .1 
43.3 
59.2 43.l 42.8 
42. 5 
42 .4 
42. 0 
41. 3 
48 .1  
4 6 . 9  
41.7 45.7 
44.1 
44. 0 
43.2 42. 2 
40 .3  
48.4 
41.0 
4 5. 3  
41. 4 
42.9 
43.7 
42. 7 
Table 29 Continued; 1982 Soybeans , Centerville, SD 
1982 Field Data 
Identification of 
Entriesl 
- - - - - - - -100 
Maturity Plant 
Date Height 
seed 
wgt . -��--------- --w----------� ---- -�--- �-----------•---
Public Varieties 
Matur ity 
Group2a 
(mo.-day) (inches) {grams) 
f n -:"'/ 2b 
CBS-2808 CB)  I I  10-5 32 16.3 
Fontanelle 4 5 4 5  I I  10-S 34 17.0 
Schettler TC204A II 10-6 33 15. 8 
Dairyland DSR 321 III  10-6 3 9  18.2 
Mustang M-1330 III 10-7 32 19.0 
Fontanelle 1+747  II 10-7 32 19.0 
Dairyland DSR 303 III 10-7 34 18.3 
(Tl Means 32 17.6 .J::' 
Average Yield in Bushels/Acre 
Lodging3 1977 1979-1981 1982 1979-82 1981-82 - ______ .-_____________________ --
1 .  00 
1 .  00 
1 .  00 
1 . 00 
1. 00 
1 .00 
1. 00 
� 08 
45 , 5  
42 7 
48 . 9  
45 . 9 
48.2 
59.8 41.6 47 . 5  
45 ,00 
lJ. 3 . F:'j 
LSD ( • 0 5 ) 7 • 4 
c.v . - \ 1 2.1  
4 9 . 6  44.5 
l - L.istetl in 01-d�r t.f 1382 ma ur.i ty 
2a Hill tu'f'i ty g 11r:mp ft rJom J ·p; cl..:u:.sifi:lUltion � I ::: early ; I I  = mid-season ; 
III = late at Centerville 
2b - Information supplied by the company 
3 - 1 = almost all p l ants erect 
2 = all plants leaning slightly with a few plants down 
3 = all plants leaning moderately ( 450) or 25-50% of the plant down 
4 = all plants leaning considerably , or 50-80% of the plants down 
5 = almost all plants down 
B = Blend S-D = semi-dwarf 
Table 30. 1982 Soybean 
Identification of 
Entriesl 
Performance Trial > Ed Curry > Cooperator > 
1982 Field Data 
- - - - - - - - - 100- - - - - -
seed 
Elk Point > SD 
Maturity Plant Avera&e Yield In Bushels/Acre 
Date Height wgt. Lodging 3 197 9-1980 1981-1982 197 9-82 1981-82 ____________ _______ _,__ ________ _._ ____________________ ------------·------ ------ ------ ----- ------ -------- -
M=' �url �y (mo . ... t14 ',' ) ( � nche;a) (i(")nm6) 
Public Varieties Gr.c\!:_E _a 
Weber I 9-28 33 13 ,6 4 45  1 3 5 . 8  4 0 . 4  
Hodgson 78 I 9-29 33 17 � 2  4 14 9 . 7  38. 7  4 4 , 2 
Corsoy 7 9  I I  10-2 38 1 5 . 8  4 3 6 . 3  36 . 0  5 5 . 4  49 . 7  44 . 3  5 2 , 6  
Vickery II 10-3 39 16 � 2  3 5 4 . 9  43.3  4 9 . 1 
Wells II II 10-3 3 6  1 6 . 9  3 3 9 , 5  34 ., 7 53 ,3  39. 2 4 1 .  7 46 . 2  
Hare or II 10-4 40  16�8  4 44 .• 4 3 7 - 0  54. 7 41 . 2 44 . 3  4 7 . 9  
BSR 201 II 10-5 39 16.1 4 5 5 . 7  4 0 . 8  48 . 2  
Nebsoy II 10-5 3 4 16 .7  3 38. 5  36 .8 5 2 , 0  42 . 0  42 .3  47 , 0  
Beeson 80 II 10-5  3 5 2 0 . 6  3 4 5 , l  38 ,8  5 2 . 3 40 . 7  44 . 2  4 6 . S 
II 10-7 3 6 2 0 . 4  3 42.3 3 7 . 7  53 , 2  '+ S .  3 4 4 . 6  49 . 2 o, Century 
Gnome (S-D) II 10 .. a 28 14.8 2 2 5 . 4  44 , 6  46. 2  4 5 .  4 
Platte II 10-8 36 1 6 . 2  4 3 5 . 0  
Amcor II 10-9 45 16 . 8  4 3 3 � 8  5 4 . 4  4 2 . 1  48 . 2  
Will III 10-11 3 6  16 . 2  2 5 0 � 3 3 3 . 7  5 0 . 0  46 . 8  4 5 . � 48 . 4  
Hobbit ( S-D) III 10-12 3 0  14. 9  2 3 6 , 1  5 1 .  9 4 5. 5  48.7 
Sprite ( S-D) III 10-12 27 1 6 . 3 l 3 0 , 7  53.3  45.2  49 . 2  
Mead III 10-12 3 5  15 . 9  1 3 3 . 7  56.6 50 . 7  53.6 
Pella I I I  10-13 40 2 0 , 0  2 55 , 6 36 .9 57 , 0  48.3 49 ., 1 5 2 , 6  
Williams 7 9  III 10-14 40 16 . 9  2 3 4 . 8  52 . 2  4 6 . 8  49 . 5  
Williams 82 III 10-14 38 17 . 5  2 48 . 1  
Cumberland III 10-15 41 17 .. 9 3 4 5 � 2  3 2  .. 3 5 0 . 3  48 . 8  44 . 1  49. S 
Elk ( S-D) III 10-15 3 0 1 5 . 4  3 4 6 .  4 3 1 . 8  4 2 , 4  47 . 9  42 1 4 5 ,  l 
Union IV 10-18 lf7 19 , 7  2 4 2 , 3 3 2 . 7  46 , 4  47 . 3  4 2 . 2  46 .8 
Proprietary 
Brand Entri 2b 
SoyGro 14504 -y 9-28 3 1 18 . 7  4 43.4 
As grow Al937 I 9-28 36  16.1  3 54 .. 3 40.9 4 7 . tl  
SoyGro 14503 I 9-29 3 2  17 . 9  4 4 6 . 1  
Table 30 Continued , 1982 Soybeans , Elk Point , SD 
1982 field Data 
- - - - - - - - - 100- - - -
Identification of 
Entriesl 
Maturity Plant 
Date Height 
seed 
wgt . 
Ave�ag� ti�ld in Bushels/Acre 
�1 cr.:ne 1979-lDSO i :f1 -,-;;i ,- -,.,,,:: " T 1� -1i1 ----- --- ---------- ----- �------------------ ---- ----"----------- ------ -�----� ------------+--�----�--
Public Varieties 
Maturit·• (rno . -day) ( inches) (grams) 
Grouo2 
Proprietary 
Brand 
Arrowhead 
SoyGro 
Northrup King 
Migro 
\l rowhead 
Entr I 
2 211 
L4404 
81884 
HP 20-20 
2244 
2b 
ff 
I 
II 
"' !>-l .. 1 H b ( B)  
II  
II  
II  
II  
II  
II  
II 
II 
II  
•\g- I 
Northrup 
As grow 
SRF 
Hy-Vigor 
AgriGold 
King 
l 
51492 
A257 5  
2 0 5  
Pillar 
AG-2510 
Pfizer Genetics 2ER-81 (B)  II  
Schettler Dl95B C B )  I I  
Pine Grove P2191 I I  
Latham 600 II  
SOI 205-1  II  
SOI 226  II  
Latham 650  II 
DeSoy 433E II 
Crommert Regina II  
Lincoln 
Latham 
Kruger 
LS7225 
500  
K2000 
I I  
I I  
II 
9-29 
9-30 
10-1 
10-1 
10-2 
10-2 
10-2 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-3 
10-4  
10-4 
10-4 
10-4 
10-4 
10-4 
10-5 
10-5 
10-5 
10-5 
10-5  
10-5 
10-5 
38 
36  
34  
3 8  
3 7  
3 7  
3 9  
3 5  
41  
3 3  
3 1  
3 9  
40 
33 
3 4  
4 2  
3 6  
3 6  
3 6  
3 8  
3 4  
3 3  
3 6  
3 9  
1 6 . 3  
18 9 
1 5 . 0  
18 . 2  
16 . 5  
1 6 , 5  
17 . 1  
14 . 9  
17 . 2  
1 6 . 3  
17 . 3  
15 9 
17 , 0  
15 . 6  
18 . 6  
17 . 3  
1 5 , 4  
1 7 , 4  
16 . 2  
18 . 4 
15 . 7 
1 5 . 9 
16 . 6 
19 . 4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
3 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 5 . 8  50 . 8  
3 7 . 6  5 5 . 7  
4 2 . 0 3 7 . 7  5 4 . 0  
3 3 . 2  
41 0 
5 1  7 
3 7 . 8  
4 6 . 6  
4 2  3 
44  0 
46 1 
4 4  3 
40 5 
38 . 9  
4 6 . 0 
4 5 .  7 
44 .2  
44 . 0  
42  1 
41 .  6 
55 . 7  
4 7 . 7  
44 . 7  
44 . 5  
4 3 i l 
4 2 .  8 
58 . 6  4 2 . 7  
44 . 3  
49.8 
4 4 . 5  49.l  
5 0 . 6  
TE :SCtt ,,,,..-
Table 30 Continued , 1982 Soybeans , Elk Point , SD 
1982 Field Data - - - - - - - - - -
1 O o- - - - -
Identification of Maturity Plant seed Average Yield in Bushels/Acre 
Entriesl Date Height wgt . Lodging3 19 7 9  1980 1981 1982 1979-82 1981-82 ____ , -----�-�--�-------- ----�----------------- --- ---- -----------�- --------- ..., _ _  ....,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _  !""9! _  -
l-1a"i'ur1.ty (mo. -a.lay > ( !nchecr )  ( s,,lllt!n ) 
Public Varieties Group�a 
Brand E'11tz,� 2b 
SoyGro L4303 Il 10-5 36 18 . 8  4 53 . 4  42 . 1  4 7 • 7 
Migro HP2530 II 10-5 3 6  1 2 . s  4 3 8 . 0  5 4 .  8 4 1.4 48.1 
AgriGold AG- 2 505 CB )  II 10-5 33  1 7 - 1  3 4 0 .  8 
Mc Curdy 102+ I I  10-S 3 6  1 5 . 7  4 37 . 7  5 5 .  ii 40.3  47 . 6  
Agripro AP240 II 10-6 36 15 . 3  3 46 . 6  
Agripro AP230 II 10-6 3 4  19 . 9  2 52 . 0  44 . 6  48.3 
� Fontanelle 4545 II 10-6 38 15 . 5 4 41 .  5 
As grow A2680 II 10-6 36 1 5 . 9 4 5 2 .  (l 38 . 6  45 . 3  
Pine Grove P2400 I I  10 .. s 34  17 , 5  4 37 . 4  
De Soy 7 50 ( B )  I I  10-7 38 1 6 . 7  3 5 4 .  Jr 47 . 3  5 1 . 0  
AgriGold AG-Royal II 10-7 42 1 6 . 4  4 4 6 . 0  
Dairyland DSR 227  I I  10-7 42 16 .0  3 4 5 . u 45 . 5  45.2 
Pine Grove P2260 I I  10-7 38 1 5 . 6  4 4 5 .  7 
SRF 2 50 I I  10-7 3 4 14 .. 2 2 42 . 3  38 . 3  47 . I 4 3 . 8  42 . 9  45 . 4  
Curry CBS-280B ( B )  II 10-7 3 9  1 5 . 6  4 43.7 
Agripro EX7 3053 II 10-7 39 16 . 8 2 43 . 6  
SOI 201-1 II 10-7 33  17 . 5  3 42.4 
As grow A2858 II 10-7 3 6  20 . 9  4 37.9  55 . t, 41.7 48 . 6  
Northrup King S2596] II 10-7 3 4  1 6 . 9  3 41.4 
Schettler TC204A II 10-7 3 5  1 5 , 2  4 40 . 8  
Curry CBS-300B ( B) II 10-7 34 17 . 2  3 55 , l  39.2  '+ 7 . 1 
Pride B242 II 10-8 40 18 . 2  2 4 5 . 8  
Curry CBS-2908 ( B )  I I  10-8 3 9  17 . 4  4 3 5 . 2 
Stine 2050 I I  10-9 36 1 5 . 9  4 4 5 . 4  
Table 30 Continued ; 1982 Soybeans, Elk Point, SD 
1982 Field Data 
- - - - - - - - - -100-
Identification of 
Entriesl 
Matu!'ity Plant 
Date Height 
seed Average Yield in Bushels/Acre 
wgt. Lodging3 197�-1980 1981-1982 1979-82 1981-82 ---------------�----------------------------------------------�--�------------------ ------- -------
Pu lie Varieties 
Maturity (mo.-day) (inches) (grams} 
Gioup2a 
Brand 
Dairyland 
Dairyland 
Kruger 
Pride 
.Kruger 
De Soy 
DeSoy 
Dairyland 
en Fontanelle 
Q) 
Mccurdy 
As grow 
Fontanelle 
Mccurdy 
Kruger 
De Soy 
Mustang 
Dairyland 
Kruger 
Means 
Entry 
DSR 232 
DSR 3 0 3  
K2197 
PK3 52  ( B )  
KB3 06  ( B )  
8 0 0  ( B )  
8 08 ( B) 
DSR 320 
5454 
375B (B) 
A3127 
5656 
109+ ( B) 
KB304 ( B )  
875 (B) 
M-1330 
DSR 352 
KB3 3 5  ( B )  
2b 
II 
III 
II 
III 
III 
II 
III 
III 
I I  
I I I  
III 
II 
III 
III 
III 
III 
III 
III 
10-10 
10-11 
10-11 
10-11 
10-12 
10-12 
10-12 
10-13 
10-13 
10-13 
10-13 
10-13 
10-13 
10-13 
10-14 
10-15 
10-15 
10-15 
42 
41 
46 
38 
39 
39 
40 
42 
42 
35 
33 
45 
46 
41 
40 
3 5  
36 
4 2  
37 
17.1 
1 6 . 1  
17. 9  
15 8 
17� 9  
19 .. 1 
16.7 
15  .. 7 
16 . 1  
15 . 0  
15.l 
17. 5 
17 . 2  
15 . 9  
15.4 
14 . 4  
15 . 5  
14. 3 
16.8 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
4 
2 
3 
3 
1 
3 
2 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3.11 
45.2 49 ,3 
48 . 5 
46.4 
54.3 4 5  3 
46. 8 
59 . 8  44 . 8 
42 .8 
42 .0 
49 .. 4 
51.0 42.8 54.9 
54.5 
40.2 50.4 
49 .3 
47 .1 
46 .1  
4 5 .9 
4 5. l 
59.1 46 . 8 
5 = Blend S-D = sem1.-<1wart c�r-, . a s ; 
c . v .  - % 
& II , earl to mid-season 
48. 5 
45 . 9 
45. 9 
44 . 2 
� C) 
9.7 l - Listed in order of 1982 maturity 
2a - Maturity group from USDA classification ; I 
III, full season to late ; IV, late at Elk 
2b - Information supplies by the company 
3 - 1 = almost all plants erect 
Point 
2 = all plants leaning slightly with a few plants down 
3 = all plants leaning moderately (45° ) or 25-SO\ of  the plant down 
4 = all plants leaning considerably , or 50-aot of the plants down 
5 = almost all plants down 
48.9 
47.2 
49. 8 
52.3 
51. 0 
50.3 
48.1 
52.9 
Table 3 1 .  1982 Grain Sorghum Performance Tria l ,  Area E ,  Southeast Experiment Farm . 
Centerville, Clay County , South Dakota 
Percent Test 
Date Height Moisture Wt. _ _ _ _ _  Yi�Jd ,_Pounds Per Acre _ _ _ _ _  
Brand and Hybrid Headed Inches 9/22/82 lb/B 1982 1978-82 197 9-82 1980-82 1981-82 ------------·-------------------------- ----------......... --- -- ----------- ------- -------- ---------- ---
Cenex 228T 8/3 51 26 .. 8 59 6115 5070  4740 5805 
Kaltenburg KSlOOl 8/3 50 3 3 . 8  59 5960 
Migro TEK lOllR 8/5 48 3 1 .  7 59 5955 
Funk ' s  G-1460 8/6 so 33  6 60 5890 
O ' s  Gold GS709 8/7 58 3 5 . + 58 5860 
AgriGold AG-255 8/8 57 34 . S  5 9  5860 
Western WS-212 8/9  55  3 5 . + 59 5825 5785 
Warner W-6S5T 8 / 9  58 3 5 .. + 59 5820 6220 
Northrup King NK2244 8/9  49  3 2. 8  58 5740 
(.Tl Cargill 3 0  8 / 6  5 7  3 3 . 7  59 5715  4855 4385 5310 
U) DeKalb DK-38 8/3 60 50 . 9  59 5680 6290  
Cenex 310T 8/8 56 3 5 . + 56 5675  5375  4845 5580 
Asgrow Dorado E 8/3 52 24 . 3  52 5665 498 5  4590  5850 
Asgrow Corral 8/8 58 3 5 , + 60 5615 5070  5320 483 0 5665 
PAG 4'+33  8/4 54 28 .. 0 57 5610 '+7 3 5  4470  5235 
PAG Exp 91008 8/11 55 3 5 . + 59 5590 567 5 
AgriGold AG-235 8/2 41 3 5 . +  59 5515 
DeKalb DK-42 8/8 49  3 5  ,  + 57 547 5  4 6 9 0  5470  
Funk 1 s G-1560 8/12 47  3 5 . +  57 5465 
Golden Acres T-E Y44R 8/4 48 3 0 . 5 58 5410 5515 
Kaltenburg KS2001 8/9 58 3 5 . + 58 5370  
Northrup King X7911 8/4 49 28 ,. l 5 9  5365 
Migro TEK 1021R 8/10 49 35 .. + 58 5360 5 7 20 
Migro TEK 1055R 8/9 55 3 5 . +  58 5340 
Cargill 22 8/3 51 2 5 . 6  57 5325 
o • s  Gold GS492  8/3 51 26. 9 59 5300  
o • s  Gold GS7 07 8 / 6  61 3 5 . +  5 9  5230 
Table 31 Continued , 1982 Grain Sorghum , Centerville ,  SD 
Percent Test 
Date Height Moisture Wt . 
Brand and Hybrid Headed Inches 9/22/82 lb/B 1982 1978-82 1979-82 1980-82 1981-82 ----�----�------ ----------------------- -------------------------------�--��------ ---- -
Northrup King NK2030 8 / 8  4 6  32 . 5  56 5225 4810 3755 5585 
Higro TEK 11.fR 8/10 56 34.8 59 5195 5645 
Golden Acres T-E Y45G 8/8 55 35 . +  58 5145 
Dekalb DK-58 8/12 55 35 . +  59 5510 
�fr· rthrup King NK2018 8/2 49 27 . 2  60 5015 
Cargill 40 8/11 53 35.+ 59 5005 
ilh1:rner W-684R 8/9 56 35 . +  59 4935 
Kaltenburg KS901 8/2  41 32 . 2  59 4425 
Means 52 32.6 58  5480 
a, 
C) LSD ( . OS )  820  c . v .  - ' = 9 . 2  
, 
RESIDUAL INFLUENCE OF LARGE MANURE ADDITIONS 
ON SOIL PROPERTIES AND CORN GROWTH 
P. Fixen and R. Gelderman 
PLANT SCIENCE 82-15 
This study was initiated in 1974 to study the effects of 
application of large quantities of manure on crops, soil, or 
runoff water. This report contains information on the residual 
effects of the manure applications made in 1974 and 1975. 
Objectives 
1. Determine the influence of past large manure appli­
cations on soil test levels. 
2. Determine the influence of past large manure appli­
cations on the grain yield and leaf composition 
of corn. 
Materials and Methods 
The experiment is located on an Egan silty clay loam. Egan 
soils are relatively well drained soils that have developed from 
a silty cap over glacial till. 
The study is in a completely randomized design with four 
replications. Treatments consisted of a check plus four levels 
of a low salt manure and four levels of a high salt manure. 
Only the low salt treatments are reported here. No fertilizer 
has been applied to these plots since the initial manure treat­
ments were made. 
Curry SC 1505 was planted on May 6, 1982. Dyfonate 20G 
was banded at planting and Atrazine and oil was applied post­
emergence for weed control. 
Soil samples were taken in early July, ear leaf samples at 
silk initiation and yields were determined by combining the 
three center rows of each ·plots. 
Results 
Soil test results are reported in Table 32. Manure addi­
tions increased soil organic matter, soil nitrate, available P, 
available K, EC, and available Zn. Soil pH dropped slightly 
in the top three or four depth increments. These data indicate 
that the effects of large manure additions on soil properties 
persist for a number of years after application. This indicates 
that maximum benefit from manure additions will occur only if 
nt=.nure is spread over as many fields as possible on the farm 
61 
rather than continually applying it to the same field . 
Table 33 shows that the manure additions were still 
�hib-iting cirt�rassine �ff�=r- c,n �in -'i"""ld 1.1 1992 . I i u:ruld 
tree filt!PM.&.1�.� "that" 1°'l""S; rnanuN:: . l:i;..!I ':I"!'� �1<-re.;-:11;:.,ly l.a.r5s am:1 
are expressed in terms of tons dry matter per acre. Barnyard 
manure usually contains no more than 20\ dry matter; therefore , 
the lowest rate in the experiment (40 T/A) is at least equivalent 
to 200 tons/A of wet barnyard manure applied over a 2-year period. 
The yield depression may be due to the elevated salt concentra­
tion in a significant portion of the root profile . Plant analysis 
indicates elevated ear leaf concentrations of P, K and decreased 
concentrations of Mn and Cu, however, both of these are still in 
the sufficiency range . 
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Table 32. Influence of Past Large Manure Additions on Soil 
Test Levels , S. E .  Farm 1982 . 
APPLIED
/ 
ORGANIC /:"_Vt!_ 1 :1 
MANURE.!. DEPTH MATTER N03 -N r K pa r� Zn Fe Mn Cu 
TONS DM/A IN % LBS/A --Pe:K- RHYosiCH --------PP'Fr-----
0 0-4 3. 2 10 26 3 64 7.1  1 . 3  1.3 23 40 2.7 
4-8 3 . 0 5 19 3 3 9  7 .0 0 . 6  
8-12 2 . 2  6 3 178  7 . 3 0 . 7  
12-16 1 . 8  12 2 159  7.4 0 .8 
16-20 1 . 4  17  3 173  7 .  6 1 . 1  
20-24 1 .1 26 3 153  7 . 6  1 . I+ --.....-- --------- w•-._-- ...-- -------
4 0  0-4 3 .5 26 86 7 8 4  6.8 0 . 7  2.8 24 4 1  2.8 
4-8 3 . 5  3 6  8 3  7 9 0  6 . 7  0 . 8  
8-12 2. I+ 5 0  14 305  6.8 0 . 8  
12-16 1 .  7 67 4 1 7 5  7 . 1  1 . 1  
16-20 1.4 69 6 164 7.3  1. 2 
20-24 1.2 7 4  2 148 7 . 5  1.6 ----------------------------------------- -__ .._,.,,,.,.,, __ 
8 9  0-4 3 . 7  2 5  111 1095  6 . 9  0 . 9  3 . 2  2 5  4 2  2.7 
4-8 3 . 6  3 1  94  103 5 6.7 0.7 
8 -12 2 .  2 *' 4 5  10 536  6 . 8  0 .8 
12-16 1 . 7  6 3  4 2 8 5  7 . 0 0 . 7  
16-20 1 . 3  8 1  4 161 7 . 4 1 .  5 
20-24 1 .  0 8 9  3 143  7 . 6  2.0 �--------------�----------- --------
125 0-4 3 . 9  40 168 1418 6 . 7  0 . 9  5.0 26 41 2 . 6  
4-8 3.9 91 152 1365 6.4 1 . 3  
8-12 2.7 106 36 1013 6 .5 1.5 
12-16 2 . 0  110 13 5 3 6  6 . 6  1 . 8  
16-20 1 . 7  113 12 284 7 . 0 2 . 2  
20-24 1. 2 126 4 216 7 . 3  2.5  ---------------------- --- ---- -------
161 0-4 4 . 1  44  206 1 7 8 5  6 . 7  1.1 6 . 1  26 40 2 . 8  
4-8 3 . 9  63 185  1323 6.5 1.0 
8-12 2.6 8 9  41 1170 6.5 1.1 
12-16 2 . 0  9 7  13 5 9 5  6 .8 1.3 
16-20 1 .  9 100 31 3 9 6  7 . 1  1 . 6  
20-24 1 . 2  108 4 180 7 .4 2 . 1  
1/ Approximately 1/2 Applied in 1971+  and 1/2 in 1975  
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Table 33 . Influence of Past Heavy Manure Additions on Corn Grain Yield and the Ear Leaf 
Concentrations of Several Elements, S,E. Farm , SOuth Dakota, 1982. 
APPLIEDJ/ Grain Earleaf Co·, entration 
r.ArmRE Y!ELD H?O H p 1( ... "'il Rs :1.J :Fe An Ou 
'roNs t>M'1\ ao n· t � PPM ,1i ----------... --... -----------�-------------- --------
0 108 23 3 . 20 .323 2 . 29 .165 • 51p� . 2 9 5  19.9 17.6 SS  8 .4 
40 102 21 3 . 18 .376 2.57 .136 .733 .281 18 .9 16.1+ 5 3  6 . 1.J  
89 100 21 3.21 • 40 3 2.63 .142 .669 .263 15.6 16.8 4 3  6. 5 
125 85 21 3.19 .451 2.78 .136 .594 .272 19 .5  16 .8 48 5.1 
161 84 20 3.18 .439 2.72 .136 .669 . 294 16.6 16.8 38 5 .1 
1/ Approximately 1/2 Applied in 1974 and 1/2 Applied in 1975 . 
RESIDUAL PHOSPHORUS - CORN Y I ELD RESPONSE 
P. Fixen , R. Gelderman, B. Lawrensen 
P. Carson, R. Nettleton, and D. Sorensen 
PLANT SCI ENCE 82-16 
Objectives 
1 .  
- . 
To determine the effect of residual fertilizer 
phosphorus on corn yields. 
To monitor changes in the P soil test as phosphorus 
is removed through crop yields. 
Materials and Methods 
1. The experiment is located on an Egan silty clay loam 
(Udic haplustoll) south of the office building at the 
Southeast Experiment Farm. Egan soils are deep, 
.friable, well drained silty clay loams developed in a 
silty cap over glacial till. 
2. This experiment was established in 1964 to study the 
effect of various rates of phosphorus ( P )  fertilizer 
on the yield of corn. From 1964-1967 five rates of P 
(0, 10, 20, 40 and 160 lbs per acre) were broadcast and 
plowed down annually. Each of the phosphorus treat­
ments was divided into thirds, with one-third receiving 
about 10 lbs of P as a starter fertilizer from 1964 
through 1967, one-third receiving 10 lbs of Zn per 
acre in 1964 and 1965 plus 10 lbs of P as a starter, 
and one-third receiving no additional fertilizer. In 
the spring of 1978 an additional 13 lbs of P was 
applied to the plots which received zinc in the 1960 t s. 
3. This land has been in various crops since 1967, such as  
soybeans, sorghum, oats, and alfalfa. The soil on the 
experimental area was sampled in the spring of 1973, 
after the first cutting of alfalfa in 1977, and in the 
spring of 1980. The results of these tests for availa­
ble phosphorus are graphed in Figure 2. 
4. The study was planted to Curry SC 1505 on May 4, 1982 ) 
Eradicane was used for weed control. Nitrogen was 
applied at 100 lbs/A. 
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Results and Discussion 
Soil test P levels for 1973 through 1980 are graphed in 
: i1;1,J...-c 2. • i'hc .gr= ".In shcW"S �1'L1t L =- al:l.c.tUJ'. � �i !h. i.1 t �at tie:c.l.!.:ne 
inc.l"ea.6� = 10� 'tes- l ., tl :. n�rease::l. This :J ,a_sc, sbilwn in 
Figure 3 which is a graph of the slopes of the lines in Figure 2 .  
The rate of decline appears .o be linearly related to soil test 
P level with an annual decline of about 8% of the soil test 
level . 
Corn grain yields in 1982 are reported in Table 34. Yields 
were late and some treatments lost completely due to a severe 
late season infestation of Pennsylvania smartweed. No yield 
reaponse to P apparently occurred here , although, the weed 
inCestation may have masked any potential response. The study 
wi�l again be planted to corn in 1983 to re-evaluate the P 
response. 
Table 34 . Influence of Residual P on Corn Grain Yield on an 
Egan SiCl, S .  E. Farm 1982. 
Soil 
Test 
Leve1.!/ 
Lbs/A 
13 
19 
23 
37  
77  
Avg. 
- e - -Bu/A 15 .5% 
96 
102 
93 
87 
95 
96 
9 7  
98 
92  
841/ 
9 3  
99 
107 
90 
99 
99 
AVG 
9 7  
103 
9 3  
97 
1/ Based on 1980 Sampling and Resulting From 
Application of O, 40, 80, 160 or 320 lbs P/A 
During 1964-1967. 
2/ Based on 2 Reps only, others lost to Smartweed. 
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FIGURE 2. SOIL PHOSPHORUS DEPLETION IN AN EGAN SILTY 
CLAY LOAM, SOUTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA 
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RESIDUAL POTASSIUM STUDY 
P. Fixen, R. Gelderman, B. Lawrensen and P. Carson 
PLANT SCIENCE 82-17 
This study was initiated in 1965. No yield data was taken 
from 1970 to 1980. Yields were again taken in 1981 and 1982. 
The objective of this study was to determine the residual 
potassium effect on corn yields. 
Method 
The experiment was located east of the office building on 
an Egan silty clay loam. Egan soils are relatively well drained 
silty clay loams that developed from a silty cap over glacial 
till. 
The experimental design consisted of three separate treat­
ments : (a) no potash (K20 )  applied, (b) 2000 lb/A K20 applied, 
and (c) 60 lb/A K20 applied. These rates were applied over a 
four year period starting in 1965. Treatment ( b )  was broadcast 
and treatment (c) was band applied. Each treatment was repeated 
eight times. 
Pioneer 7223 was planted on May 3, 1982. Dyfonate 20G was 
banded at planting time and Eradicane and Atrazine were used 
for weed control. Severe lodging occurred in this study in 
1982 as it did in 1981. 
Results 
Average yields of 8 replications are reported in Table 35 
for 1982, 1981, and 1965-1969. Soil test K levels are also 
reported based on the 1979 sampling. No apparent yield response 
has occurred due to added K in this study. This was expected 
since the available K level of this soil is very high. 
Table 35. Corn yield and soil test levels in the Residual 
Treatment 
lbs K/A 
0 
20001/ 
6 017 
Potassium Study, S.E. Farm, 1982 
Soil 
K 
lbs/A 
6 0 6  
860 
7 2 5  
Grain Yield 
1982- - - 1981 - -
bu/A 15.5% H20 
79 115 
76 117 
7 6  114 
1/ Broadcast at 500 lbs/A/year for 4 years, 1965-1968. 
2/ Band applied at 15 lbs/A/year for 4 years. 
69 
1965-1969 
105 
98 
106 
Objectives 
EFFECTS OF APPLIED N ITROGEN ON NITRATE ACCUMULATION 
I N  THE SOIL PROFILE AND ON CORN GRAI N  YIELD 
P. Fixen , R. Gelderman , F. Shubeck 
B. Lawrensen, P. Carson, and R. Nettleton 
PLANT SCIENCE 82-18 
1. Study and record the effects of rates of nitrogen 
addition on the accumulation and movement of N03-N 
in the soil profile. 
2. Determine the effect of large amounts of nitrogen 
fertilizer on the pH of the soil. 
3. Measure the effects of the treatments on the nitrogen 
concentration in the leaves. 
�. Determine effects of the treatments on nitrogen con­
centration in the entire plant at maturity. 
S. Determine effects of residual and applied N on corn 
grain yield. 
Materials and Methods 
1. This experiment is located on a Viborg silty clay 
loam on the southeast corner of -the Southeast Experiment 
Farm. Viborg soils are deep, friable, moderately well­
drained, silty clay loam soils developed in a silty 
cap over glacial till. The water table fluctuates from 
3-7 feet in this area. 
2. Two experiments are involved in this study, one 
involving a number of low rate N applications and the 
other a sequence of high N applications. The experi­
ments are adj acent and related. The high rate experi­
ment began in 1969. The low rate experiment began in 
1975. 
3. Soil samples in the heavy rates of application were 
taken to a depth of 6 feet each year since 1969, 
except in 1979 when they were taken to a depth of 
4 feet because of wet soil conditions. The N03-N is 
reported to a depth of 4 feet in 1980. The samples 
are only being taken to a depth of 4 feet in the low 
rate experiment. 
4. The samples were dried as soon as possiole after 
taking, in a forced air oven at a temperature not to 
exceed 115° F. 
5. Nitrate-nitrogen was determined by the n-phenol-di­
sulphonic acid method until 1973 . Since then the 
nitrate electrode method has been used. 
7 0  
6 .  
7. 
The longer duration exper:i::ment with high rates of 
nitro�en is in its fourteenth year . The N has been 
applied as ammoni mi nitrate and all plots except the 
0-0-0 treatment have received 25 lbs P205/A and 70 
lbs K20/A each year. In 1982, grain yields and moisture were measured by 
combining the three center rows of each plots. 
Results and Discussion 
Th� ir.flu...,,m;:.e o: u.:ppllid M or, eo,i:l ni1:ra--e J..@vlil a i:n : ·� 
.[1:;_J •.:. f lSB l .:.:s .l"e� I t. erl l.n • 3.hl._-"> 3 E !11.._ 3 7 a 1'h ""l"ell.� 
shown in Table 36 have been applied for 13 yea�s while those in 
Table 3 7  have been applied for 6 years. There;ore, the 80 lb/A 
treatment in Table 37 has resulted in a lower level of soil 
nitrates than the 60 lb/A treatment in Table 36. The sums 
at the bottom of Table 36 indicate that a very large amount of 
nitrate has accit0.ulated in these plots. Nearly 1000 lbs/A 
exist in the top four feet of the 240 lb treatment. This is 
sufficient N to probably grow 6 or 7 good corn crops. 
Figure 4 shows the nitrate distribution for the high 
rates study in the fall of 1981. At this sampling date, the 
0-6 inch increment tested low in nitrate regardless of treatment. 
This differs from the distribution a year earlier when there 
was over 100 lbs. N03-N/A in the top 6 inches of the 240 lb. 
rate. The two high rates reached a maximum nitrate level at 
about 1a n , but kept nitrate elevated over the check to at least 
6 feet. 
Grain yield response to N is shown in Table 36 and Figure 5. 
The graph shows that approximately 150 lbs/A of soil nitrate 
N to 2 feet plus fertilizer N was sufficient to produce maximum 
yield at the site, which was 98 bu/A. Also there appears to be 
a sharp decline in grain yield when going from the low rates 
80 to the high rates 80. Although not as dr�tic, a similar 
drop occurred in 1981. The cause of the lower yields- with the 
high set of rates is not at this time obvious. This decline 
ap � -c 'Ce due -,:- st:rme.1:ra.i-.,.g rrtne:r tha.Il so�.£. niTI"'a"te 1aval.a 
F.J l",�e tr.ro d.i:Efl!l"�nCL .:r1 U tTa. tc 1�'- el� hen.rae.11 8 0 Th. t:rffii t:­
ments is not sufficient to cause the precipitous drop in yield 
observed. 
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FIGURE 4 .  INFLUENCE OF APPLIED N ON NITRATE DISTRIBUTION 
lN THE SOIL
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Table 36. The Influence of Applied Nitrogen over a 13 year 
Period on the Amount of Nitrate Present in the 
Soil Profile in the Fall of 1981 . 
Depth N anllied c:-�nun.l..l.Y, luulAA 
Increment o - - 80- - - - ra - - - -i.r:a-
(inches) 
0-6 10 12 13 20 
6-12 9 32 96 140 
12 .. 10 5 27 115 156 
18-24 / 4 24 118 15 5 
24-30 6 25 115 146 
30-36 7 24 101 127 
36-42 7 23  95 116 
42-48 8 22 9 0  103 
48-54 10 19 5 4  68 
54-60 13 18 37 so  
60-66 17 16 27 35 
66-72 14 14 18 3 0  
0-24 28 95 342 471 
0-48 56 189 733 963 
0-72 110 256 869 1146 
Treatments have been applied for the past 13 
years (1968-1981). All plots also received 
25 lbs P205 /A and 70 lbs K20/A annually. 
7 3  
Table 37 . The influence of applied N over a 6 year period on 
the amount of nitrate pre�ent in the soil profile 
in the Fall of 1981 . 
Depth _ _ _  N_ 'E.Plied_annua.!_ll.,_1£.SL.A� _ 
Increment 
incnes 
0-6 
6-12 
12-18 
18-24 
24-30 
30-36 
36-42 
42-48 
0-24 
0-48 
Treatments 
0 
8 
10 
5 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
27 
4 2  
�o - - -
8 
8 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
24 
3 9  
40 
1:..s /  A 
9 
11 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
28 
48 
have been applied for the 
60 - - -
9 
16 
18 
9 
7 
7 
8 
8 
52 
82 
past 6 
80 
11 
25 
29 
13 
9 
7 
7 
6 
78 
107 
years 
(1975-1981). All plots except the 0-N treatment 
also received 25 lbs P205/A and 70 lbs K20/A. 
Table 38 . Influence of Applied Nitrogen and Residual Nitrate 
on Yield of Corn Grain at the Southeast Farm , 1982. 
Nitr,:,gen 
Treai ment.!/ 
1 0 
2 20 
3 4 0  
4 60  
5 80  
6 8 0  
7 160 
8 240 
Soi1. fJi trate�/ 
o-i r�7 - - -o�4-ft. 
-lbalA-
27 42 
24 39 
28 48 
5 2  82 
78 107 
95 189 
342 733 
471 963 
1/ T��al:2Tlen�s l-5 were a�p1i_d from l97�-1�a1 . 
Tr�rlments 6-.8 Well'� a-pi:·1.:.£:d :from 1.968-1 9ti 2 ,  
2 I a.JnF-'c... 'ta 1<6n Fu-1.� CJ e l .  
3/ At 1s . s, moisture, May 10 planting date . 
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Grat,.!/ 
bu/A 
6 5  
68 
83 
96 
98 
81 
83 
76 
l100 
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FIGURE 5 .  YIELD RESPONSE TO N AT S .  E .  FARM, 1982 
SOYBEAN CULT IVAR RESPONSE TO I NFECTION ev 
BACTERIAL BLIGHT (PSEUOQMONAS SVRINGAE) 
Michael W. Ferguson 
PLANT SCI ENCE 82-19 
Eq � i' .... !.h 1 bll gr, caus:ad :;-- :Psclt�oir.o�;;a:::. S,YFi.ni:,an. . � -hE 
&i.n lr= oos:: -=.ol!;tit.on f::i.lii'.L -� a=.as_ o.: gnybeilll ii �01.1th Da'kr;i a .  
Art.� '=S Tl o .... her S1::ltes T:::J .:::i-=.-t� yield ... oss -:ti.. ir...feation :t.iy 
thic OY'ga:iti!:r.t h:::i. e: n:�;.. .1i �h ;;1. •· i.ng 1Li...._�s. som'I... • �-hf:!....,s 
b....., 1'hown vi�i.,:_ csscs -_f 2 ' 10%, while others have been 
unable to show any significant losses due to Bacterial blight. 
Because of this variation and because of the predominance of 
tl�i. dis�Ad1;" in s�w ll" r-,!!.�a _1: i..:; .i.mport-iJn-t t:. uQ.., "l.l ;v.] "i:" .  i= 
ary_, dl ffe:r�nCEG: :;)tlOW' .;mo,_.g 1-Lll • :"HTS in l'CS::>Or:i:.e -:;t> ti\.i.!; 
dis�a..3�. under Sa�t:h La�,'t= ccnair ·��. 
'I'h.e purpoe:'= of tl1J.t1 f.:XJ:,cr.!:!TIE:1)t' ... ":s i:O -ces-:: v�- ia-:tJ re:spon:EH! 
t:-o i.nf2-::;-t:ion by �c:t: riiil .b_ig1' .. , �-... ;::....:.a.!.!.y •.::. cit �ga:n1s -Q 
tQtal plo-t' yield m 1 O"' s-e-� ".tlllight. 
Materials and Methods 
The soybeans were planted on June 7th at the rate of 150,000 
• lrm s _per 5.f"t t:. .  ....,....ep_anr n<:r.bi c i:ie ��n5is- 11:e1 crr- =1 :_!T;eflan� 
5�nc�n"' ._or.i .... 1 rnrt;i�n. CO.ct!fi':! .... c:..ia..: �o.yb� noi;;uL.� na. pp1.ie.d 
during planting at the recommended rates of the manufacturer. 
The plots consisted of 4 rows each, 20 feet long spaced on 36"  
.::f!rn:�"'ll , arra�� L"l :ii Jp:..i-::-pl�t .. ..::aig;l. I-!idse:aso, , UH! raw 
l�n&th6 w�� reju�ea .� lS fee� . The two center (inside) rows 
of each four row plot were harvested on November 2. 
Tn,a- nlant:.s W'�a �pY.aydd wi!l � 5:::,lu1:::.1.::m or b.acc:e:rid f1D8 
c!i.lh.!,ml) in td.'p �a"t-eT- � a� �be :-4 to V-6 stage of reproductive 
g:I"�",,J"Ch (h  �o S ru:;d a �eg:!..fini:.& �'th the unifoliate). The 
i:ru:i�ulL&.r.1 �as P:rf!.F�ed y growL�£ the bacteria overnight on 
ni.n:ricnr b!"Q"th-y«a..5-t �XL�Gct a.gar. The next day the cells were 
waehe.4 off of � �-,;,i pl-�es �nd diluted to the appropriate 
i.lut�nn wi�h � wa.t��. Appl.i�ation was made with a hand 
sprayer ; the plants were sprayed until run off. 
Results and Discussion 
In this test there were no significant differences in 
either total plot yield or hundred seed weight due to infection 
by •he �fil"'1.:!1.l b_igh. orgA.r..ism . we cau:..d no't' d.a�.e.·m;i.ne 'iilhethor 
low di.s.ease lev._:.:; 'Wf.rr'E :mE= t(i ,...1..11 i '=T ��c.tt, i.ne.:ff!._ctiv• 
inoculation, or to an environment unfavorable for disease 
spread. 
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SEED TREATMENT OF B I N  RUN SEED 
Michael W. Ferguson 
PLANT SCIENCE 82-20 
With increasing production costs , more thought is being 
given to methods of reducing farm expenses. One such way, is 
the use of bin-run seed from the previous years soybean crop. 
This practice presents the farmers with several problems. Late 
harvested seed is often cracked and germinates poorly. These 
seeds often run the possibility of being infected by disease 
and show lack of vigor. The purpose of this experiment was to 
determine the effects of various fungicidal seed-treatments on 
bin-run versus certified soybean seed, particularly on final 
stand counts and on yield. 
Materials and Methods 
Bin-run Wells II soybean seed was obtained from a bin at 
the Southeast Experiment Station farm. These beans showed 
approximately 30% cracked or damaged seed . Certified Wells II 
soybean seed was obtained from South Dakota Foundation Seed. 
The beans were treated using the chemicals and rated (Table 3 9 )  
as recommended by the manufacturer . The seeds were used within 
seven days of treatment. Planting took place on June 7th and 
the rate of 150,000 plants per acre. Only whole round seeds 
of the bin-run Wells II were planted. Stand counts were made 
on 6/24/82 and 7/29/82 and the plants harvested on November 2, 1982. 
Results and Discussion 
The stand counts and yield data are presented in Table 
3 9  and 4 0  respectively. There was a significant reduction in 
stand counts of the bin-run seed over those of the certified 
control.  There was no significant change in stand counts, total 
yield or hundred seed weight as a result of chemical seed 
treatment . 
There was a slight 
of the seed treatments. 
be related to method of 
that this is related to 
reduction in stand counts due to the use 
This is difficult to explain, but may 
application or the rates. I do not feel 
the chemical themselves. 
It is interesting that although the populations of the 
bin-run seed we:re severely reduced, there was no differences ±n 
yield between the bin-run and certified seed. This demonstrates 
the ab:;; 1.:.. ,:y �.-r 1" r,- s-,y "}.ean r-c: pro.I�� :m�re yiF"lr Cct'lmp.eTl-Sd.T� ) 
when population numbers are redui:.eid . Thi-s uh::,.U ld l5a t:aJten i:ff'EO. 
consideration when deciding whether to treat seed . 
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C!ltemiuil.l 1:.!"0 tm.�n't r.;;:J: trnvb"'.t1ti s�d . ;'\ :e ...... .:..u�1y _full, 
p�-�ric.e. In �c� ��a�c 1:i'lf:!a1:ments have been effective in 
c:.unn-o l l.i.D.£  ni..,!!581; � :nor.m yl"'.:.� _e� =::..i..J � .eg �h:,tt:.p:1L.p::.,,r;'-!! 
�"J: l'Ot ) ,  i,rr tMr ":e51:i:ui �11 1:); .:,e�e5:HL!'" .... e:-or� r--e �M:1.i5-
t::..an5 fn!" Si;!� ;;T-'.�a-rnr,::..rn:G .:..ar be me.eta. f ');"' Sou1=.u D2_;:o-:.c , nd � · on-a . 
TabJ e 39. Stand Counts of Cracked and Uncracked Wells II 
Seed in Response to Different Chemical Treatments. 
Chemical1 
Rate 
(oz/100 lbs of seed) Plants/Acre 
Water Control 4 . 0  115,098 a 2 
Capt an 2 . 0 103,203 ab 
Apron 350 1. 5 94,623 ab 
Apron 2E 1. 5 93, 516 ab 
Vitavax 4.0 87,155  ab 
Apron 2E plus Captan 1.5+2. 0 78, 023 b 
(1) The fungicide was applied as a dilute solution. The 
seeds were placed in a motorized, rolling drum and the 
fungicide applied. The seeds were rolled until 
thoroughly wetted, removed and dried at room temperature, 
{2) Means of plant populations per treatment. Means with 
the same letter are not significantly different. 
Table 40. 
Condition 
Bin-run 
Certified 
Stand Counts, Total Yield, and Hundred 
as a Function of Condition of Wells II 
Plants/Acrel 
74,470 
117,989** 
Total Yield2 
( Bu/A) 
45.5 
4 6 . 6 
(1) ** Indicates significant at 0.01 level. 
(2) Total yield not significantly different. 
Seed Weight 
soybean seed. 
Hundred Seed Wt.3 
(Grams) 
17.204 
17.267 
(3) Hundred seed weight no significantly different. 
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APPL I CAT ION OF FOLIAR FUNG I C I DES 
TO CONTROL LATE SEASON· SOYBEAN D I SEASES 
AFFECTING SEED QUAL I TY AND Y I ELD 
Michael W .  Ferguson 
PLANT SC I ENCE 82-21 
Foliar applications of fungicides in other soybean growing 
areas have been (shown to be) effective in controlling mid to 
late season diseases that affect seed quality and yield . Yield 
losses due to foliar soybean diseases such as Septoria Brown 
Spot in South Dakota are largely unknown. 
The purpose of this experiment was two-fold . The first 
obj ective was to test the efficacy of several commercially 
available fungicides on late season fungi that may be affecting 
seed quality or yield. The second objective was to determine the 
yield loss due to the presence of the disease Septoria Brown 
Spot on several soybean cultivars. 
Materials and Methods 
The soybeans were planted on June 7th at the rate of 
150 ,000 plants per acre . Preplant herbicide consisted of a 
Treflan-Sencor combination. Commercial soybean inoculate was 
applied during planting at the recommended rates of the 
manufacturer .  Each treatment consisted of four rows each, 
20 feet long spaced on 36u centers, arranged in a split-split­
plot design. The main plot treatments were varieties, the sub­
plots were the chemical treatments and the sub-sub-plot 
treatments were the timing of the chemicals. Midseason, the 
row length was reduced to lS feet. The two center rows of 
each four row plot were harvested on November 2. 
The chemicals and rates tested are listed in Table 41. 
Chemicals were applied with a 60 11 hand held boom and spray 
-, 1 .,. <" • h '> - T l • ,., r - • • f - , no:i:......i.e p::--cpe-+-"'.... wi:t _ o ..-.L" f -• • • ,.� • .:J\ r. nu r.!..... 
a.pp'l.1.CQ.. _on .T"i'1 coard.i.nG°t•!d widl t� �:prc<h.1�dcin 1St:-:.1.'f! o.: t.zH:: 
pl.a r. t . Th.�� ... e;r,e ai: �Lther "th'.! P., R � :w R3. :R5 ior R.., B.a ?.; � • Th.e R1 st�� .J fu.l.! -1 :,,1;;1 , r:3 in earl;· pod (.1 / " :tont,; pods J a.nd i:.lic; R, ;i"t'. -6e is wr,-=- .=:: b� c,sn ho f' li:'" L-. h� pQd� . Pl� 
r�c.1 v in&: w 1:he "R.2 R: t":.m:_n_g,. wou.l,j '!'Cf!�Vr: 'tWO ppli:c�t:.i-oru; Clf _ u.ng i_;,,_j� .... r i:.. r L- .:; c. t..:cu ;- i:, �...: .a- """ ,e ea.-"".l.l pod � a._.i!!. 
The other timings were applied as noted. 
The plants were inoculated with spores of the Brown Spot 
• ::.m.gUJ (·Se.ct.a.ri..3. � l;t!:..Jlc.., 1 • 1" 1""'"'0 y'-.:.. - '• -#1 1:it _fl ( 4 to 6 nodes 
��innl.ng �it� �h� u�if-11a�E nodu} .  Th� inoeUlum consisted of 
- i J:;. s:pnres per ml Ill -a:- w@.. c:.;, ... .:. ..-lo\ r . -=  l:i,� � .  The spores 
were applied with C01"Jtiercial hand sprayer and the plants were 
sprayed until run-off. 
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Results and Discussion 
Because of the low humidity at time of inoculation with the 
Brown Spot spores, there was no appreciable infection of the 
cultivars sprayed. No data were taken on this aspect of the 
experiment. 
Data were taken on both total plot yield and 100 seed 
W't3 i.B:tit rih_:1,.. r JTI.gi. iJe �u�-ilLa i1n -=-·� not. _ r.-:f--;;�_.,, tor.c.l ViE1.d 3 
there were significant differenc e- u _uo Si!cC �jg:J-11· � rlif� 
ences were significant due to both the timing of the applica­
tion (Table 42) and the treatment (chemical) (Table 4 3). There 
were also variety x timing interactions (Table 44). 
The variety x timing interaction indicates that Wells II 
:-e,.1 .... nJ,::;.,_ llfi"-'r-:: • v .:L r· ... .. � J _..,,_ r .... ,. • ·  • 1..- �� ..... 
C.L.TI •u.i•a '!t1- �:· tie .:!. e � +�r.: i:u:;rc --P,!"iiu-1. ;:;;,:"J:1 CJJ.Ct;.Y ::,:t 
the �lant , with less canopy than that of either Corsoy 79 or 
Hard1n. 
Although total yield did not increase significantly due to 
application of foliar fungicides, 100 seed weight did. Hundred 
seed weight may be a more sensitive indicator of the fungicide 
effects and thus offers some encouragement. High disease 
pressure may be necessary to see large yield differences. In 
southern states, application of foliar fungicides are contingent 
on weather conditions and disease pressure. Further research 
at this station will help to develop the same sort of formula 
for spraying under South Dakota conditions. 
Table 41. Fungicide and Rates applied at different timing. 
Treatment1/2/ Rate 3/ 
( lb a . i. I act-e) 
Dithane M45 1.6 
Dithane M45 plus Benlate SOW 
Benlate SOW 
Water 
1 . 6  + 0 . 2 5 
0 . 2 5  
( 1 )  E: ch �d-trnFn7 .:.�.a-c� !«a:::., a.pp�iud rt �fie R? R3 [ t.:lii:0 
appl..i�u�- uc) � R3 R0 ( r.wo -rPl.:�C:3�i�us) ar.a th� r r 1 K!:J t-i:- !'l'!:C n11rtl.ie11.tion..,) r.;t:d-'!''!?£ cl !"i!!pl"i.,:1u. �t!V· 
growth. 
(2) Triton CS-7 spreader-binder was added to each treatment 
( including water) at the rate of one pint/100 gallons of 
water. 
( 3 )  Pounds active ingredient per acre. 
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Table 42. Hundred Seed Weight Response to Timing of fungicide 
Application 
Timirrg Mean Hundred Seed Wt 
tgramsi 
R2 R3 R5 16. 337 a 
R3 R s 16.012 b 
R2 R3 1 5 . 877 b 
( 1 )  Means with the same letter are not significantly 
different at the a.OS level. 
Table 43. Hundred Seed Weight Response to Type of Fungicide 
Applied 
Fungicide Hundred Seed Wt, 
f'grams '( 
Di thane M4 5 + Ben late sow 16 . 386 a 
Benlate sow 16.294 a 
Di thane M45 15.931 b 
Water 15.692 b 
(1) Means with the same letter are not significantly different 
at the 0,05 level. 
Table 44� The effect of Timing of Fungicide Sprays on 100 seed 
Weight (grams) of Three Soybean Varieties, 
Tirnin� 
R2 R3 
R2 R3 R5 
R3 R5 
werage Variety 
Effect 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  V_ri_ !Y _ _ 
Corsov 79 fi..l�din 
Timing x variety means 
15. 61 15.  31 
16.36 15,57 
15.76 15 . 15 
15, 91 15.34 
LSD (0,05 )  Interaction ; 0.28 
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- -Wells-II 
16. 71 
17. 09 
17.13 
16.97 
Avg.Timing 
Effect 
15 . 88 
16. 38 
16 , 01 
RAINFALL EFFECT ON THREE EXPERIMENTAL 
POSTEMERGENCE GRASS HERBICIDES 
W. E. Arnold, B. c .  Laube 
PLANT SCIENCE 82-22 
Research plots were established to study the effect of 
simulated rainfall on control of grass and volunteer corn in 
soybeans with CGA 82725, Fluazifop butyl, and Dowco 453 at the 
Southeast South Dakota Research and Extension Center at Beresford. 
:'Gf\ �z7Z6 C O . S  l,...'A, .... lb H-1:!- l:l .. :.:�1.ax l ,. r) ,, -...... =-... :..fa ..=,Ji 1 
( 0 . '2.S lb//-, }  p_:.rn erbkx C 0 . 1 \  ''/V), and Dowco 453 (0. 09 lb/A) 
p.!.l1E' - op il LnC:�• t':" 't- W�r f�J 1 • �� -;j- !"'.::..ng "'.: - }- ' .. i.l'i �o .....i-
u.te rtcg-: cf aoyb�.an. g!.'"O�h. four- '!"_pli�-t�u-1: • ...,� F= ar-ra.n'i""'d 
i.r ,;1,rl m -ud, run;.l-H-' .Jl::n; ,_ n: , "Hr.1ags-11 -e • "K'JJ.b�l111ill 
were planted in 30" rows on June 12. Herbicide treatments 
'l</LJ" .Jf}'l .-:;:.,.. a =-ir.g !; � -y-_;,. �rll <.LY�l"' { 3 1�I"J • � .._ ]l&.i I rt '  g•,.,'--tJt� 
anu 2� gpn ) .  a�in.fa.!.l. w=s ..ii.!I'�l...,:;ted at o, 0 .5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 
:?I! hours a.;?.�:· he.: bicidc �fJp ... ici!-"'ti=r ai...: ::>J'L r!!_L .:'i..J ! tr�-rm nt 
CJr ..:.ri:.r t :a � bhd-t:.. �t. .. J · • • :-r. -�;.').1-- -:1: ra...J..Iifa.1.J w..i 
0.65 .. . Weed control was evaluated October 5. Yields were taken 
October 17. The results are shown in Table 45. Visual evalu­
ations of yellow foxtail control were significantly higher with 
Fluazifop butyl when rainfall was delayed until 8 hours after 
application. Volunteer corn control reached maximum with a 
2 hour delay period. Yellow foxtail control with Dowco 453 
reached maximum with a 2 hour delay period . Rainfall did not 
significantly affect volunteer corn control . The control of 
yellow foxtail and volunteer corn with CGA 82725 was not affected 
b�' r-ainfa.J.l. Soybe,a.n •ri�lJs Yl�E � .. ¥:"" ..:.n :-1.. eat� .... v-J tB  l J;e..n 
lr ��r un Lr�d re.tl ;htv.:�� �� :.i...i �ri�ican� yiela diTf���n rl id 
not occur between herbicide treatments . 
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Table 45. Effect of rainfall on three experimental herbicides 
Rainfall Delay % Weed Control Yield 
Herbicide Treatment (hours) Yeft* VoCo** Bu/A 
Weedy Check 0 0 20. 9  
Fluazifop butyl prior 84 99 39.7 
+ Herbimax 0 2 3  6 2  26. 7  
0. 5 4 2  9 6  35. 3 
l 25 53 34.6 
2 47 98 34.l  
4 60 98 37.2 
8 85 99  42 . 8  
24 83 99 35.4 
CGA 82725 prior 97  9 9  42.3  
+ Herbimax 0 97  99  39. 6 
o . s  98 99  44.l 
1 94 98 42.7 
2 9 5  9 9  36 . 0  
4 9 7  99  40.6 
8 98 99 41.8 
24 98 9 9  41.1 
Dowco 453 prior 81 94 4 5  . 1  
+ Crop Oil Concentrate 0 55 78 42.2 
0.5 54 7 9  3 9 . 7  
1 58 79 35. 4 
2 87 85 4 4 . 0  
4 8 7  98 40.7 
8 97 99 44. 5 
24 9 6  99  34.8 
LSD ( .  0 5 )  29 25 10 . 7  
* Yeft � Yellow Foxtail 
id: VoCo ;- Volunteer Corn 
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COMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL I N  SOYBEANS 
t • 
R. L. Smith and w .  E. Arnold 
PLANT SCIENCE 82-23 
Acifluorfen-Na { BlazerR, TackleR) and bentazon (BasagranR) 
are two herbicides commonly used to control various broadleaf 
weeds in soybeans, including common cocklebur. An experiment 
was conducted at the Southeast South Dakota Research and Exten­
sion Center at Beresford to determine the effectiveness of 
acifluorfen-Na and bentazon on co'"Uton cocklebur. The herbicides 
were applied alone and in various tank-mix combinations as post­
emergence treatments. 
The soil is a well-drained silty clay loam {sand 9. 0% , 
silt 59.0%, clay 32.0%) with 2. 70% organic matter and a pH of 
6. 2. ' Hodgson 7 8 '  soybeans were planted in 30-inch rows on 
June 11, 1982. Plot size was 7.5 by 25 feet with four replica­
tions. A five by five factorial arrangement of treatments was 
utilized in a randomized complete block design. The treatments 
were applied July 7 when the soybeans were in the 1- to 2-tri­
foliate leaf stage. Common cocklebur was in the 3- to �-leaf 
stage {2- to 3-inches). Air temperature was 7 S° F and the rela­
tive humidity was 70% at application. Spray volume was 20 gpa 
at 35 psi. Common cocklebur control visual evaluations were 
m-=! ... - c,r u ...... � :. ,:nd. l\u_;; u ::;-:- _ c.; • c:"' i: tk.d n..:.. -w··r i:: h. , v�e:-:1 '};-:--1.1 ... .r-
18 .f'N:lni. 16 S f"t _r�/p1o-c . 
All rate combinations of the two chemicals at 0.50 lb/A 
or higher provided acceptable co:runon cocklebur control. The 
lowest yield occurred in the untreated check and the largest 
yield was present in the plot with the highest rate of both 
acifluorfen and bentazon. 
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l'!! b-.'.!.1!. u...a • C--0ru;m1;m £: oc � ur Contr-w 1 in Soy� 
-1 -!- 6- 1..-HZ 
% % 
common common 
Acifluorfen Rate Bentazon Rate cocklebur cocklebur Yield 
(lb/A) (lb/A) control control bu/A -----------------�-- --------------------------------- -------------
0 0 0 0 13 . 5  
0 0.25 47 25 26.9 
0 a . so 78 75 3 '+ .  6 
0 0 .75 90 8 9  35.9 
0 1 . 0 0  9 5  91 33 . 0  
0 . 25 0 3 5  23 25 . 7  
0.25 0 . 25 66 48 29. 3  
0 . 25 o . so 82 8 3  32 . 8  
0 .25 0 .  7 5 9 7  9 5  32.7 
0 . 25 1 .  00 9 5  97 3 lJ .  8 
o . so 0 57 36 2 � . 8  
0 . 50 0 . 2 5  82 69  31 . 0  
0.50 0 . 50 91  90  34 .8 
o . s o 0 . 7 5  97  9 3  32 .6  
o . so 1.00 98 97 35 . 8  
0 . 75 0 66 51 26 . 6  
0 . 75 0.25 86 81 33.0 
0 . 75 a . so 91 80 32.1 
0 . 75 o . 1 s  9 7  94 36.4 
0 .  7 5 l .  00  99  96 33 . 5  
1.00 0 77 61 33 . 8  
1 . 00 0 . 25 90  79  33 . 9  
1.00 o . so 94 90 33 . 9  
1 . 00 0 . 75 98 96 35 .6 
1 .00 1 . 00 98 99 36. 9  
,.___ _______ ---- ------- ---------- -----
LSD ( .  05) = 10 . 9  12 . 9  5.5 
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EVALUATION OF SEVERAL HERB I CIDE 
INCORPORATION SYSTEMS I N  SOYBEANS 
M. A. Wrucke and W. E. Arnold 
PLANT SC IENCE 82-24 
R.ed�ein& ;ip?T:...11� ; : J l ilge o:p!Wa't:.on1> can redu!Qlf; tiC'!-il wo::-i "Ul . 
increaWl. a,.J..:.1 ft'.i.:d --,,11 �, a .  ..,,1 111 ... r· �� :.i a e .1ip111F1t. . 
With reduced tillage, many questions are asked regarding the use 
of pre-plant incorporated herbicides. Different implements were 
used in several combinations to determine their effect on 
herbicide performance. Presented are the results from one year 
of this experiment. 
Methods 
Incorporation systems were replicat�d three times in a 
randomized complete block design. Trifluralin (0.75 lb/A) plus 
metribuzin (0.38 lb/A) was applied to each of the plots after 
the appropriate pre-spraying tillage was done. Incorporation 
was then done either once or twice with the various implements. 
Herbicides were applied in 2 0  gpa and 4 0  psi. 'Hodgson 7 8 1 
soybeans were planted in 30-inch rows at 60 lb/A on June 11, 1982 , 
Total rainfall for the first and second weeks after application 
were 1.09 and 0.01 inches , respectively. The soil is a silty 
clay loam with 3.8% organic matter, pH of 6.5 and is well 
drained. 
Tillage prior to herbicide application was done either 
with a chisel plow or twist shanks, a combination disk (9 inch 
blade spacing, 24 inch spherical notched blades), or 
ct-rruSYI--i;-: =i'la.l -_:__,_..g, ffiC'I .,.tv=r ... p.l(..,. ..Q...J -wee ?l:,r rwc liEJ<.ingn ' .  
Rt:r?:-i�i�� Jn,... .i:;vz .::.ti..,: '.�St d ..... , "'  "1--11 .a -�1.ubl � l r .:!.i .i... ,  u 
finishing disk (8 inch blade spacing, 18 inch spherical blades),  
or a field cultivator with 6 inch sweeps. Visual weed control 
ratings were taken on August 19 and soybean yield was determined 
on October 18 by combining 675 sq. ft./plot and expressing 
yield in bu/a. 
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Table �7. Evaluation of Several Herbicide Incorporation Systems in Soybeans 
(M. A. Wrucke and W .  E. Arnold). 
\ Weed Control Yield 
Incorporation System ����Y_e_f_t� Rrow Colg _K_o_c_z....;,.._�--�<b_u�/_A--'-) ��--
Combination Disk - Spray - Combination Disk 
Combination Disk - Spray - Finishing Disk 
Combination Disk - Spray - field Cultivator 
Spray - Combination Disk - Combination Disk 
Spray - Finishing Disk - Finishing Disk 
Spray - Field Cultivator - Field Cultivator 
Chisel Plow - Spray - Combination Disk 
Chisel Plow - Spray - Finishing Disk 
Chisel Plow - Spray - Field Cultivator 
Conventional Till - Spray - Combination Disk 
Combination Disk 
Conventional Till - Spray - Finishing Disk -
Finishing Disk 
Conventional Till - Spray - Field Cultivator -
Field Cultivator 
Conventional Till - Spray - Combination Disk 
Conventional Till - Spray - Finishing Disk 
97 
96 
97 
9 7  
97 
95 
96 
96 
97 
94 
98 
98 
91 
97 
99 
9 9  
9 9  
9 8  
98 
97 
97 
98 
98 
9 5  
97 
98 
98 
96 
Conventional Till - Spray - Field Cultivator 95 99 
97 
96 
98 
99 
98 
99 
98 
98 
97 
96 
99 
98 
99 
97 
99 
99 
98 
99 
99 
99 
99 
98 
99  
99  
96  
99  
99  
99  
99  
9 9  
37 
3 8  
3 9  
3 8  
41 
39  
38 
37 
3 9  
39 
40 
3 8  
37  
39 
3 7  
�������������������� 
Yeft - Yellow foxtail Colq - Common lambsquarter 
Kocz - Kochia 
Rrpw - Red Root Pig Weed 
Results 
No significant differences were detected in weed control 
R r l "'lg ,,., . n:1 \.' i -J _ - :-J! =n: c"'" t "-� ..1... .1::�-pr:·-stic.n a.::r=�:s-. V �, 
lJ t �le weed ?.T."e�t1c.- w5.-:; prt?se11t in 1:h.iG ru{Jlel•.i:Ju==-r,-.t � T1c=ny W!!"!l!i 
W r;i arTi."e :_y g:rr.:iw'i.rig a- i:'hi:: � o:: he?"'b:fciUc ppl i.C= t f.t)n a.TtrJ 
lncO .. iJ�- c:l.ior . J'..:C.1 lr- •-c--7:. ,..
6
.,,2 ; rr,=:-- .,."'-...::!.'O�tl -rhi. 
early growth, thus, reducing weed pressure in the experiment . 
The herbicid�s were applied to moist soil and an additional 
1 .09 inches of rainfall was received within one week of 
application . This relatively high moisture probably increased 
the activity of the herbicides and provided for the good weed 
control. This is the result of only one year 's  data and it is 
expected that results may vary considerably in other years . 
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PERFORMANCE OF HERBI CI DES I N  CORN AND SOYBEANS 
W. E. Arnold and L. J. Wrage 
PLANT SC I ENCE 82-25 
H�ei�ioe d.;raonstr-tlo!. �!.�G {WOVi'I:!_ 3i"'.1:a-by-side corr.pt1 ri­
eon of he�bf�ide t�es 'Ollc:tt� - 1��:ru'.!..n�� in�lutl:! h�rbi�i��� 
pri!sen"tly L�tl -=.nd tlro.:r �h1ch �y ..,� �?.F!. 01:@d .in thE .l'?ca!' 
:.fu cu_ � . Da:tm:l-!l�!-'!:.:o!'\ plo'nl ,;il"+"' 't'he :intll. ::.llo';= i..n 1:.he tarb:ic c l!! 
eva.lnut"ion 'Pl""'"'g:rao. ?=--"'-" at:a =P.Plic-�i!m mf:-f.::,da fo:x c.nc 1 - if.I!''!: 
bl!s�d on r-E'?J\.J 1 t;; o.!,TiilrLe ·.: pr-ev.:ou.s z'e,a!°" 1 �reening tes 
Methods 
Preplant and preemergence treatments were applied June 11. 
A plot sprayer delivering 20 gpa water and 40 psi pressure 
was used. Preplant incorporated treatments were incorporated 
�.1a....=.a-n=1 ... ;..ri tn \t,I.., �a: t..._em. .;i.,� � .l,.;:: =�"7· ; __ !!ll I' S-o !.nche.a 
duzp Shal!(1W p�cf.L!.aui: 1.n;icr9por-.a:r:ea -r:e:otnen� Wi?r; n�c.1 -
ptl. 7.t 1 wi:d:. une p.!!.-SS o:::'" �he di k :s�t at l iiH!has di! p.  Th€ 
di�k ��� � iign�_;i;;.ei.ght .  fu-_d.�h.3.r<& mud�- �i'tl, _sm: . (  blade�. 
The crop was planted June 11. Preemergence treatments 
were applied immediately after planting. 
1i.:aon na-J-tj c.1d.� i::.,,eat:Jre:r· was AP:e-· '..:.:Ii aa--os.:s ,..'"' c:e ·c!bd 
t:i 1 lflge fiY=-t"emE� Hj.il= of !Juen �l?. ,_ WL!.E :a:1 lowaJ and half 
a di.:ked s� . "Ehe J:i.I';'"·-ur crop was corn. 
Total rainfall the first seven days after application 
was .99 inches and .10 inches during the second week. Annual 
,Rra.a-$ -s,:,e-._ i.1.;. in.cl.Kleti gr.•=:¢i a.r1d 7-.:.low 1' ,u i:..i.:...l . �3.:::;_ 01: 
btirJaa.Uea•.re.::. s.pec;.f.t:.. W£r:e r�i..gr pig•..t:!£d , .:!zmbaq:\!a! 'tn.r!> . ii •• J tal! 
water hemp. 
Results 
!' !le f, .:.!" !" ,.u Cii;. c � ..:> � __._ ._;:.::J!U:SIU : � 0 !"� !i (! 1::1: vJ i r, 1:'h � � 0 1 � 
lowing tables. Evaluations are -asfr� -n -w� �i.&..liil. as-�m-� � 
taken July 29 for each weed group. A 2-year average for early 
season weed control is included for those treatments in the 
test each year. 
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Table 48. 1982 Corn Herbjcide Demonstration, Southeast 
Research farm 
Treatment lb/A act 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
Check 
Eradicane 4 
Eradicane+atrazine 4+1 
Eradicane+Bladex 4+1-1/2 
Eradicane+Bladex+atrazine 4+1-1/2+1/2 
Sutan+ 4 
Su-tan- fi!Lt"': £1.-�inE 4+1 
'11..1 t:..an •Bl.au� 4+1-1/2 
Sutan++ Bladex+atrazine 4+1-1/2+1/2 
SHALLOW PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
atrazine 2-1/2 
Lasso 3 
Dual 2-1/2 
Lasso+atrazine 2-1/2+1 
Lasso+Bladex 2-1/2+1-1/2 
Dual+atrazine 2+1 
Dual+Blade?C 2+1-1/2 
PREEMERGENCE 
Check 
atrazine 2-1/2 
Blad ex 3 
Lasso 3 
Dual 2-1/2 
Prowl 2 
propachlor 5 
Mon-097 2-1/2 
atrazine+Bladex 1+2 
Lasso+atrazine 2+1 
Lasso+Bladex 2+1-1/2 
Dual+atrazine 2+1 
Dual+Bladex 2+1-1/2 
Prowl+atrazine 1-1/2+1 
Prowl+Bladex 1-1/2+1-1/2 
propachlor+atrazine 4+1 
propachlor+Bladex 4+1-1/2 
90 
Percent Weed Control 
19 82 - - - - r'° ill'.!M' f\v2;r:,<.is_::_ 
Disked--Plowed D:.i.�lceJ Plowed 
Gr Bdff - -
0 0 
84 80 
8 1+  85 
87 82 
86 86 
85 40 
82 88 
88 84 
86 90 
59 91 
4 6  5 0  
6 4  30 
58 7 8  
62 68 
70 72 
6 2  55 
0 0 
40 82 
20 32 
45 55 
5 5  40 
52 48 
82 22 
88 89 
40 75 
50 78 
6 6  55 
65 4 8  
58 35 
5 5  55 
45 30 
76 62 
79 60 
Gr. Bii:..r - �  
0 0 
92 90 
94 95 
92 92 
94 96 
91 76 
92 95 
8 9  92 
92 96 
70 98 
86 87 
86 7 4  
82 95 
77 8 4  
78 8 8  
74 72 
0 0 
58 8 6  
70 45 
8 3  5 0  
81 3 8  
68 64 
86 3 5  
90 91 
5 9  75 
80 7 5  
62 58 
50 71 
6 4  54 
so 60 
42 4,5 
94 9 3  
93 88 
G� &fl:: Gr Bdlf - --
0 0 0 0 
90 86 94 9 2  
8 8  90 94 96 
89 88 94 94 
86 88 94 96 
82 56 90 72 
82 90 90 94 
86 88 88 91 
86 92 92 96 
66 90 74 96 
55 60 84 8 5  
66 48 83 76 
0 0 0 0 
42 84 68 90 
32 36 7 8  60 
61 60 87 68 
62 44 8 5  60 
60 5 8  7 6  74 
76 32 90 5 4  
86 87 94 90 
60 80 85 8 6  
70 66 78 7 5  
67 62 70 84 
6 6  52 78 74 
68 71 72 77 
73 74 9 3  9 3  
80 58 94 88 
Table 48 Continued , 1982 Corn Herbicide D -onstration 
Percent Weed Control 
-��� - - -�-y� · ·· .. rog.e 
Oig\�cd f5lo\1_ Di�HI Pfoiil�d 
Treatment lb/A act (t ed!f r :<j_i_: �r 5C::1f :..."'!I- Baff - - - - - -
PRE EMERGENCE (Continued) 
Lasso+Bladex+atrazine 2+1-1/2+1/2 68 82  8 5  94 73 84 8 8  94 
Dual+Bladex+atrazine 2+1-1/2+1/2 58 75 84 93 66 79 8 8  94 
Lasso+Bladex+Sencor 2+1-1/2+1/4 64 86 80  89 68  8 5  84 92 
Lasso+atrazine+Sencor 2+1+1/4 67 89 7 2  9 2  66 87 80 94 
Dual+Bladex+Sencor 2+1-1/2+1/4 64 78 70 8 9  6 5  81 78 92 
Dual+atrazine+Sencor 2+1+1/4 65 82 75 85 66  8 7  84 91 
Lasso+Bladex+atrazine+ 2+1+1/2+1/4 72 88 79 91 
Sencor 
EARLY POST EMERGENCE 
Prowl+atrazine (2 lf) 1-1/2+1 7 2  92  83 94 74 94 88 96 
Prowl+Bladex (2 lf) 1-1/2+1-l/2 81 90 78 94 84 91 86 94 
atrazine+oil 1-1/2+1 gal 74 92 68 93 66 92 77 95 
Bladex 80W+WA 1-1/2+1/2\ 62 88 58 91 52 74 64 8 5  
D356+Bladex S OW l/2+1-1/2 62 91 79 90 
?REEMERGENCE & POSTEMERGENCE 
propachlor&Banvel (5 lf) 4&1/2 82 9 0  93  97 78 9 0  92 94 
propachlor&Banvel 4&1/4 78 8 5  92  97 74 85 91 96 
propachlor&2,4-D amine 4&1/2 78 80 92  94 69 84 90 92 
propachlor&Basagran 4�1 76 58 91 7 6  68 65 90 77 
91 
Table 49. 1982 Soybean Herbicide 
Research Farm 
Demonstration , Southeast 
Percent Weed Control 
1982 "" �ea:- �.T:J. ,ei.Jt!... 
Disked Plowed Disked Plowed 
Treatment lb/A act Gr Bdlf Gr Bdlf Gr Bdlf Gr Bdlf - - - -- - -- - -
PRE PLANT INCORPORATED 
Check 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Treflan 3/4 86 72 88 74 86 6 5  92 8 4  
Basal in 1 86 65 8 9  60 84 6 6  92 76 
Prowl 1-1/4 80 65 8 4  58 8 3  70 8 9  72 
Vernam 2-1/2 78 32 8 4  32 78 50 8 8  58 
Treflan+Amiben 3 /4+2 88 60 90 5 0  85 70 9 2  7 2  
Treflan+Sen/Lex 3/4+3/8 90 72 90 72 84 76 9 2  84 
Treflan+ \miben+Sen/Lex 3 /4+2+1/4 88 80 91 77 84 80 94 88 
Vernam+Treflan 2+3 /4  9 0  81 82 81 
SHALLOW PRE PLANT INCORPORATED 
Lasso 3 80 4 5  74 so  7 6  52 8 3  6 8  
Dual 2-1/2 81 2 2  7 6  30 80 32 84 54 
Treflan+Modown 3 /4+1-1/2 86 38 82 3 8  8 6  59 88 62 
PREPLANT INCORPO?J\TED & PREEMERGENCE 
Treflan+Sen/Lex&Sen/Lex 3 / 4+1/4&3/8 92 94 9 2  96 8 8  90 9 4  9 4  
Treflan&Sen/Lex 3 / 4&1/2 8 9  88 88 90 89 89 92 93 
Treflan&Modown 3 /4&2 86 91 8 5  88 8 6  90 7 6  9 2  
Treflan&Amiben 3 / 4&2 90 93 92 92 9 0  9 2  96 96 
Treflan&Lorox 3 / 4&1 89 58 90 58 80 68 92 76 
PREEMERGENCE 
Treflan+Surflan 1/2+1/2 30 5 4 0  5 40 8 62 35 
Amiben 3 86 84 86 82 72 64 88 80 
Lasso 3 86 87 85 87 74 78 89 86 
Dual 2-1/2 76 50 78 52 67 so 84 62 
Lasso+Sen/Lex 2+1/2 77 90 75 92 7 4  86 82 9 2  
Dual+Sen/Lex 2+1/2 70 82 80 86 70 84 84 88 
Lasso+Amiben 2+2 89 92 87 94 72 80 89 92 
Dual+Amiben 2+2 90 90 8 8  92 74 79 88 90 
Lasso+Modown (harrow) 2+1-1/2 70 62 72 5 8  59 74 80 72 
Dual+Modown (harrow) 2-1/2+1-l/2 70 6 2  74 52 6 2  73 82 68 
Lasso+Lorox 2+1 6 6  78 69  76 56 70 78 78 
Dual+Lorox 2+1 65 45 68 4 5  5 1  5 4  77 61 
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Table 4 9  Continued , 1982 Soybean 
Treatment lb/A act 
PREEMERGENCE CONTINUED 
Lasso+Furloe 2+2 
Lasso+Premerge 2+4 ... 1/2 
Lasso+Lorox+Sen/Lex 2+1+1/4 
Lasso+Amiben+Sen/Lex 2+2+1/4 
Lasso+Modown 2+1-1/2 
Dual+Modown 2+1-1/2 
PREEffi:RGENCE & POSTEMERGENCE 
Lasso&Basagran 2&1 
Lasso&Blazer 2&1/ 2 
Lasso&Dynap 2&2 ... 112 
Las soi Tackle 2&1/2 
Lasso&Tackle+Basagran 2&1/2+1/4 
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Herbicide De!flonstration 
Percent Weed Control 
1982 
Disked-lowed 
s;: ..... .r - !di: ..l.- '-'· - -
5 8  6 5  66 66 
45 7 0  68 70 
40 82 62  78 
89 9 4  90 96 
68 82 76 8 5  
79 79 76 82 
6 2  84  76 82 
74 90 79 92 
52 88 7 4  88 
6 5  89 86 91 
62 88 82 88 
a o+--a ear 
Di.ii�-�tl 
Gr Bdlf - �  
51 5 8  
5 0  64 
54 8 5  
87 92 
67 82 
64 87 
56 83 
66 8 9  
60 86 
'fv�� 
i:; I '..i. -
Gr Bdlf - --
7 6  7 1.f.  
7 3  75 
76 86 
94 96 
84 90 
82 90 
81 89 
88 92 
86 91 
THE I NFLUENCE OF TEN YEARS OF 
REDUCED T I LLAGE ON WEED AND SO I L  FACTORS 
M. A. Wrucke and W. E. Arnold 
PLANT SCI ENCE 82-26 
Reduced tillage and no-till systems are rapidly gaining 
acceptance among farmers. With changes in tillage � differences 
ir .. �E�d LH'=5-v-U?'l. ...J,.! Bti;;cl.::G" Ji::rtri!:..1".:i..> . •  Ji� LE 1�:,--'.!d. 
Al�" c'h�1g::'". lJl sve,ra._ soL p-:�pC:!·ti.-;.5 "Gl.ie l'tee., :=sOl1n i:..tt O � hm-
........ · 1 · �  r 1 -. - -;:i.1.ut:e.S \,;i .... , 1 C -.1..�;:;T�!l!. �i-... :.&,c- ::-.:,•�1...11u; . _ _n,,_ lJ;....l',.. S- • -1.::...5 
experiment was to determine the influence of ten years of 
continuous reduced tillage systems in southeastern South Dakota 
on several weed and soil factors. 
Methods 
Two adj acent sites were established in 197 2 ;  one planted to 
corn, the other to soybeans, with a corn-soybean rotation 
maintained on both. Herbicide treatments were changed over the 
years to maximize weed control. Tillage systems were consistently 
maintained throughout the 10 year period. The no-till systems 
id�" r:S,�bl-;.ah,.,J wi h 11- �--cis- at!'l� .. nan !'.'} ..... . J! il -1ic.i..;a b.:. 
... 1--=d =ou! � moun�ed �n �r - pl.!Ul �.. Th;. r.1�w:n -.i.J.I..cg-e 
l:i"/6"t�rn (!Ol.'1.!:1 rt� 01 on� di5.k!ng in ll-n fa-....1 a::r. npr!ng � ::h� 
f��r-rh ��J Id�� y.=-":-;JJ was =c ven�iz:ia1 · :_gge �iTr. :a'.!..l olowing . 
The fifth system was originally a no-till system, but was 
changed to a winter cover crop system in 197 7. These plots 
;,,i?r--P .f.a..11 pl.OWi::- ,,., p.:a:;;-1·� I: 'JI':! 'S:i:::.....!.e c:e.ral�1 "71 p::'"O,.rije, 
.wini:�r cuv� . ?h ... ry� W=-'"5: cl.e.mi.::iall.1 �;STI"r.::y,1d bcfc1 ..e nlarrt irJ 
the crop. In the summer of the tenth year, weed dry weight 
samples were taken from all plots, separated by species and 
dry weights were taken. Soil samples were taken to a depth of 
4 feet and analyzed for several soil factors in 1979. 
Results 
Total weed yield was highest in the no-till systems with an 
average weed yield of 4 4 0 0  lb/A. Of this grass weeds accounted 
for 2800 lb/A and broadleaf weeds 1600 lb/A. Conventional 
tillage produced the lowest total weed yield at 1200 lb/A. Grass 
w�d yiel.c d�"1'1 s�1 a= -i..:.Lig.i: in.::��ed.. G�e-1 -o .:: l ,  
f°it?l cl 5.andbL I'" • � yc.rdgt"_cs_ :5.� r a.n * : ,;c-; .:.1 f:h;r - !' ,.-..... -:-hor: 
predominant grasses found in the no-till systems. Signifi-
"'!.,lf\l I T 11l"'Ji=:" l..!!! 1 . �z: -l}as� Vn-=J:B zi W!..:..._ ta. :'"i:ltl.!11". w1 � _Q:tl.' 'E!.lftiall.33 
�11.lag_ . F it:.11 3'1r ...... b�� �as �0�nd p:us�o�� ra��l� in p: ts vhich 
had no spring tillage. Broadleaf weed yield varied greatly 
among "C"i:lage .. Js-t�ms . Pe.ru1sy: 1..u�.:a !Jmcl.r t�� �"lr.i L'i-i!dl'loct 
pi�weed wer e p:red.om..i.nt.1. ""e ;i_r  --:h� "'lo-1:,:,.L_ system." ; om.mo� i:o;:ik­
lebur yield was the greatest in minimum till and conventional 
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till systems .  Little difference in perennial weed distribution 
was found among tillage systems. 
Soil samples were analyzed to determine percent 
organic matter , pH , soluble salts, nitrates ,  phosphoru s ,  potas­
sium , and bulk density. No differences were found among 
tillage systems for any soil property below 12 inches. Organic 
matter phosphoru s ,  and potassium were concentrated in the 
upper 3 inches of no-till and minimum till systems . Distribu­
tion of these same properties was more uniform throughout the 
upper 12 inches of the conventional tillage system. Bulk 
density was greatest in the upper 6 inches of the reduced 
tillage systems compared to conventional tillage. No differ­
ences were found among tillage systems for other soil factors. 
Table S O .  1981 Weed Yield (lb/A) 
N o.-':..::...l 1. lJD-T.il.l. 2 �ll'. " '! i.:..l Corri • •  Till Cayer r..:n:,p 
Green Foxtail 1,:, 7 3 [..i".!� 342 235 526 
Barnyardgrass 125 273 120 91 28 
Field Sandbur 275 619 562 7 771 
Foxtail Barley 89 0 22 0 0 
Pennsylvania 528 1947 17 217 153 
Smart weed 
Common Cocklebur 78 3 297 384 0 
Redroot Pigweed 18 145 0 6 7 
Common milkweed 0 6 56 19 1 
Prostrate Pigweed 7 0 s 53 40  
Canada Thistle 0 0 15 0 0 
Table 51. 5-Year Average Crop Yield ( Bu/A) 
No-Till 1 No-Till 2 Min. Till Conv. Till Cov-.=-r �1'10� 
Soybeans 
1972-1976 24 22 20 24 22 
1977-1981 27 23 30 25  30 
Corn 
1972-1976 49 50 514 71 32 
1977-1981 42 80 89 ll.J4 8 1  
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Table 5 2 ,  Comparison of Soil ?ropert;i..es .Found With Several 
Tillage Systems at Four Depths in 1979* 
� •. d. .... u Li "" 
TILLAGE TREATMENT 
Organic Matter 
No-Till 1 
Min. Till 
No-Till 2 
Conv. Till 
Cover Crop 
D-..;. 
3.18a 
2 .80bc 
2.9Sb 
2.55d 
2.66cd 
!Jtf?fli C-. J 
11-0 E-9 
2 , 5la 
2.53a 
2.49a 
2 ,5la 
2 • 5 Sa 
2.38a 
2.48a 
2 . 39a 
2.68a 
2.S4a 
10-12 
1, Blb 
2 , 0Bab 
l,85b 
2.00ab 
2, 25a ------------------·-�------------------------------------------
Phosphorus (lb/A) 
No-Till l 
Min. Till 
No-Till 2 
Conv. Till 
Cover Crop 
pH 
No-Till 1 
Min, Till 
No. Till 2 
Conv. Till 
Cover Crop 
27.38ab 
35.63a 
32 . SOa 
19.38b 
19.88b 
6 . 76a 
6.SOa 
6 .49a 
6.45a 
6.6la 
7.88b 
14.SOb 
13.63b 
22.63a 
10.00b 
6.43a 
6.34a 
6.24a 
6.25a 
6.40a 
7.88c 
14.75ab 
10.38bc 
18, 25a 
11.00bc 
6.Sla 
6.24c 
6.36abc 
6.30bc 
6.45ab 
4.63a 
9.00a 
6.SOa 
7.00a 
e.ooa 
6.6la 
6,46a 
6.63a 
6. 46a 
6.SOa ---------------------------------------------------------------
Salts (rnmhos/1) 
No-Till l .43la . 346a .323a , 310a 
Min. Till , 354a .3lla .315a . 315a 
No-Till 2 .44la .383a , 320a , 325a 
Conv. Till .358a .293a .344a .288a 
Cover Crop .380a ,320a ,320a . 310a ----------------------------------------------------------------
Potassium (lb/A) 
No-Till 1 
Min. Till 
No-Till 2 
Conv. Till 
Cover Crop 
951.38a 
858.63a 
908.88a 
559 .38b 
645.13b 
476.63b 
461.25b 
502.88ab 
596.lJa 
522.38ab 
411.76b 
4 06 . 88b 
406.00b 
516.63a 
537.88a 
400.63a 
410.SOa 
404.SOa 
392, 75a 
507, 13a ----------------------------------------------------------------
Nitrates (lb/A) 
No-Till 1 o.ooa o.ooa o.ooa o.ooa 
Min. Till 0.45a 0.70a l , 06a o.ooa 
No-Till 2 5.78a 3.83a 2.70a 1.67a 
Conv. Till 2.l4a 3.76a 3.92a l.69a 
Cover Crop o.ooa o.ooa 0 .54a o . ooa ----------------------------------------------------------------
Bulk Density (gm/cc) 
No-Till 1 
Min. Till 
No-Till 2 
Conv. Till 
Cover Crop 
1 .  28a 
l , 20b 
l , 30a 
l.30a 
1. 28a 
l, 44a 
l. 43a 
l.40a 
l.32b 
1. 3 3 b  
l,35a 
1. 34a 
l.34a 
l,34a 
l.31a 
l.29a 
l, 27a 
l,28a 
l , 30a 
l. 27a 
*Means within columns for each soil property followed by the same 
letter do not differ at p=0 .05. 
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LATE PLANTI NG OF SOYBEANS 
Roland Hanson 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-27 
Objective of Experiment 
1. Will an early maturing soybean, Group 0, outperform a 
full season soybean, Group 1 and 2, when planted the 
last week in June? 
2 .  Is it economically feasible to plant a Group O soybean 
of earlier maturity but smaller yield, rather than a 
Group 1 or Group 2 full season soybean with better yield 
potential but greater risk of early frost damage? 
Methods and Procedures 
The area planted was fall plowed alfalfa ground. It was field 
cultivated twice in the spring to kill any new alfalfa growth . 
Treflan was applied June 25 at 1 quart per acre and disked 
twice in opposite directions to incorporate the herbicide . The 
ground was field cultivated again just prior to planting . The 
beans were planted June 26, 1982 and cultivated once. Plots 
were harvested October 26, 1982, with a pull type Dearborn 
combine. 
Table 53. Performance of Different Maturity Soybean Varieties 
When Planted Late in the Season . 
Variety Yield 
Clay - Group 0 25 Bu. 
Evans - Group O 28 Bu . 
McCall - Group 0 3 0  Bu. 
Hardin - Group 1 3 7  Bu . 
Corsoy - Group 2 38 Bu . 
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'fht.: (lll�on is f,. <!-�cem::1.y ii sked after a hail str rm, II Sti..,'11 d I ro.pie.!! �n ear-1.y � a '!':" i.dseason or a full season 
·soybtMn? rr 'F'nt.• p1ai .... � r g 'i�� r •• this exp .-riment was delayed 
1.m�il. rhe 1.ast o: J1.,r1e t:a he:.p :mswer this question. The above 
info:rm�ti�n sh;:ws -r� r.1.1:. s2=� ,n beans outyielded the earliest 
vatiie:ty by aB- mcicn :!rt 13  bu/A"' a. s L:;-� J.l:=::::e.i;•e.:nc:e . 
Hcwevm: , il -ne .fr,..� 1. h - c-c-:J....� o; 5 f t-=-..m...-c:r 17 , 196 :? ,  
had been more severe, the Hardin and Corsoy 79 beans would 
have been completely killed and little or no crop harvested. 
On thL other hand, the early varieties were turning yellow 
and 1 sing their leaves before the frost and a crop could have 
been harvested. 
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Objectives 
OBSERVATION OF EMERGENCY AND 
SPECIALTY CROPS 
Roland Hanson and Fred Shubeck 
SOUTHEAST FARM 82-28 
1. To determine the adaptability of some new crops for this 
area. 
2. To determine the latest practical planting dates for these 
specialty and emergency crops . 
3. Determine economic potential for these crops. 
Methods and Procedures 
Previous crop was alfalfa, plowed in the fall. These were two 
field cultivations in the spring to control volunteer alfalfa. 
No herbicides were used. The first planting date was June 6, 
and the second planting date was July 28. A John Deere press 
drill was used for the larger seed crops and a grass seed attach­
ment on the drill for the small seed crops. 
Experimental Crops : 
1. Field Peas - used for forage - peas for human feed and 
bird seed. 
2 .  Tyfon - a cross of Chinese Cabbage and a turnip, used 
for forage. 
3. Annual Canary Grass - for bird seed and hay . 
4. Oriental Mustard - human use. 
5. Buckwheat - human food - export to Japan. 
6. Bin-run corn - emergency forage crop. 
7. Mini-milo (sorghum) - emergency forage crop and for grain 
if planted early enough, 
Table 54. Yields of Emergency and Specialty Crops 
Planting Dates 
C!"'Dp Junoi:: 6 Ju..1•.• 2a 
Buck�hea-r: 9 O lbsfa.01'."ta. 163 H.18/a.�T'E:' 
Mustard 54 lbs/acre (None-immature & covered with 
Tyfon Too many weeds - not harvested None planted 
Annual Canary Not enough forage to harvest None planted 
Field Peas No seed harvested 2 .4 tons forage/acre 
Bin-run Corn None planted 3 .0 tons forage/acre 
Mini-milo None planted 2. 4 tons silage/acre 
This was not a very good year for late planted emergency 
crops . June, July, August and Sep�ember all had below average 
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snow) 
r.a:.it-...! u l . tln the LH,; ; Jl..f.il m: i.nn 4 t.;. � se-ci:i "rfa s pl.,.;.,.. =>ff i a. i1. d-riy 
tiesdbe'1 v:!:rtt no s.i_..,gn!f.l_an :,a f n�l.? un't ! .: "'iE fu 11� i r 
�.!l.Sll.!! � .  iri�rnE :-,e:..a::l 1:-0 illu:i� :t h� h:±.gh 1.-i::.k o�- lrr-� -;!.ar. ci.ri1i, 
:l.ri � �.ry saEllih-- . 'n. • :.ne.s.-=. cond.! t!.o:u; Gtirt.1;; or "th� c. c � � -.... �re: 
:3.:.LJ...=: .,..o projUc-e. '==it! i'l�tly �oo._ : ..... -� ..:.r: .lJ� -, ..1.r :;i:!":_-!..LL:.2.\:JJ ...... 
g::-a_..-, - .-.ai;tl 2'G- .... � ·�rely 1·--esoicted. Buckwheat, corn and mini­
mi] J -1-e:se l. .�ll�j S-e�.,-=nT-=:. l":" __,_., frost. Tyfon, field peas and 
mustard kept on growing until the snow storm on October 10.  
These three crops were harvested after the snow melted on 
October 28. 
Emergency and specialty crops offer some possibilities for 
Qu\Jbl:: C-:t t.p-1 ing ar:;_ !",:;,. lc!t - 1,.l"'Lr1 .. L.g- ..,_:f d'. _ .ail �o::-n. u•.it 
o:-2.y i.f .r.1t1i 5 u-r- --'-' Adeq1.:�te; , 
Table 55. Feed analysis of Corn Silage Planted at Normal Date 
Compared to Immature Late Planted Corn Silage* 
Corn Silage From Normal - ... . - ---- - --�_--:l.15_-.::..-.::.. - - - - --t -�-....= ,--
with water % on dry 
matter basis 
Forage from Immature 
Late Planted Corn 
% of-total ·,/t - - - -
- - -
with water % on dry 
included matter basis 
. :oisture 
Crude Protein 
Calcium 
Phosphorus 
Crude fiber 
Ether-extract 
Ash 
63. 2  
3 . 28 
0.06 
0.06 
8.86 
0.87 
1. 80 
8.92 
0.16 
0.17 
24.10 
2. 3 4  
4.89 
59.80 
ri"":9 o . o  
2.88 15.90 
0.07 0 . 3 9  
0.06 0.35 
S.86 31. 40 
0. 24 1.31 
1.73 9.50 
Nitrogen free 
extract 
22.00 7.58 41.90 
* Analysis by SDSU Feed Lab. 
• 
Bin run corn was planted with a grain drill on July 28. At 
2 bushels per acre. The purpose was to see how successful this 
method would be for seeding on emergency corn crop for livestock 
feed. The analyses are reported on a dry matter basis and also 
as a %  of total weight with the water included. 
The immature corn reached a height of 4-1/2 feet. It had 
more moisture at the time of sampling than the normal silage, but 
when calculated on a dry matter basis, crude protein,  calcium 
and phosphorus were fairly high. 
Late planted bin-run corn, planted with a grain drill as an 
emergency crop at high plant populations, shows some promise 
as a feed crop even though no ears are formed . 
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SUNFLOWER MEAL IN  DI ETS OF GROWING-F IN ISHING PIGS 
George W. Libal, Richard C. Wahlstrom 
and Roland Hanson 
ANIMAL AND RANGE SCIENCES 82-29 
Sunflower meal, a by-product of the sunflower oil industry, 
has become increasingly available as a livestock supplement in 
recent years. Although lower in protein and lysine than soybean 
meal, an economic advantage for 'sunflower meal may exist on a 
cost per unit of lysine or protein basis. Using synthetic lysine 
and sunflower meal as feed ingredients, diets can be formulated 
which are equal in protein and lysine to corn-soybean meal diets. 
The study reported herein was designed to evaluate substituting 
sunflower meal for soybean meal in growing-finishing pig diets. 
Exp;e�im�nr.al Procedure 
One hundred sixty pigs weighing approximately 55 lb were 
allotted to five dietary treatments replicated four times. 
Allotment was on the basis of sex and weight with four barrows 
and four gilts assigned to each pen. The pigs were purchased 
from one source and allotment was made aft�r about a 2-week 
adjustment period. The experiment was conducted at the Co�nbelt 
Research and Extension Center near Beresford, South Dakota, 
during the months of December through March. The pigs were 
housed in a recently remodeled confinement building which had 
50\ slatted floors with a scraper system for removing wastes. 
Supplemental heat and exhaust fans provided a modified environ­
ment for the pigs . Feed was supplied ad libitum. Pigs were 
weighed every 2 weeks and feed changes were made at 135 to 140 
pounds. The experiment was terminated when individual pens 
weighed approximately 220 lb on regular weekly weigh days. Feed 
was mixed at the SDSU Feed Processing Unit and transported to 
Beresford as complete feed. Sunflower meal (approximately 33% 
protein , 1.27% lysine and 22% fiber) was obtained from the 
Cargill Feed Company plant at Riverside, North Dakota. Protein 
sources added to the corn-based diets formed the five treatments. 
They and the resulting protein and lysine levels were as 
follows : 
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55 ... 135 lb 135 ... 220 lb 
Treatment Protein :...vB"Li Protein Lysinr 
1 
2 
3 
5 
Soybean meal 
Sunflower meal +  lysine 
Sunflower meal (lb for lb 
substitution) + lysine 
Sunflower meal and soybean 
meal (equal parts) 
Sunflower meal and soybean 
meal (equal parts) + lysine 
15 
15 
13.1 
15 
15 
.72 
.72 
. 72 
. 63 
. 72  
13.2 
13. 2 
11.a 
13.2 
13.2 
Table 56 shows the composition of the experimental diets for 
both the growing and finishing �eriods. 
Table 56. Composition of Experimental Diets ( % )  
Ground corn 
Soybean meal, 44% 
Sunflower meal , 33\ 
Dicalcium phosphate 
Limestone 
Trace mineral salt 
Vitamin-antibiotic 
premixa 
Lysine hydrochloride 
Protein , \ 
Lysine, \ 
Ground corn 
Soybean meal , 44\ 
Sunflower meal ,  33% 
Dicalcium phosphate 
Limestone 
Trace mineral salt 
Vitamin-antibiotic 
premix 
Lysine hydrochloride 
Protein , \ 
Lysine , \ 
a 
79.3 
18.0 
1.3 
.7 
. 3  
. 4  
15.0 
.72 
84.7 
12.7 
1.2 
. 7  
. 3  
. 4  
13.2 
.58 
71. 2 
26.0 
1.15 
.7 
.3 
.4 
. 25 
15. 0  
. 7 2  
78.S 
18 . S  
1.2 
. 1  
.3 
.4 
. 2  
13.2 
. 59 
Treatment 
Grcwing 
14 . 9 
18.0 
1.3 
.7 
. 3  
.4 
. 37 
13. l  
.72 
Finishing 
84.4 
12.7 
1.24 
.7 
.3 
.4 
. 2 6  
11 . 8  
. 58 
t! 
76. l 
10. 6 
10.6 
1.3 
. 7  
. 3  
15. 0  
.63  
8 2 .4 
7.5 
7.5 
1.2 
.7 
. 3  
. 4  
13 . 2  
.52 
!1 
76 . 0  
10. 6 
10. 6 
1.29 
.7 
.3 
.4 
. 11 
15. 0  
.72 
8 2 . 3 2  
7.5 
7.5 
1.2 
.7 
.3 
• I.J 
.08 
13 . 2  
. 58 
Supplied per pound of diet : vitamin A ,  1500 IU ; vitamin D ,  
H,O TU; •Ji C.1rnlfi E .  :J TU� v.:t, .. l.llt:n K ,  :. . 2 m_g : r.ibofJ..avin, 1 .  S mg ; 
�an�cth�ni� �cit: 6 . 0  mg� nie:in S . c mg� �holin� J 3C mg _ vit:rirnl.n 
E.t , 6 m��: e�1"mit.mi, S1 -mes: ;:md. dur(?'Qfflycin 1 21J  r.ig C tu 13 5 l.b ) 
a!3 12 � 6  m� (13 6 tc 220 1..b). 
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.58 
.58 
. 58 
. 52 
. 58 
Results 
The results of the growing-finishing trial are shown in 
Table 5 7 .  During the grower period (55 to 135 lb), pigs 
receiving the corn-soybean diet gained significantly faster than 
pigs receiving diets which contained sunflower meal either as 
the sole source of protein or in combination with soybean meal. 
Feed intake was not different among treatments . Differences were 
observed in efficiency of gain. Pigs receiving the soybean meal 
supplemented diet were more efficient than pigs receiving either 
the all sunflower meal supplemented diets or the lower lysine 
combination sunflower meal-soybean meal supplemented diet. 
However, they were not statistically more efficient than pigs 
receiving the sunflower meal-soybean meal diet which had been 
supplemented with lysine. The all sunflower meal supplement 
diets resulted in less efficient gains than diets which were a 
combination of sunflower meal and soybean meal . 
Table 57 . Pig Performance Due to Dietary Protein Supplementation 
Diet l 3 4 5 
SBM SFM + L SFM +L SFM + SBM SFM + SBM Protein + L 
supplementa 
Lb for Equal Equal 
lb parts parts 
Level of Equal Lower Equal Equal 
substitutionb Protein protein protein protein 
Equal Equal Lower Equal 
l..vsipP lv5jpe lvsiQe lysine 
Initial wt, lb 5 5 . 4  55 .2 5 5.1 55 .2 55.3 
Middle wt, lb 139.6f 131.3g 131. Bg 132. 7 g 134.0g 
Final wt, lb 220 . 8  217, 4 216.S 216 .7 218.0 
Grower Period 
Avg daily gain , lb l.64f l.48g l.'+9g L Slg l. 53g 
Avg daily feed, lb 4 _ _.._ 4  4 . 6 3 d  4 .S7a 4.42e 4.43ce 
Feed/gain 2 . ..,ac 3.13 3.07 2 . 93  2 . 90 
Finishing Period 
Avg daily gain, lb 1.68 1. 64  1 . 64 1.68 1 .  61 
Avg daily feed, lb 6 .08 6.13 6. 3 3  6 .00 5.98 
Feed/gain 3 .80 3 .74 3.90 3.58 3.73 
Overall 
i\vg daily gain, lb l. 66c 1 . ssd 1. 57 d l .  59d 1 .  57d 
Avg daily feed, lb 5.lO
f 
5 .38h 
5 . 45h 
5. 20f s.21 Feed/gain 3 . 18 3.44 3 . 49 3.25 g 3.32g 
10 3 
Table 57. Continued 
�BN � so}'�ean r:r a!_ .'5'f.H :. s. -flower meal and L ::: lysine . 
Aal CCl!llp:3ri�OnS � E� d��l -, the soybean meal supplement diet. 
g '  e- 1,!ati.s �'i.-h unlik� .5Up�--,,,-cripts differ ( P  • O 5 ) .  " ir&Th .foam:, with w1likc uper cripts differ (P • 01). 
No statistical differences in gain, feed intake or feed/gain 
due to dietary treatments were observed during the finishing 
period ( 135 to 220 lb). However, the differences in growth and 
feed efficiency observed during the grower period were still 
present, essentially unchanged, when the growing and finishing 
periods were combined. Pigs receiving the soybean supplemented 
diet grew significantly taster than pigs receiving any other diet 
and also had the most desirable feed efficiency . Pigs receiving 
sunflower meal as the only protein source were statistically 
poorer in feed conversion than pigs which were provided another 
protein supplement source . Additions of lysine to the diets to 
make them equal to the soybean supplemented diet in both lysine 
and protein did not improve performance of pigs fed diets 
supplemented with sunflower mea . This would indicate that energy 
may have been the limiting factor in these diets rather than the 
amino acid, lysine . 
Summary 
In a growing-finis�ing trial, 160 pigs were used to evaluate 
the effect of substituting sunflower meal for soybean meal in a 
corn diet. Synthetic lysine was used to increase the lysine 
content in several of the sunflower diets to equal the lysine 
content of the soybean diet . During the grower period, 55 to 
135 lb, pigs which received sunflower meal as the sources of 
100% or 50\ of the supplemental protein gained more slowly and 
less efficiently than those receiving the corn-soybean meal diet . 
Pigs which received an equal mixture of sunflower meal and soybean 
meal gained more efficiently than those receiving only sunflower 
meal as the protein source . No differences in gain or feed 
efficiency were seen during the finishing period (135 to 220 lb). 
The differences which were observed during the growing period 
still existed when the growing-finishing periods were combined. 
The addition of lysine to the sunflower diets to make them equal 
in lysine and protein to the soybean meal diet did not improve 
pig performance to the level of pigs receiving the soybean meal 
diet. 
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PEN SPACE AND ANTIBIOTIC EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE 
OF GROW I NG-FINISHING PIGS 
George W. Libal ,  Richard C. Wahlstrom 
and Roland Hanson 
ANIMAL AND RANGE SCIENCES 82-30 
The detrimental effects of crowding weaned pigs and the 
advantage of inclusion of an antibiotic in the diets fed from 
4 weeks of age to 40 lb has been documented (SWINE 81-8) as a 
"'o.!11:" c::ir a Hor ... !1 "��1 r·LLL Ffr;..i.Dn.a..... -;)�.-=i:c o t..:1? �w-n-= , rS1nr..-
ment Management Committee. It - �  of· irr:::�s-t �o �n� i. �rr±"" 
3a.lJ!-C- rcc-s;Q.r �ha ,..:t.1 � 'W".::::..ng ::..:-...:l prss�nc::;. cl a..nti.tdiQt- -s � bi:: 
CC-5�;1- .., :tb 8,--0t.L:'l== -:f:__r�.:.5� pi.s'Sy Cl....:5' s-rudt; t �l='- part or 
a _ t.!.,.lonal nuJ:,� wn� rl.::.s-.ig) :.id ::e ... �: .::o-te 1:r, -oss:..=,_� c.• i � ... 
of antibiotics and pen space on growing-finishing pigs and the 
interaction of these two factors. 
Procedure 
ii;;?. hundred we:m;y P�i- av ,;i !.n apprs,r.(ic.a.t __ )' lll.l lb=, 
w�!'� """11-i:-=ad �� on seK a.mi :weight 'tO �""° :r,eylict3 .!.i:.)r..£ ru- h= 
I't:) .1r .mancgemerr tre,z3 t:iruml:'5". T.hi:rr.a ';?" 1 � ;-� -p.;?:1 � c.�11.::--ist ir,t,; 
of ni.r1c t!.ll to and t ix b;;Ir!1:0WE . P _n "S i�5 a • a.l:tari� 'to �ovidr 
i.i;h-e.r ? . ;. Ol' 5 .  0 :>.q i"- pe-r p-i dul"i:tJ; -h-=: �"QWfflg per. i (.. .:rn.1. 
. -t., .::,_ S.n :H.,. � aer VIiS dLJJ �h•- -::ln.:.sh· ns: �ied.. Antl.h.i_c:itic 
treatments were tylosin at either O or 40 and 20 g per ton 
during the growing and finishing periods, respectively. The 
resulting treatments from this 2 x 2 factorial arrangement were : 
Treatment 1 
Treatment 2 
Treatment 3 
Treatment 4 
40-125 lbs. 
-Gr'ams - - - - - -
- -
tylosin Sq ft 
:.er ton 
3. S 
125-215 lbs. 
Grams - - - -
tylosin sq ft 
-:;er t on "1)l;IT1 ==.11,:,;, c a 
l 6. 0 
20 8.0 
0 6.0 
0 8.0 
Pigs were purchased from one source and the experiment was 
conducted at the Cornbelt Research and Extension Center near 
Sr! .. us.::on: , Sou -t � "?":":i . :.::,a :-.:..?s ·.aa. e h.:>use'.;l l.Jl ::n f!?r' -.... on-
111a:mt' m-od.if
J.e.d cafu�nantt:._.. buill!.i.In! w:::.-::=i. 501 E-1::Ktild fl�orri:...  ·rhe­
cr ial \i."=l:!l -O� LJct� d'.!!'i!'l.g .. hlfr fflljr.::::bs -: -ULe....re� hill'. :�ca. w.;:;� 
mixed at the South Dakota State University Feed Processing Unit 
4L Br�ok::in5s an� t��nlil)O�c�d n: »�es.f,rj 3� ccrnpl�t =�e� . 
S--t:cUJ�d dif1T� rcn-;-r ning _s ;:u,_d_ _i. pr:; .:....!..n !,,.'Pl"� .f�d rl.u..n.ing_ 
the growing and finishing periods, respectively. 
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Results 
The results of the experiment are shown in Table 58 which 
:sh W'S thE "!t::t·h · .,�I �f.fc�:.= ... - '-"n. .... p ......... e =....i.. d-t ·lt: le...:. u� ln 
Tttb_1:::. �9  which hows h� i.mluB.r ca o.- -ct,c main ,efi�'ts. ai· p-en 
5p:tc� .-;n ... fil!!:.:.b:;o"t"les �n ,it :, : fot!llicru:: � °:Ju:!:;i.e da-G ",,ti1.J- "!L 
""-1tln.ti.:.u � �, ,-ne- ::._=::._a,c- 1 '"'-:-a -� o.btT•�-n h.: :u1:.. :r�sp:o�..s.,. cf 
pigs to these management practices . 
Table 58. Combined Effects of Pen Space and Antibiotics On 
Growing-Finishing Pig Performance 
Antibiotica 
Pen Soaceb 
Initial weight, lb 
Mid-weight, lb 
Final weight, lb 
44. 4 
125.1 
215.4 
Growing Period 
Average daily gain, lb 
Average daily feed, lb 
Feed/gain 
1. 37 
3.65 
2.68 
Finishins Period 
Average daily gain, lb 
Average daily feed, lb 
Feed/gain 
Average daily gain, lb 
Average daily feed, lb 
Feed/gain 
1.47 
S .44 
3 .70 
Overall 
1. 42 
4.57 
3 .22 
s . o-a . o 
44.1 
129.0 
216. 3 
1. 5 2  
3.76 
2 .49 
1 .65 
6.43 
3.96 
1. 58 
4.92 
3.13 
3 • S--:-6 • 0 
44. 4 
123. 1 
215.6 
1 .  41 
3 .66 
2.61 
1. 40 
5 .48 
3.91 
1. 40 
4 .65 
3. 31 
aTylosin included at O or 40 and 20 g per ton during the 
growing and finishing periods, respectively . 
:S . 0-B . O  
lf4. 5 
127.9 
216.0 
1 .  49 
3.88 
2 .6 0  
1.57 
5 .59  
3.55 
1. 53 
4.73 
3 .09 
bPen space was either 3.5 or 5. 0 sq ft per pig during the 
growing period and either 6 .0 or 8 .0 sq ft per pig during the 
finishing period. 
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Table 59. Summary Of Effects of Pen Space and Antibiotics 
on Growing-Finishing Pig Performance 
Antibiotica Pe-. �ace (s9.. ft)
b :.:- - - - - - - 3. -- . o - s. o-r.o-
Growing Period 
Average daily gain, lb 1. 44 1. 45 1. 39 1 . s o 
Average daily feed, lb 3.70 3.77 3.65 3.82 
Feed/gain 2.58 2.60 2.64 2.54 
Fini shins; Period 
Average daily gain, lb 1. 56 1. 49 1. 44  1. 61 
AveI'age daily feed, lb 5.93 5.53 5 . 4 6 6.01 
Feed/gain 3. 83 3.73 3.81 3. 76 
Overall 
Average daily gain, lb 1. 50 1. 47 1. 41 1.55 
Average daily feed, lb 4. 47 4.69 4.61 4.83 
Feed/gain 3.17 3.20 3.26 3.11 
a Tylosin included at O or 40 and 20 g per ton during the 
growing and finishing periods, respectively. 
b Pen space was changed at approximately 125 lb to reflect the 
space needs of the growing pig. 
Due to only two replications of the treatments at the 
South Dakota station, no significant treatment effects were 
found. However, as one observes the data, there are some 
numerical differences which merit consideration. Wt ien data from 
the other stations are combined with these data, it seems 
feasible that statistical significance will be observed if the 
magnituve of differences remains the same. 
Essentially no differences were seen due to the inclusion 
of tylosin in the growing-finishing diets. Average daily gain, 
average daily feed and feed required per unit of gain were very 
similar for both periods , This lack of response to antibiotics 
is usually observed with pigs grown under adequate management 
practices and without serious disease problems. 
Limiting pen space affected gain and efficiency of gain 
during both the growing and finishing periods. It appears that 
3 . 5  sq ft per pig during the growing period (40 lb to 125 lb) 
and 6.0 sq ft per pig during the finishing period (125 to 215 lb) 
were inadequate to support maximum growth or efficiency of 
growth. 
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Since no depression of performance was observed due to lack 
of antibiotic in the diet, no interaction between antibiotic 
and pen space was observed. 
Summary 
One hundred twenty pigs weighing approximately 44 lb were 
all..;� -.. , � _._,:r,_ 11 • .,.., a.tments consisting of a combina-
tion o: 0 �!" t� O nt! ? O  a -cylo..,_ - :- fl �· .... r • ;..-& 
_r 2. S or 5.D eq :t ftnd c . O  or . = �� =��e � i7e!;. 
d�ins;. t:h-a "11 ot:i.91g "ld finilh.L g periods. No differences were .s-E�n 1n -ig .>erfvrm::inc� aue t� the presence of antibiotics in 
the c!i.::..-. ... ·.1ev r ,  d p'r _:a � i · · r� = .....:. -· - -L" :; 
w�: -.e c,b:setJv;d Wh!!n pigs wevc -res .. riei:�� ,to � - 5  n:1 6 . tl aq h 
p,er pig du�!11- th� gJN:>�·ins and :tinis,rlng p=riodE , r��ct!.v-=l.y . 
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Summary 
THE EFFECT OF GROWTH PROMOTING IMPLANTS ON 
FEEDLOT PERFORMANCE BY GELBVIEH BULLS 
L. B. Bruce, D. H. Gee� R. Hanson and F. Shubeck 
ANIMAL AND RANGE SCIENCES 82-31 
Ninety-two Gelbvieh bulls were randomly allocated into 
fQur 't:!" 9 �f'l"t" g1-,�._ps : 2� bu_ls e.arn. 2:le �uL .;er,� .�a.ig'1ed , 
im.puin"t-5d K,; th c.:.:.he.t" ?a_grc , 5v;.u·,,·eX"-S $ .S'm1Jd�X-B er ri�t. i.ci­
planti=d (�!:in:.-ro_ g-nm;--) a1Ll �:ed on an 8 2% high moisture corn 
ra Gon for 212 c.:._11.5. F:-edlcrr _ rrformance data were collected 
i.Ol th,= ...: ':>\Ir grgu_ps.. B..I.l.l::: !.In? Lanted with Synovex-H had the 
highl:s- a-.ri!ragc d.iJ.il-) �i � .  , 1erall implanted groups were 
sli.ghtl..: h.1..g� :i.r av�a_-g� &:i.ly gain than the nonimplanted 
�oritriol.. �u.,. c'e:erJ =-�s�d = lt �c oody 1.vi::::.,glrt g.al..ned 
indica� 1.:.nl.e- di.ffcre.ne� wi.1:h Synovex-S and Synovex-H being 
slightly better than Ralgro or control groups. It appears that 
there may be some benefit from implanting bulls in both average 
daily gain and feed efficiency, but the response will not be 
as great as for heifers or steers. 
Introduction 
Thi! r.::oeC-C6 r,r g:r..:>i'rn pl'OT11cting im;1la.n s. un e..ad lo� at,eers 
an<f h�ersi az,e well. docu:m�n-t:-ad . These implants improve the 
r.-...:. ts! .:ii eT'C'wth u..tid. pcs-weani..ng J � i!..! F � -:.! ;n�y Qf rrte.�r.-� � 
h£ifil.:Mil. !J'lfo.�011 =-on�rning _h_ v-= .1� of hrp1.a11tL\i .=u!a!:t1_0'\! 
ul.1.s �!i _e.t:;.!l ..re-11 i.-.nGl(ll . Th:..& k..'l>JWl�ce T�.-.ll be� mor3 
important in the future as more efficient ways of raising 
[e.e.d.loT -c;a,:-1..t! at"e: u,s..e-cL FE"Edin_s bLi.llG is l:.n� i::.f t"L-�sa- "Wai�fl:h 
k f-e.edi....,g au!..l!;. becc�'5 mare pm,ui � • .l...TITO�Ti,an ")Ti -:-he ':!.:-.:ac"tB 
of im:ol.a.trtinz will !)e-�� m • F i.mnor::�.-,: . Thiti nf;i� lilc.::i 
designed to provide some insight into implanting bulls. 
The objective of this research was to determine the effect 
Cill .fe�d.lo l pErr'f anna.nc �:f .ir.t?loart'"ing .'ii!:!.!.. u.u :T-Jj'r' t" �Dt'Gint" !1 
i r.  yc.i� bu1.!..&. R.a.3ponse5 t.o �ht3Se various implants by bulls 
�'i!' t:.ll_mpd- � �o � _ o n1:.!'.' � groi_. E a .U...::a -:-o e..i'"1tl ne r. ne 
ai ;.:-'2.l"c:.n il:S in .fe@dlo t pa=-forr.rane� , T�r;. eom:pu.ritrnnn '::l.ruvlde 
Lnfi!lT'm.I '!:irin t:a: h�� det�rmina �he m.!ui- tl.=e.::'ti:v� .;:11rt:i1Dds ;,i 
bull feeding. 
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Procedures 
Ninety-two Gelbvieh bulls were purchased at Highmore, 
South Dakota and trucked to the Southeast South Dakota Corn­
belt Agricultural Research Center at Beresford , South Dakota. 
The ninety-two Gelbvieh bulls were randomly allotted into four 
treatment groups of 23 bulls each . The bulls were weighed, 
(average 524 lb) implanted and placed in feedlot pens . The 
four treatment groups were (A) control (no implants), 
(B) implanted with Synovex-S, (C) implanted with Synovex-H 
and (D) implanted with Ralgro . All bulls were fed the ration 
presented in Table 60 consisting of (dry matter) basis 15% corn 
silage, 82% high moisture corn and 3% protein supplement (35% 
crude protein, 400 g/ton monensin and 180 g/ton of tylosin) . 
On the 16th of December 1981 the trial began. The bulls were 
initially fed a ration on a dry matter basis (DMB) of 32% high 
moisture corn, 60% corn silage and 8% supplement for l week. 
At the beginning of week 2 the ration was changed to 52% high 
moisture corn, 40% corn silage and 8% supplement . In week 3 
the ration was increased to include 72% high moisture corn , 
23% corn silage and 5% supplement. At week 4 bulls were 
consuming the final ration of 82% high moisture corn, 15% corn 
silage and 3\ protein supplement. The trial was concluded on 
July 29, 1982 , when the bulls were marketed. 
Feedlot performance for the period was monitored by monthly 
weighings of individual bulls and measurement of pen feed 
consumption. Carcass data were taken upon slaughter and will be 
reported later. 
Bulls were managed specifically to minimize aggressive 
behavior . The bulls were purchased from one herd and when 
randomly allotted into the four groups , bulls from various groups 
were then never allowed to mix. This prevents much of the 
undesirable behavior often exhibited by feedlot bulls. 
Results 
Average daily gains and feed efficiency data are presented 
in Table 61. In general , the results show increased performance 
by the implanted groups over the control group in average daily 
gain but no clear cut trend in feed efficiency. The highest 
average daily gains were achieved by the bulls implanted with 
Synovex-H. The other implants did not result in average daily 
gains that were different than for the control group. The 
pounds of dry feed consumed per pound of body weight gained 
showed little difference between all groups. None of the measurers 
of feed efficiency were greatly different, with Ralgro groups 
tending to be the least efficient and the Synovex-H the most. 
From this trial the implantation of bulls with Synovex-H appeared 
best and implantation with any of the three studies would probably 
be beneficial .  Response to implanting bulls did not appear to 
be as strong or consistent as responses of steers and heifers. 
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Table 60. Proximate Analysis of Feedlot Ration Used on a Dry 
Matter Basis 
Item 
Dry Matter 
Crude Protein 
Crude Fiber 
Ether extract 
Ash 
Nitrogen free extract 
t in Ration 
66 .l 
11.3 
6 . 5  
3 . 7  
3 . 0  
75.S  
Table 61. Feedlot Performance of Bulls By Treatment 
(December 16, 1981 - July 19, 1982 - 202 Days) 
.:.- !ants 
Item Control Ralgro Synovex-H Synovex-S 
No . of animals 23 23 2 3  23 
Inital wt, lb 507 534 54 3  524 
Final wt, lb 1120 1156 1203  1173  
Weight gain, lb 613 6 2 2  660 649 
Avg daily gain, lb 2.8 2 .9 3.0 2 . 9  
Avg daily intake, lb DMB 19.6 19.9 20 . 5  20 . 3  
Feed/gain, lb 6.7 6.8 6 .6 6 .6 
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THE EFFECT OF SYNOVEX-S IMPLANTS ON 
FEEDLOT PERFORMANCE OF ANGUS BULLS AND EARLY 
FEEDLOT PER IOD CASTRATED ANGUS BULLS 
L .  B. Bruce, D. H. Gee, R. Hanson and F. Shubeck 
AN IMAL AND RANGE SC I ENCES 82-32 
One hundred Angus bulls were randomly allocated into four 
treatment groups of 2 5  head each. Two of these groups were 
implanted with Synovex-S (and reimplanted 100 days later) and 
hiL ;-v.1e:il:lrte.Jt: :-2.:riod ..--f 1:.9 r. 4=/ "'�-:.Lr . Tb'= i.)u.l.l!:i We!' • n::d a 
r,a.tio11 i..2[ h!,gh I!IClr;ru..... t.;. L�- t, : ... t.l �ui-r !.��,:;! hca."t" pt ,,i.1 �n 
energy level capable fo supporting a 2 .75  lb average daily gain. 
One group each of the unimplanted and implanted bulls was 
�3b...,...,..., t:ed .rf-r-1:• ... he. :i-rs-r- i J cy ! 1: 'lt. ·:!��1-- +ri:al.s anl'j 
t:h�!'l C]'ll •i.al 1=-cn-=i.n,__1..� i J..._ = ;C.diti-,n.a.l 160 C.a.' S r J'b� � i; 
overall average daily gain for the trial period was obtained 
by the bulls implanted with Synovex-S followed by the unimplanted 
bulls. Both groups of bulls were equally feed efficient and 
more efficient than the steers as a group and the implanted 
steers were more efficient than the nonimplanted steers. 
B,.!__:1r:- ., zj.l?...ir7�-d u re-, ._._ �;;-;rr.r..u.c.. -tEI" :.n t.o+'h ,a.:erage 
d..:ti:l y a :i. :-:. an 1 :: e-!'.! c1: �£:=£.ii:-na • • • 
etllls atJJ St@_E!t"!: lora!"'E Ea� Ji.etu:f. -tl t Sim.!lti.?.' Jei hh �nd SCliJ. 
crr, � =a:.r�a.:;:;: �=igr� t�sis , ���h bLJ wr ngJn� �oB-pe� 
hundredweight and steers $107. Because of price differences, 
the best scheme would be to feed implanted steers, even though 
bulls perform better in the feedlot . 
Introduction 
As feed and other costs of feedlot operations increase, 
any method for improving the profit-making potential should be 
ia.ar·�:,a.:I.. ru: -::.�.tin..:1u.e -:-na- :.a c;:,, =1:.fot-=. tve fm im1r.·ovlng 
f -t!-S-d l )t u.r.lnu.l pi:.r .f "'�' �-e .::..__ L..._i: .1.=.1"1 l: • r1,:: wi-1- g-,-�.n:-"1 ,i:1""'0111 -
tants . Another technique for improving feedlot performance 
that is becoming well documented is that of feeding male 
feedlot cattle as intact males rather than as castrates. These 
1.1,..llSll tL::iv ...... E�te.r fi:;c-tL.c-;- p:. :-tt"lll I"''"''!? -,an s-eers. :i.i�i::t? .u 
h!":1own .;..b!':tut "'n,a ·z�cus -::o?nl:iin�.:.�m; of sh:-i:r= ,  bl!] !s: �� ifll,i>.l�tlfl � 
fhi.3 �!;-!!=-t"ch w,as d1?sigued "to ppp ..... -...cl:? s..;i.ma .ins::..ght i.n:ro 1:b� 
!!.cm. in?."i:iOrrn and t�t,L llt\port�-= �o !:fLdJ.o'L perf��:2. 
The obj ective of this research was to determine the effect 
on feedlot performance of implanting bulls and steers with 
Synovex-S, and comparing steers to bulls. Profit or loss upon 
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marketing was also studied . Responses � ,. �Jese treatments in 
terms of feedlot performance provide information to help deter­
mine the most effective method of feeding bulls or steers and 
revenue in dollars upon sale assists in determining the best 
management scheme for profit . 
Procedures 
One hundred Angus bulls were purchased in South Dakota and 
trucked to the Southeast Experiment and Extension Farm near .a-.r P ForJ , S, � .h D...Lk"t:"'" - ll-i� • ..... lt!rL �1 c:. !<fI.-:.-:,.tt.:y c.1:..J.crt1;� · nr;i:i 
rou:- tflL.W-1:.11!.lln"i g-!'011p5 of 2�  t,uJ .Lo i=acn . T� bu!.1.& w-Pria weighed I 
6.V!:!f<a.&-= r.u t;,:::  s ...!..t:1. �� of the :.o.ur g:i4.ou_pa !r.tpln.i11. ·d ..:i ,.h 
SynovGY ... - (�M r,n:Lm?lffnr,ed .LOO �Y!"' la'CC1.1"} and pl.Y:ed i!t ,;:e-e.d­
lor r!!.n,= , ·They werr i.nt.id.,Ldi :; -re-1- -a ·....:._n -aL � r-n -,i: 
corn and silage and high moisture corn with a 5% soybean meal 
protein supplement containing monensin and tylosin . The ration 
provided energy levels for average daily gains of approximately 
:'. 7:  lb � n,p·L.: :per =� . .:..J. �... "J ::.a:..·s "' -;,;n - t:h _ ro·:.ir :;tr1..,1J !-
�o:1e �"t� awJ or.� n r )  were Cc;fftr-L�- making -Cha fol.:.011,,_-riM 
fou� g1'.1ou.pa : (a) nonim-pl:l..ntied irr1;a-c1: b--ulls Cbl  i.mr..-.a.n a!! in-r.ai::'t 
'bu 1 ls (c ) rz.iniml)iarrtei:! 5!.fit:!!rl · and (d) ii»pl.i).J1'ted '"\T.12:�!'1f3' . Th.use 
iut.imal!; �eJ"G" lhl:!fl -1.!.d f._.r .Jll•-'t'1-rt2'r 1::c jey_1: u, Jn31�Jc2� ·.1..::ight . 
They were sold on a carcass weight basis on June 24, 1982. 
Table 62. Proximate analysis of average feedlot ration used 
and net energ for gain per lb of ration on dry 
matter basis 
Item 
Dry Matter 
Crude Protein 
Crude Fiber 
Ether Extract 
Ash 
Nitrogen feed Extract 
Net Energy for Gain (Meal/lb) 
Percent 
Ration 
44 .5 
10 .0 
10.0 
3.1 
4.4 
72.7 
.SS 
re-e.dlot: pC!!l.fo:"ma.l'l::e da-ta .for rhe p;.ZTJ.0'-- war� ob·t-i,1!:!d. r.l''.J 
rm,r1.1: � v wtlgh inf' r t-lh... .l.Ni.:!.. v: ,.i +a_ e.t .... ....r - n_.; --i a.l.s "5.nd da.i 1 y 
weighing of consumed ration . Carcass data were collected upon 
slaughter and will be reported at a later date. The bulls in 
this study were managed together specifically to minimize 
aggressive behavior. When they were randomly allotted to the 
four treatment groups, bulls fro th �arro�; S'�lrP� ��� r.eve:t1 
allowt:d r. ltt'i'k. . Th.:.;; trrEVcli."tli rn.1cli o· i:.bE un�e.s.i::--·nhle behc1.vi.or 
often exhibited by feedlot bulls . 
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Feedlot performance data and average price received for 
lOU 1- -= c.e..!":�5o Lg.. • .re --=-"'<!�IT e1 _,. i .  lt: o; :n gw11;;;.! 11 1 
nu.lla 1 '>'lhe.-rhDr i.!np:l.a-I1t;d � !io t .  C\J"t�-r. "0,1,;mM !:1:�C!!' im. �1 t-ed 
r :n .:- � n ..: �,e,,.::i l t:rr � .. -.. rm:iri:;e; - t i, � c 1 -cLa.::-3 p-E<� l"ie:.:i<l 
received when marketed, steers outperformed bulls. 
Table 63. Feedlot Performance and Carcass Price of Bulls and 
Steers by Treatment (Dec . 16, 1981-June 24, 1982 
190 days) 
Number of animals 
Initial wt, lb 
Final wt, lb 
Weight gain, lb 
Avg daily gain, lb 
Avg daily intake, 
lb, DMB 
F •ed/ gain , lb 
$/100 lb carcass 
Steers Bulls 
No imPl:L.1 §•novex-S No implant Syr ex-S 
25 25 25 25 
624 614 617 646 
1077 1120 1134 1180 
453 506 517 534 
2 .4 2 .7 2.7 2 .8 
17.6 17.6 17.6 18.6 
7.4  6.6 6.5 6 . 5  
107.00 107.00 88 .00 88.00 
Synovex-S implanted bulls gained slightly better than the 
nonimplanted bulls but were similar in feed efficiency. 
Implanted steers were significantly better than nonimplanted 
steers for ave_ age daily gain and feed efficiency. As a group, 
bulls (both implanted and nonimplanted) were better in average 
daily gain and feed efficiency than the steers. The Synovex-S 
implanted steers had very similar feedlot performance data com­
pared to the nonimplanted bulls and slightly poorer feedlot 
p� [crmar.-=.,.o Tha .. -:h ... .:.etpl ... H�d J:J�-• .,,..� ... � :a.c""7 a.rm .. i-
d i �fer mi c 1 "� _ t:-; i: �r.: .:)rnaL.:. � 1.· r, c...- =.: n.;.: ::h., r in � • i!iil.A.! 
groups was between nonimplanted steers and the other three 
groups. In terms of dollars per 100 lb carcass weight, steers 
far outperformed bulls, with average steer prices of $107 and 
average bull prices of $88. Although all bulls in this study 
graded choice, they still brought only breaker bull prices. 
Bulls outperformed steers in the feedlot. With certain 
management steps, bulls can be easily handled in the feedlot 
and undesirable behavioral aspects minimized. The feedlot 
performance advantage does not outweigh the disadvantage in 
prices at the market. At the present time because of prices, 
the best recol'llmendation that can be made to livestock feeders 
is to feed implanted steers . 
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Summary 
THE E FFECT OF SYNOVEX-s IMPLANTS ON 
CARCASS CHARACTER I STICS OF ANGUS BULLS AND 
EARLY FEEDLOT PER IOD CASTRATED ANGUS BULLS 
R. C. Johnson, D. H. Gee, L. B. Bruce and R. Hanson 
ANIMAL AND RANGE SCIENCES 82-33 
One hundred Angus bulls were randomly allocated into four 
treatment groups of 2 5  head each. Two of the groups were im­
planted with Synovex-S (and reimplanted 100 days later ). One 
group of the unimplanted and one group of the implanted bulls 
was castrated after the first 30 days of the feedlot trial. 
Effect of the Synovex-S implant on the carcass traits were 
dependent upon the sex condition of the cattle. Decreased fat 
deposition in the form of external fat and marbling was observed 
in the implanted steers. Bulls responded to the implant by 
increasing fat deposition externally, internally and intramuscu­
larly (marbling ). 
Intact male carcasses were trimmer, heavier muscled and 
did yield a higher percentage of boneless trim.med retail cuts 
than steer carcasses. However, the steer carcasses received 
more desirable quality grades. The implanted groups were more 
similar to each other than the nonimplanted groups. The use of 
Synovex-S narrowed the differences in carcass traits between 
the intact males and steers. 
Introduction 
Several alternatives are available for producers to 
�.c!�·e,u; h!!- .aJn...:it:rr.t o:- .bver J:...!:L•u .L�!'..'-d an_ 1 at. t.'h-e �Elf� t-lm2:-� 
i n l':!'re.ase -r=he e.t::fi.-.i ern:::y o! p�ue:"t:ion . I'.t.e. pt0s:t: -:o.�.m � m� �ho 
i th@ lJDe- 01 �1,rrh p�mo:t±::'"&(: .: !1)'1 �5 , li't:,c� .av"' b JI li.r.tk� 
t.a innl"<ec3<::d -s:vC!!".:t.gs Milv g:ai.11 .;U'ld f�eE ,.cd::i:zn.i:
.LJn . T.h£:;:5-E 
lmp1u.rH. nJV� il.1!3 !:> .. -n ..i!lO.-.r tJ .... 1:L :e,aSi:::: :11£ 'aFo .:1 ion r 
external fat and marbling in feedlot steers. 
Research data has also indicated that th.e production of 
beef by young bulls may be another possible solution to �ore 
efficient beef production. In addition to the improvement in 
the feedlot performance, some carcass characteristics are 
enhanced by the sex condition. Bulls are noted for yielding 
leaner , heavier muscled, highe� cutability carcasses. Howeve�, 
carcass quality has slowed the acceptability of bullock beef. 
The objective of this study was to determine the effect of 
Synovex-S on the carcass traits of bulls and steers , 
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Procedure 
One hundred Angus bulls were randomly allocated into four 
treatment groups of 25 head each. Two of these groups were 
implanted with Synovex-S (and reimplanted 100 days later ). One 
group of the unimplanted and one group of the implanted bulls 
was castrated after the first 30 days of the feedlot trial. 
All cattle were on feed for a total of 190 days. Specific de­
tails of the handling procedures during the feedlot period and 
the actual feedlot performance are presented in a previous paper , 
(The Effect of Synovex-S Implants on Feedlot Performance of 
Angus Bulls and Early Feedlot Period Castrated Angus Bulls, 
L. B. Bruce, D. H. Gee and R. Hanson).  (82-32) 
At the conclusion of the feeding trial the cattle were 
slaughtered at a commercial packing company . The quality and 
yield grade factors were evaluated with the assistance of a 
USDA grader. A portion of the wholesale rib from each carcass 
was transported to the SDSU Meat Lab and used to provide samples 
for taste panel evaluation, Warner-Bratzler shear and proximate 
analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
Table 64 presents mean carcass traits and shows the distri­
bution of the USDA yield and quality grades. 
Rib eye area advantage observed in the implanted steers 
when compared to the nonimplanted steers was primarily due to 
carcass weight. When rib eye area was expressed as square 
inches per 100 lb carcass, no difference was seen between the 
two groups of steers (1.70 vs 1.71). Fat deposition as indicated 
by both external fat thickness and marbling level was reduced 
in the steers due to Synovex-S . Reduction in fat deposition, 
externally and as marbling is reflected in the increased 
occurrence of the more desirable yield grades (YG-1 and YG-2 ),  
the decrease in the number of YG-4, and the decrease in the 
number of carcasses grading choice . 
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Table 64. Carcass Traits and Grade of Bulls and Steers 
By Treatment 
Steers Bulls 
Item No Implant -Synovex-S No Implant- SY!).ovex-S 
No. of animals 25 25 25 25 
Carcass wt , lb 649 673 693 714 
Rib eye area , 
sq. in. 11.04 11. 56 12 . 71 12 .6 3 
sq. in./100 1 .  70 1. 72 1 . 83 1 .  77 
Fat thickness, in . . 47 .41 . 3 8 • 4 2 
Kidney fat, % 2. 9 2. 9 1 .  9 3. 3 
Yield grade 3.19 2.97 2.39 2.87 
Distribution 
YG-1 1 7 2 
YG-2 9 10 16 16 
YG-3 1 3  1 3  2 6 
YG-4 3 1 1 
Marbling level Avg Small High Slight Avg Slight High Slight 
Quality grade Low Choice High Good Avg Good High Good 
Distribution 
Choice 23  16 2 14 
Good 2 9 21 10 
Standard 2 1 
Synovex-S reduced muscle development and increased fat 
deposition in the Angus bulls, Rib eye area per 100 lb carcass 
was slightly less for the implanted bulls when compared to the 
nonimplanted bulls (1.77 vs 1 .83). In addition, external fat 
thickness and marbling level were increased due to the implant . 
The additional fat deposition resulted in increased incidence 
of YG-3 and YG-4 carcasses, fewer YG-1 carcasses and more choice 
carcasses. 
Carcass price -r!s based entirely on the sex condition of 
the cattle at the time of slaughter, with no adjustment made 
for yield or quality grade. Although more acceptable quality 
grades are generally achieved by steers, the use of Synovex-S 
on bulls yielded carcasses with quality grades comparable to 
steers. Implanted bulls still possess an advantage over 
implanted steers in their ability to produce higher cutability 
carcasses . These data would suggest that the use of Synovex-S 
on medium framed Angus bulls will produce carcasses that are 
very acceptable for the packer. 
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THE EFFECT OF GROWTH PROMOTI NG IMPLANTS ON CARCASS 
CHARACTER ISTI CS OF GELBV I EH BULLS 
R. C. Johnson, D. H. Gee, L .  B, Bruce and R. Hanson 
ANIMAL AND RANGE SC I ENCES 82-34 
Ninety-two Gelbvieh bulls were randomly allocated into four 
1:�?."t:n'-.I1 l �� ... .:1 .  -np_ a......·-� I .J 0• I 1 s I ' �- . S•-111, '•J -11 
R!'!..gro or �ot imµl.!ln e� nd =�! for 212  days. Carcass data 
wos C•�l.1 �c;:ed -Ollow-1.g: .. �ht; J,r., ma..: -:.: l.... ,....-;ni- ,::-� w r I 
r,ci ... = oe'twea...-. .an�· of - e r-o "PS du(! t:o �rea�n-. !ull� 
lmp-ll:.'1't� wi:th Synov �.-t< ha� llHn't-i lcess rL ... e}'"e aN!e1 pe.?' l.OG 
J b carG"afi"!i wh n �Or:tpi � �-d. "C� t?it ct:hct' gr,eupe. "'l'h lar�e: f!"�d • 
.!a · iiJa...-u..-ing -=�bvL. Jlls p ai -:<t- �· _ · __ ::!J'i 1.t!-'_. ,' 
1m.u;_::!J . h�h c . -�billt" carca es . The USDA quality grades 
W!'.!l"e rna.rgi.Ttll.:! or, ccce?p -noillcy �rom both a packer and consumer 
rtandpoln 
Introduction 
... r,i, v�rAgc con i.!.iZlf;!:' i.a .in,:e-�s::,:d ::5.r . ...1u·• r,g :i-�=-�1:., \e.�f 
�i�h c �i,imum o: bone -And fa t a  reasonable cost. The 
p:"'Ot11Jr-:...'..,- • f"l - roaa.: by yo.1ng bUll - �"' "!:E_:. : ,...,w t•- bt. - .;!..m.eI-"" 
m.e-nctl o "2:!ni vb1g lean ha-z; • oWi!Ver . ual.i-y cha.r·-q ri1;='i�t1c 
a.t'e ;uarg'..:....n= _ Gt'0"11t}t p:r-omo�in ':r .... 1 ,T:; .u '"' ..,-= .J._ ;.J... , t ere 
and he--if�.s :r.i.nc� th lS!Stl 1:.o o improve feed efficiency and 
J:'! _cJuce f•:l t �p�1sci.-.:-i01 • t�.ii_ger 1 :!f'..1i::cl ,  � .JLl LiJ : .,� w: � · 1 J 
hav- �gn irri:"ro uced in �ne UAi�ed S�ut:s h�� b3ve �h Ci!:��bil-
i�y of ��ucin lea:n T hi h cu in.g ca�ss-s . 
Th:;.,t c;.bjcc ti·.•e. of thlti c-ud\• wa...1a to me Qur- - i- _'"rf"e;:: s o. 
at :, ....!: ';.!'. ,-� :- :m :i.I;":"S CU!'. ":::.l.5.b!e O:'\ "TE -a;r-:ca ;.,6 
characteristics of young Gelbvieh bulls. 
Procedure 
Ninety-two Gelbvieh bulls were randomly allotted into four 
'trea.tme.r. � r iJ !:"" .J.f _ 3 tJ... = .... � 1 .,, "! ,.... ... _ t n-;"'lt gr-= P= 
wo11 (A) con-o:o - ( .-.o imp la t = i B) iJ!: _ ,__ e - t... : , -· .J li!X.- • 
(C) implar..tt1d Wit. . Syr..o�.'eX-Fl a,, {D) implanted with Ralgro. 
Spea:1.!::I..c d;L :1 for rhe !-.End ! "  g procedures during the feedlot 
oe�:iod a1 � _. atrtua.1 - ==�la- 1 rformance are presented in a 
p� .i.... o a;�r rT!l, r _ e:t _f : �wth Promoting Implants on 
Feedlot Performance of Gelbvieh Bulls, L. B. Bruce, D. H. Gee 
and R. Hanson) , (82-31) 
At the conclusion of the feeding trial the cattle were 
13.:,. "'iUl.'Vl ... r =r" a:- _ ':.l:r.,mt,e,-' i.:l Fi> 1 i,. j ..}11.Da..v. :1. � ..w. i tv cP c 
�-�ld �1Ja �e tac•ors wcr� �valu · ?d with the assistance of a USDA 
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grade. A portion of the wholesale rib from each carcass was 
transported to the SDSU Meat Lab and used to provide samples 
for taste panel evaluation, Warner-Bratzler shear and 
proximate analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
Mean carcass traits and the distribution of the four 
t..r� tru"!r. t g.rour,� .1._ .!""b r 
prt!s.t!.l":t'!:.3 iu Ta..1:il-= E. 5. In 
alterations in the carcass 
5.b:; -1�: ... 'f ... ar:1 �utl:.cy �..i=a aJ'i.e­
g.:scn�l t"ie l'tJ.!iUlt:; s.ho� no Je( ird.ti:: 
traits due to any implant. 
Muscle development as indicated by rib eye area per 100 lb 
of carcass was slightly less for the Synovex-H implanted bulls 
when compared to the other groups. Decreased muscle develop­
ment per 100  lb of carcass was the major reason for the differ­
ence in yield grade between the Synovex-H group and the other 
three treatments. There were no differences among the other 
cutability factors due to treatment. 
No differences were observed in marbling level or final 
quality grade due to treatment. Furthermore, the implants only 
slightly decreased the incidence of the Standard Quality grade 
carcasses and did not increase the number of Choice Quality 
grade carcasses. 
The large framed, late maturing Gelbvieh bulls produced 
extremely lean, heavy muscled carcasses that would yield a 
high percentage of boneless trimmed retail cuts. Quality grades 
received by these carcasses are at or j ust below the minimum 
standards considered acceptable by the average consumer. 
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Table 6 5. Carcass Traits and Grades By Treatment 
Item 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Im£lants _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Control Synovex-S Synovex-H Ralgro ---- -�-------- -------�------------------------------·-
No. of animals 23 23 23 2 3  
Carcass  wt, lb 692 708 746 696 
Rib eye area, 
sq. in. 13 . 5 9 13 . 78 13 .67  13 . 72 
Sq in./100 lb 1. 96 1 .  94 1 .  83 1 .  97 
Fat thicknes s ,  in. . 1 4 . 1 5  . 1 7  . 18 
Kidney fat , % 1 .  5 1 . 4  1. 7 1. 4 
Yield grade 
distribution 1 .  4 5  1 .  44 1 .  7 3  1 .  4 7  
YG-1 22 19 18 22 
YG-2 l 4 5 1 
YG-3 
YG-4 
Marbling level Low Slight Low Slight Low Slight Low Slight 
Quality grade Low Good Low Good Low Good Low Good 
Distribution 
Choice 4 3 2 1 
Good 10 17 15 20 
Standard 9 3 6 2 
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CORN ROOTWORMS 
�. 'r . • . D. D. Walgenbech PLANT SCIENCE 82-35 
Field damage and populations of corn rootworms were higher 
in 1982 than during the last 6 years. Most continuous corn 
fields can be expected to have moderate to high populations of 
rootworms in the 1983 season. Several insecticidal failures 
were noted with Furadan where the compound failed to perform in 
rotation with organophosphates. 
A study was initiated to compare yield relationships with 
root damage ratings and with averaged field yield as determined 
by the farmer. The amount of physiological yield loss varied 
in the fields studied (table 66) Sinai, to a slight loss at the 
Onida site. Harvestable yield loss approached 60 bushels per 
acre at the Fairview site (Table 67) and 51 bushels per acre at 
the Alcester site due to extreme lodging. The high yields even 
with severe damage was attributed to favorable environmental 
conditions. 
Performance of the insecticides is su'r.Marized in Table 68. 
Counter and Thimet (phorate) showed good performance expressed 
as percent root protection followed by the remaining compounds 
in a relatively small range. 
Table 66. Corn Rootworn Control 
Yield , Bushels/Acre 
Location 
Root Rating 'sinar - - - - - - - - - onTda - -
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Plot Average 
Field Average 
Preci-pitaion 
Plant Populations 
* Number of Plants Analyzed. 
94 ( 25 ) *  
9 2  ( 3 2) 
94 ( 5 4 )  
91 ( 3 3 )  
99 ( 2 7 )  
93 (26) 
94 ( 1 9 7 )  
87 
16.82 
16.200  
** 10.0 inches of irrigation applied also. 
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160 ( 21 ) *  
153 ( 3 2 )  
149 (81) 
142 (36 )  
146 ( 23 )  
150 ( 25 )  
150  (218) 
160 
12 . 67*" 
22.77 0  
Table 6 7 .  Corn Rootworm Control 
Root Rating 
4 
5 
6 
Plot Average 
Field Average 
Precipitation 
Plant Populations 
Yield, Bushels/Acre 
Location 
Alcester- - fairview-
-
101 
101 
101 
( 33)}� 
(44) 
(20) 
101  (97 ) 
s o  
17 .86 
15 750 
108  ( 37 ) )'< 
109 ( 28 )  
109 ( 2 3 )  
109 ( 8 8 )  
50 
17.29 
18.270 
* Number of Plants Analyzed 
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Table 68. Corn Rootworm Insecticide Evaluations, 
1976 1 !"77 
(I) . +> . 
,., (I) ,-1 0... � (I) rl j'.l., 
Insecticide (!,) (1/lt • (!,) df> • E-t 0:: � 0:: 
Amaze 15 5 5  12  91 
Counter 21 5 5  14 8 3  
Thim et 17 4 9  10  81 
Furadan 18 6 0  1 2  7 5  
Dyfonate 10  51  10  76  
Hocap 19  4 4  9 7 9  
Lorsban 21 44 � 8 0  
� Not Marketed 
1978 
(/) +> . 
� (/) ...... jl. 
Q} <JI> • 
E-t c::; 
8 82 
7 7 6  
1 7 2  
n 68 
8 6 9  
'1 67  
6 7 3  
1979 
(I) +> 
II) 
� Q) 
E-t 
6 
1 
fi 
£l 
G 
5 
1 
. 
,-! 0.. 
elf> • 
0::: 
8 5  
84 
78 
67  
6 5  
6 2  
71  
1 \ R . P .  - Percent Root Protection = % R . P .  = 100 -
1976-1982 
1980 1981 1982 
(I) (I) . +> . ..... . +> A.. {I) rl n. 
Cl) r-l A.. {J) rl . '*' Q) di> • 
::;t: a> di> • � (I) <!P O:::  E-t a:: 
i;... e.. � 
9 69  14 7 9  11 7 4  
11 69  21 8 4  11  84 
11 66 18 80 7 81 
1 2  5 8  12 71 9 68 
11 6 0  16 74 9 7 2  
10 60 21 7 6  1 67  
11 5 5  15 64 7 70  
(root ratin
! 
of treatment) 
r• r r 1 , t o� � t L 11Y 
- l 
1976-82 
Avg . 
+-' . 
(I.) r-1 0... 
... ()) � . 
E-t 0::: 
75 76  
92 76 
75  7 2  
81 67  
70  6 7  
78 6 5  
71  6 5  
EUROPEAN CORN BORER CONTROL 
D. D. Walgenbach 
PLANT SCI ENCE 82-36 
The first brood European corn borer caused serious yield 
losses in those fields that were planted before the rains 
in �.i.4' -)' .ay. A _ DU._u_>'lE! }I�!:" .-;.::::-:: yie.:n ll:)ss _ J .! • 6 "r1/a....�-e 
Si ;;g,;:- lo:..!': il...: l� ru=-"t� . 
Results for 1982 continued to show excellent first brood 
control with Furadan, Lorsban or Dyfonate applied at 0 .5 lb A/A 
D"' gr <J u.r. � ,, G.. .. u. :p'""'\.A n-r w-i d1 t1uc g :'-! ., • .E;-6 l , ,... s.r::-e:: ':l '· !3::' -:-n e wn or: • 
Gt- ·.irlc. IJJp:l�<.1..tic.iri 1 PyJri.: a.....a �h. .. ·r1t..:d. u-�:!r r::-r� 1 aa 
did the aerial application of Furadan lOG at 1 lb A/A to 0 . 1  lb 
A/A of Pyrin. 
Table 69. Grain Yield (15. 5% water ) as influenced by first 
brood infestation, Beresford (Field 2) 1982 
Treatment 
(lbs AI/A) 
Cypermethrin, 0. 1 
Untreated 
Cavities 
(#/plant) 
0.1 
2. 1 
Grain Yield 
(Bu/A) 
166 
135 
124 
Silage Yield 
Ton/A 
26.8 
23. 2 
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